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Abstract
A transmission grid is normally laid out as an almost pure overhead line (OHL) network.
The introduction of transmission voltage level XLPE cables and the increasing interest in
the environmental impact of OHL has resulted in an increasing interest in the use of un-
derground cables on transmission level. In Denmark for instance, the entire 150 kV, 132
kV and 220 kV and parts of the 400 kV transmission network will be placed underground
before 2030.
To reduce the operating losses of a cable-based transmission system, crossbonding schemes
are normally used. The use of crossbonding introduces new difficulties for the fault locator
systems currently in use and such can therefore not be applied directly. In this thesis, the
analysis and development of a fault locator system capable of locating faults with high
accuracy on crossbonded cables and hybrid lines is presented. The thesis is divided into
five parts; The preliminaries, a part which deals with the use of impedance-based fault
location methods on crossbonded cables, a part which deals with travelling wave-based
fault location, a part listing the conclusions and contributions of the thesis and an appendix.
A state-of-the-art analysis is conducted on the use of both impedance- and travelling wave-
based fault location methods, and it is found in both cases that the research field is not
covered in detail. Therefore, the use of both fault location methods is examined in detail.
It is found that an impedance-based method is difficult to implement in practice due to
the electrical behaviour of the crossbonded cable system under fault conditions. The fault
loop impedance appears as being discontinuous at the crossbondings. These discontinuities
dominate the fault loop impedance for shorter cables and the result is large errors if the
reactive part is used directly to determine the distance to fault. The discontinuities make the
utilisation of an analytical methods difficult, as fault location methods in general expect a
homogenous series impedance matrix for the entire cable run.
An analysis of the influencing parameters is carried out and it is found that the fault loop
impedance is almost independent on the grounding resistances in the field at the ends of
each major section and on the grounding resistance at the substations. This is because little
current returns to the source in the ground and the fault loop impedance is therefore mostly
dependent on parameters describing the cable itself.
The use of an impedance-based method for fault location on hybrid lines is examined. The
very different fault impedances of the overhead lines and cable systems make a practical
implementation of the fault locator difficult. Small deviations in the parameters of the OHL
will result in large errors for fault location in the cable section.
Field measurements showing the effect of short circuits on crossbonded systems conducted
on parts of the electrical connection to the Anholt offshore wind farm are performed. The
purpose is to examine whether neural networks can be trained using data from state-of-the-
art cable models to predict and estimate the fault location on crossbonded cables. Numerous
measurements of different short circuits are carried out and it is concluded that the state-of-
the-art models predict general behaviour of the crossbonded system under fault conditions
well, but the accuracy of the calculated impedance is low for fault location purposes. The
neural networks can therefore not be trained and no impedance-based fault location method
can be used for crossbonded cables or hybrid lines. The use of travelling wave-based
methods is examined for crossbonded cables. It is found that the two-terminal method can
be used to estimate the location of faults with high accuracy. The single-terminal method
cannot be used on longer crossbonded cables due to the numerous reflections created at the
crossbonding. Core voltages, core currents and sheath currents can be used as input to the
fault locator system where the core and sheath current signals become more advantageous
to use as the number of additional lines connected to the same substation as the monitored
cable is increased. The fault signals can be analysed directly in the time domain wherefore
a transformation method is not a necessity.
The parameters influencing the two-terminal travelling wave method are examined and it
is found that the method can be used on long cables and that the method is independent of
most system parameters as fault inception angle and fault resistance.
The travelling wave method can be used to locate faults on hybrid lines of any type. A
method designed for DC-lines is re-designed making it applicable for hybrid lines com-
prised by crossbonded cables and OHLs or cables of different types.
Travelling wave-based field measurements are conducted on the Anholt connection to ve-
rify the proposed method. Faults, at reduced a voltage are artificially applied in the cable
system and the transient response is measured at two terminals at the cable’s ends. The
measurements are time-synchronised and it is found that a very accurate estimation of the
fault location can be obtained using the method proposed.
Methods for measuring the coaxial wave velocity are identified and the coaxial wave velo-
city on the Anholt cable is determined using these methods. It is verified that a constant
coaxial wave velocity (frequency independent) can be used as an input parameter to the
fault locator system and the coaxial attenuation predicted by current cable models agrees
with results obtained on the Anholt cable. Based on the results of the field measurements, it
is concluded that:
Fault location using a synchronised two-terminal method is applicable on crossbonded
cables with use of the coaxial wave velocity and fault signals analysed directly in the
time domain.
The use of the Wavelet Transform for fault location on crossbonded cables is examined.
With use of the transform’s ability to localise transients in time, very accurate fault location
on shorter cable systems can be achieved (approximately less than 20 km which accounts
for 75 % of all Danish cable lines). For longer cables, it was proposed to combine the use of
the Wavelet Transform with a visual inspection of the time domain signals. This increased
in all cases the accuracy of the fault location estimation and reduces the chance of acting on
a faulted estimation by the fault locator.
A fault locator system capable of locating fault with high accuracy on crossbonded cables is
developed and realised in practice. The system consists of two units that must be installed at
the ends of the cable the system monitors. A Wavelet based trigger system capable of trig-
gering on all realistic fault signals is developed with the use of a signal pre-condition tech-
nique developed especially for crossbonded cables. Core voltage, core currents or sheath
currents can freely be chosen as input to the fault locator units where the inputs can be dif-
ferent at each cable end. The fault locator system works for both pure crossbonded cables
and hybrid lines. The functionality of the units are verified using both simulated and field
data and is found to function as expected.

Abstrakt
Elektriske transmissionsnet er normalt konstrueret ved brug af luftlinjer. Introduktionen af
kabler designet for tranmissionsspændinger og en forøgelse af interessen i de miljømæssige
påvirkninger af luftlinjer har resulteret i en stigende interesse i brugen af kabler på trans-
missionsniveau. I Danmark skal eksempelvis hele 150 kV, 132 kV, 220 kV og dele af 400
kV nettet kabellægges før år 2030.
For at reducere driftmæssige tab i et kabelbaseret transmissionssystem benyttes en kryd-
skoblingsmetode for skærmen. Brugen af denne introducerer nye problemstillinger for de i
dag kendte fejllokaliseringsmetoder og disse kan derfor ikke benyttes direkte. I denne afhan-
dling præsenteres en analyse og udviklingen en et fejllokaliseringssystem, der muliggøre
fejllokalisering med høj nøjagtighed på krydskoblede kabler og hybride linjer. Afhandlin-
gen er delt op i fem dele; De indledende afsnit, en del der behandler brugen af impedans
baserede metoder til fejllokalisering på krydskoblede kabler, en del der behandler brugen af
vandrebølgemetoder, en del der opridser de primære konklusioner og akademiske bidrag og
slutteligt et appendiks.
En state-of-the-art analyse er udført på brugen af både impedans og vandrebølge fejlfind-
ingsmetoder og det er konkluderet i begge tilfælde, at området ikke til fuldt ud dækket af den
tilgængelige litteratur. På baggrund af dette analyseres begge områder i detaljer i afhandlin-
gen. Det findes, at de impedans baserede metoder er problematiske at benytte i praksis pga.
den elektriske opførsel af et krydskoblet kabelsystem. Fejlsløjfeimpedansen fremstår ikke
kontinuer ved krydskoblingerne. Disse diskontinuiteter dominerer fejlsløjfeimpedansen på
kortere kabler og resultatet er store fejlbedømmelser af afstanden til fejl, hvis den reaktive
del af fejlsløjfeimpedansen benyttes. Diskontinuitetspunkterne gør endvidere, at en ana-
lytisk metode problematisk at anvende.
En analyse på de betydende parameter er udført, og det viser sig, at fejlsløjfeimpedansen
næsten er uafhængig overfor variation i overgangsmodstanden til neutral jord i muffehullerne
og overgangsmodstanten ved stationerne. Dette forekommer fordi en meget lille del af fejl-
strømmen returnerer i jorden, hvilket gør fejlsløjfeimpedansen primært afhængig af kablet
og kabelsystemets parameter.
Brugen af en impedans baseret metode for fejllokalisering på hybride linjer er undersøgt.
Systemernes meget forskellige fejlsløjfeimpedanser gør det problematisk at implementerer
et impedans baseret fejllokaliseringssystem på en sådan linje. Små fejl i luftlinjens parame-
tre giver store udslag for fejl i kabelsektionen og metoden er derfor ikke praktisk anvendelig.
Målinger, fortaget for at bestemme et krydskoblet kabels opførsel under fejlsituationer er
foretaget på den elektriske forbindelse til vindmølleparken Anholt. Formålet er at undersøge
om neurale netværk kan trænes til præcis fejllokalisering ved brug af data fra moderne
simuleringsprogrammer. Talrige målinger under forskellige kortslutninger er udført og det
er på baggrund af disse konkluderet, at modellen forudsiger de generelle tendenser under
fejl godt, men præcisionen på bestemmelse af fejlsløjfeimpedansens værdi er lav. Neurale
netværk kan ikke trænes med data fra disse modeller og alle impedansbaserede metoder er
derfor ikke praktisk implementerbar både for krydskoblede kabler og hybride linjer.
Brugen af vandrebølger baserede fejllokaliseringsmetoder er undersøgt for krydskoblede
kabler. Det fremstår, at en to-terminals metode kan benyttes til estimation af fejlstedet med
høj præcision. Én en-terminals metode er problematisk at benytte på krydskoblede kabler
grundet de mange ekstra refleksioner fra krydskoblingspunkter. Lederspændinger, leder-
strømme og skærmstrømmen kan benyttes som input signal til fejllokaliseringssystemet,
hvor lederstrøm og skærmstrøm bliver fordelagtige at benytte som antallet af andre linjer
tilsluttet samme station som det overvågede kabel stiger. Fejlsignalerne kan analyseres di-
rekte i tidsdomænet og en kompliceret transformations metode til et afkoblet domæne er
derfor ikke en nødvendighed.
De parametre, der påvirker to-terminals metoden er undersøgt, og det konkluderes, at meto-
den kan benyttes på lange kabler og at metoden er uafhængig af de fleste systemparameter
som fejlvinkel og fejlmodstand.
Vandrebølgemetoderne kan benyttes på hybridlinjer af hvilken som helst type. En metode
udviklet til DC-forbindelser er gendesignet til at dække hybridlinjer med krydskoblede
kable strækninger.
Vandrebølgebaserede målinger er ligeledes udført på forbindelsen til Anholt for at verificere
den anbefalede fejllokaliseringmetode. Selvfrembragte fejl påtrykkes kabelsystemet og det
transiente respons måles ved kablets to endepunkter. Målingerne er tidssynkroniseret, og
det konkluderes, at en meget høj præcision kan opnås ved brug af den anbefalede metode.
Målemetoder til bestemmelse af kabelsystemets coaxial bølgehastighed er identificeret og
benyttes til at bestemme denne på Anholt kablet. Det verificeres, at en konstant (frekven-
suafhængig) hastighed kan benyttes som inputparameter til et vandrebølgebaseret fejllokalis-
eringssystem, og at den coaxial dæmpning, der forudsiges af moderne modeller beskriver
virkelighedens dæmpning med god tilnærmelse. Baseret på målingerne på Anholt kablet
kan det konkluderes at:
Fejllokalisering ved brug af en synkroniserede to-terminals metode er anvendelig på
krydskoblede kabler med brug af en konstant coaxial bølgehastighed og fejlsignaler
analyseret i tidsdomænet.
Brugen af Wavelet transformationen til fejllokalisering på krydskoblede kabler er undersøgt.
Ved brug af tranformens evne til at lokalisere transiente begivenheder i tid, kan en meget
præcis estimering af fejlstedet ske på kortere kabler (ca. under 20 km, hvilket dækker 75 %
af alle kabler i det fremtidige danske net). For længere kabler anbefales det at kombinere
brugen af Wavelet transformationen med en visuel inspektionsmetode af tidsdomæne sig-
nalerne. Denne metode højner i alle tilfælde præcisionen af bestemmelsen af fejlstedet og
reducerer chancen for at handle på en fejlberegning foretaget af fejllokaliseringssystemet.
Et fejllokaliseringssystem, der kan bestemme fejlstedet for krydskoblede kabler og hybride
linjer er udviklet. Systemet består af to enheder, der installeres fast i begge ender af det
kabel, der skal overvåges. En Wavelet-baseret triggerenhed er implementeret i systemet,
hvor denne kan trigge på alle tænkelige fejlsignaler fra fejl på krydskoblede kabler og hy-
bride linjer. Lederspændinger, lederstrømme og skærmstrømme kan frit vælges som input
til systemet, hvor forskelligt input kan benyttes i begge ender, hvis dette ønskes. Systemet
er verificeret ved brug af både måle- og simulerings data, og det er fundet at fungere som
forventet.
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Part I
Preliminaries

Chapter1
Introduction
A transmission grid is normally laid out as an almost purely overhead line (OHL) network.
The introduction of transmission voltage level XLPE cables and the increasing interest in
the environmental impact of OHL has resulted in an increasing interest in the use of under-
ground cables on transmission level. In Denmark, the entire 150 kV, 132 kV, and 220 kV as
well as parts of the 400 kV transmission network will be placed underground before 2030.
The plan of the future Danish transmission system is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Grid structure planned for Denmark in 2030.
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Most faults on overhead lines are caused by temporary occurrences as for instance lightning,
conductor swing, trees, ice and more. Because the electrical insulation (air) is self-restoring,
an auto re-closure method can be used so the system can obtain its original configuration
without examining the fault location. When a fault occurs in underground cables, auto
re-closure is not used. This is because the insulation material is non-self-restoring, and re-
energising the cable without any further actions can very likely lead to more damage on the
cable. Instead, the fault must be located and inspected before any action can be taken.
It is in the interest of the system operator to configure the system in such a way that the total
system active losses are kept to a minimum. Long outage time of main transmission lines
can result in additional losses and bottlenecks because of the non-optimal configurations of
the network. Furthermore, production units or consumers connected to a single radial line
are disconnected completely from the main grid in case of a fault - this is for instance the
case with offshore wind farms.
Off-line fault location time-domain reflectometer- (TDR) and bridge methods can be used
directly to locate bolted faults in cable systems [4]. However, it is commonly seen for
power cables with extruded insulation that the insulation closes after fault occurrence [4].
The result is a high ohmic fault which can be very difficult to locate using both TDR and
bridge methods. Methods which rely on re-opening the insulation at the fault location are
therefore used [4]. These can, however, cause more damage to the cable or more seriously
fail completely if the equipment used is not powerful enough the re-open the insulation.
On December the 18th 2002, a single phase to ground fault was detected on the 55 km
150 kV crossbonded cable between the Danish stations Karlsgårde and Blåvand. The cable
constitutes the land part of a connection to the offshore wind farm Horns Reef 2.
A local fault location crew were called in and using an off-line surge pulse method, it was
attempted to locate the fault. The XLPE insulation had closed after the fault occurrence
and the 30 kV surge impulse equipment could not re-open the insulation. More powerful
equipment was sent upon request, and a fault location 450 m from Karlsgårde was identified
on the 19th. An acoustic method was applied and a weak signal could be heard at the
predicted location. Joint 30 was after some consideration identified as the faulted joint and
on the 22th of December, the replacement of the joint had finished. Unfortunately, a new
measurement showed that the cable was still faulted..
On December the 25th, a high voltage bridge method was used and the fault location was
estimated 23.2-23.3 km from Karlsgårde. The day after, a voltage gradient method was used
to verify the location whereafter Joint 10 was dug free and replaced. Noon on Sunday the
29th, the repair had finished and the cable was put back into operation. A picture of the
faulted cable is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Fault on a single-core cable used for the Horns Reef 2 connection.
It took six days to locate the fault and nine days before the line was back in operation.
During that period, Energinet.dk, as the Danish transmission system operator, had to com-
pensate the owners of the wind farm. Because the off-line methods are used with difficulty
on long crossbonded cables, an online fault location method is desirable.
Online fault location on crossbonded cable systems is in general not studied in detail. Many
methods exist and are still being developed for overhead line and cable based distribution
systems, but the crossbonding of the sheath at transmission level makes the methods hard to
use directly. Furthermore, no high frequency recordings of real-life fault signals on cross-
bonded cables is available for analysis and verification purposes. Because of this, most
research is done on the basis on simulations.
A 400 kV backbone transmission line will connect the biggest Danish substations. This line
is planned as mainly an OHL with several short crossbonded cable sections. This backbone
line is very important for economical operation of the Danish grid wherefore fault loca-
tion becomes of importance as well. Because fault location of either crossbonded cables or
hybrid lines with crossbonded cables is not studied in detail, Energinet.dk, as the Danish
transmission system operator, has decided to sponsor this PhD-project which primary goal
is to develop a reliable and accurate method for online faults location on crossbonded AC
cables and hybrid lines in transmission systems.
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Chapter2
Fault in Transmission Cables and
Current Fault Location Methods
The problem formulation of this thesis will depend on already existing fault location me-
thods for crossbonded cables. Therefore, a literature study is conducted and the most im-
portant references are presented in the following chapter. Firstly, however, the mechanisms
leading to faults in high voltage cables are briefly covered in order to examine which fault
location methods are applicable.
2.1 Faults in transmission cables
Solid dielectrics, typically cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) is often used as the main in-
sulation material in high voltage AC-cables today [5]. Internal failures in these cables result
from gradual deterioration of the insulation materials between core and sheath [6]. Voids
and impurities in the insulation material or between boundaries of different material can
initiate a process called treeing leading to insulation breakdown [7].
Electrical trees are formed by locally increased electrical stress and propagate relatively fast
in the insulation material until it breaks down. Water trees are another cause of insulation
breakdown. They are formed by a local defect and in the presence of moisture, water trees
can propagate in the dry insulation under low electrical stress. Water trees have propagated
very slowly over the years and are hard to detect as no partial discharges will appear.
When the insulation breaks down, an electric arc forms a low impedance path between the
cable’s core and sheath. The arc typically burns until the protection system disconnects the
cable after the fault is initiated.
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At the moment of fault, all internal faults on shielded cables are shunt faults [4]. A low
impedance path exists between core and sheath and large fault current flows. When the
protection system disconnects the cable, the fault can develop into a series fault or stay as
a shunt fault [4]. A combination of both is possible as well. A shunt exists if mechanical
forces have ensured a connection between core and sheath, if a carbon-metal bridge exists
or if evaporated insulation permits a low resistance path. A series fault is defined as a fault
where the conductor is disconnected at one location [4]. This can occur if a part of the
conductor or a joint is blown apart at the instance of fault. In case of a shunt fault, two
things can happen. The fault can either stay bolted with a solid connection between core
and sheath or, as in most case, turn into a fault with a voltage dependent fault resistance
[4]. At a low voltage less than 500 V the cable seems non-faulted when measurements are
performed from the cable ends. If a voltage larger than 500 V, is applied, flash over at the
fault location re-initiates the fault and a fault current can flow.
Internal faults on cables are typically single core to sheath faults. The ground can be in-
cluded as return path directly from the fault location if the other jacket is damaged by the
fault. Two or three phase faults are most often caused by external factors or initiated by a
single phase to sheath fault in another cable. The sheath is always involved in any fault type
as it encloses the core completely.
Faults in joints will at the moment of fault be shunt faults due to the contact between core
and sheath. The core can either have connection to either the sheath of its own cable or to
both its own sheath and the transposed sheath. Which sheaths are involved will depend on
the type of fault and how is develops. The will affect the different fault location methods
differently depending on the way the fault signals are analysed.
2.2 Current fault location methods
In order to identify the most suited fault location methods for crossbonded cables, a review
of existing fault location methods is conducted. The current fault location methods for
cables can be divided into offline and online methods. The offline methods require special
equipment, trained personnel and that the faulted cable is out of service before the methods
can be used. The online methods utilise information in the current and voltage measured at
the fault locator terminal (FLT) between fault incipience and fault clearance.
The online methods are the main focus in this thesis, but as a general background study,
it is of interest to examine the existing offline methods and identify their advantages and
weaknesses.
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2.2.1 Offline methods
The current offline methods are thoroughly described in [4]. The offline methods can be
divided into two categories - terminal methods and tracer methods. The terminal methods
do, as the name indicates, rely on analysing measurements performed from one or both ends
of the cable. The tracer methods rely on the other hand on measurements performed by a
trained person walking the cable route. These methods are in general very accurate, but also
very manpower- and time consuming. Some of the most common are bridge methods like
the Murray-loop, acoustic methods, The Earth Gradient Method and the Magnetic Pickup
Method [4]. The tracker methods are used when the online- or offline terminal methods fail.
Several fault location terminal methods are available. The usability of the methods depends
on the value of the fault resistance at the fault location.
Most of the terminal methods require a low fault resistance in order to work. If the fault
resistance is 5 Ω or below, both TDR and bridge methods can be used directly. The bridge
method does not detect the fault and no waves are reflected at the fault location when using
TDR methods. To solve the problem, a Surge Arc Reflection Method, Surge pulse reflection
method or Burn arc reflection method must be used. These methods rely on temporarily
converting the high resistance fault into a low resistance fault. However, IEEE recommends
that ”Fault-locating techniques that enable fault locating at the lowest possible voltage in
the shortest amount of time should be selected” wherefore many of the offline methods are
problematic to use [4].
2.2.2 Online methods
The online fault location methods can be subdivided into two primary categories; Impedance-
and travelling wave-based methods. As a subcategory of both, knowledge-based methods
developed based on fuzzy logic, neural networks and expert systems are proposed. Some
optical methods are presented in the literature as well.
Most fault location methods are developed for overhead line transmission systems and dis-
tribution systems. Very few publications exist, directly related to fault location on cross-
bonded cables [8, 9, 10, 11]. In the following, the basic concepts for the most commonly
used online fault location methods are described.
Impedance-based methods
The impedance-based fault location methods compares most often pre-known line para-
meters to the impedance measured in the case of fault. Based on this comparison the fault
location can be estimated.
The line parameters can either be calculated or measured on the transmission line after
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installation. Often, a representation based on symmetrical components is selected because
it can be difficult and time consuming to obtain all components in the series impedance
matrix of the line.
Some of the more early single ended methods only utilise the imaginary part of the fault
loop impedance for fault location estimation. This is done to omit the influence of the real
fault resistance [12, 13]. However, for double sided infeed, the current from the far end
source will contribute to the reactance measured by the fault locator (reactance effect) [14].
The impact of the fault resistance on single-terminal fault location methods is a key factor
when evaluating their performance.
An early attempt to compensate for the influence of the fault resistance is proposed by
Takagi et al [15]. The line is decomposed into a pre-fault, a pure fault and a superim-
posed network using the Thevenin theorem. The method assumes the same angle of all
line impedances that the line is transposed; that the line parameters are known and that
the charging current can be neglected. This assumption is not valid for cables where the
charging current can be 20-50 times higher compared to OHLs.
In more recent work, the capacitive effect of the cable is taken into account in for instance
[16, 17, 18]. The latter two references depend on a commonly used assumption in fault
location research; the modal decomposition can be calculated using a real modal transfor-
mation matrix (Clarke transformation eg). The proposed real transformation matrix is only
valid for fully transposed lines, and errors are introduced if the true frequency dependent
modal transformation matrixes are not used as the authors state [18].
The influence of the pre-fault load current is taken into consideration using an iterative
process in [19, 20]. High load currents can be a problem for the single-ended fault location
algorithms and must be taken into consideration [21, 22].
Phase coordinate based fault location methods are proposed by authors in [23, 24]. The
methods take into account the unsymmetrical nature of some transmission lines, but require
that all self- and mutual impedances are known exactly.
With the development of cheap communication between substations, the two-terminal fault
location methods become more widely used [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Because more information
is available for calculating the fault location, the performance of these methods is generally
better than single-terminal methods.
The effect of the arc resistance can be eliminated. Often, distributed line models are used
where these are based either on symmetrical components or are solved directly in the phase
domain. In for instance [27], a two-terminal synchronised method that takes into account
line asymmetry, shunt capacitance and fault resistance is setup. This method does, how-
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ever, assume that all self- and mutual impedances and admittances are known exactly. The
method performs well, but the authors point out that additional errors are most likely intro-
duced by the transducers, hardware and errors in the assumed cable parameters.
Several publications discuss the problems associated with the use of current measurements
for fault location due the current transformer (CT) saturation [25, 28]. CT saturation can
introduce errors when the fundamental phasors are determined from the transient signals
recorded at the fault locator terminals. These errors will reflect onto the calculated fault
loop impedance and hence the estimation of the fault location.
Some parameter-free fault location methods are described in [30, 31, 32]. These methods
rely on estimating the parameters using pre-fault voltages and currents. The methods esti-
mate the line parameters well, but the verification is made with other calculated line para-
meters. The line parameters do not represent line asymmetry, but an average impedance and
admittance is determined.
In reference [33], [34] and recently in [35], is it shown that the fault loop impedance of
a crossbonded cable is not linear dependent on the fault location. This is due to discrete
changes in the zero-sequence impedance at the crossbondings. Errors are introduced for
fault location purposes if the commonly used linear assumption between fault location and
fault loop impedance is assumed. The references mentioned are based on a protection ap-
proach and the effect on fault location is not studied.
Min et al. presents in 2006 and 2007 an impedance-based method which takes into account
the crossbonding of the sheath directly [8, 9]. Series impedance matrixes are formulated
for each minor section and the fault location is calculated using a distributed representation
of the line. The method is tested on a 154 kV 4.491 km underground cable system with
five major sections. A maximum error of 0.2038 % is found under the assumption that the
faulted major sections as well as all line parameters for each minor section are known. The
method is interesting and should be examined further if its assumptions can be proved valid.
Discussion on impedance-based fault location algorithms
Several assumptions are made for most impedance-based fault location algorithms. The
most common are:
1. The fault loop impedance is linear dependent on the fault location.
2. A sequence representation of the line can be used with no errors or the full series
impedance matrix is available and represents the entire line.
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3. The fundamental voltage and current phasors can be determined at either one or both
cable ends.
4. The influence of the fault resistance, system loading and short circuit power can be
eliminated.
The general behaviour of the fault loop impedance and influencing parameters on cross-
bonded cable systems are not well studied in the literature. Reference [33], [34] and [35]
gives some discussions seen from a protection point of view, but fault location is not con-
sidered. In order to evaluate whether an impedance-based fault location method for cross-
bonded cables is feasible, what accuracy can be obtained and what limitations should be
expected, more studies are needed. These are performed later in this thesis.
Travelling wave methods
When a fault occurs on a cable system, transient voltage and current waves will travel from
the fault location in both directions towards the terminals to where the cable is connected
[36]. The basic idea of the travelling wave fault location methods is to identify the arrival
instance of one or more of these fault waves and estimate the fault location from the infor-
mation extracted [37].
The most simple online travelling wave-based method is a single-terminal method. The
method relies only on detecting the first and second wave from the fault location as the
effective surge impedance of the substation is assumed to be different from the one of the
line, such that an incoming wave is reflected back towards the fault. It is also assumed that
the fault arc is not extinguished at the fault location so the surge impedance is close to zero,
and the wave is almost completely reflected back towards the fault locator terminal [38]. If
the arrival instance of the first and second waves at the fault location is captured and the
wave velocity is known, the fault location can be estimated as [38]:
x =
vn · τd
2
(2.1)
where vn is the velocity of a wave of mode n, and τd is the time difference between the
arrival instance of the two first waves from the fault for a mode n wave. If the fault occurs
at more than 50% of the line length away from the fault location, then τd in Eq. 2.1 is
calculated as 2τl − (τ2 − τ1) where τl is the travelling time for a wave of mode n travelling
the entire line length. The method does not rely on a working communication link between
two terminals and is therefore a robust solution when it can be used.
A second type is the two-terminal online method where time synchronised data acquired
from both ends is used to estimate the fault location. The data from these units can be sent
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to a common data handling point where the fault location can be determined using Eq. 2.2
[38].
x =
l − vn · τd
2
(2.2)
where vn is the velocity of a wave of mode n, l is the length of the transmission line, and τd
is the time difference between the arrival time of the waves at the two fault locator terminals
(FLT).
The travelling wave methods rely as shown in Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 only on knowledge about
the wave velocity and on the arrival instance of one or two of the fault created waves at the
fault locator terminals. The methods are immune to fault resistance, fault inception angle
and network parameters. Furthermore, the same basic method is used for any fault type and
works for overhead lines and cables [14].
The idea to analyse travelling waves for fault location on transmission lines was first pro-
posed in 1978 [37]. The work carried out involving fault location on the transmission level
is however mainly focused on overhead line systems - for instance [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Ac-
tual experience with travelling wave fault location on a 400 kV and 132 kV OHL system is
presented in [44].
Travelling wave methods are also widely adopted for fault location on distribution systems
[45, 46, 47, 48] and to locate high impedance faults [49]. In a recent paper [50], it is sug-
gested that the wave velocity can be eliminated from Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 by combining the two
methods.
The Wavelet Transform (WLT) has over the last years gained a lot of attention for solv-
ing fault location problems on transmission lines [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. In for in-
stance [58], the Wavelet Transform is used to detect the arrival instance of the fault cre-
ated travelling wave for an OHL system. Both a method that requires two-terminal-GPS-
synchronised data and a method which uses single ended recordings only are proposed.
Research studying different methods for singularity detection using Wavelets has been pub-
lished [59, 55, 60]. The Lipschitz Exponent transform is a popular measure of singularities
in transient signals and is used widely to detect the arrival instance of fault waves [55, 60].
Not much research has been published on fault location directly on crossbonded cables using
travelling waves. In 2005 and again in 2007, C. K. Jung et al published an article concerning
with the issue of how to discriminate the fault generated travelling waves from the noise in
a one ended fault location scheme for crossbonded power cables [10, 11]. The one terminal
methods is, according to the authors, preferred because of the simple structure and because
the errors associated with the GPS-synchronisation are avoided. The authors introduced a
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Wavelet-based filtering method that separated the reflections created at the crossbondings
from the second wave from the fault location. The method is verified on a 6.284 km cable
with 6 major sections, and errors between 0.08 % and 1.8 % relative to the total cable length
are obtained (5m - 111 m). The method seems promising, but it is verified only on a short
cable.
Discussion on travelling wave-based fault location algorithms
The travelling wave-based fault location methods are interesting for crossbonded cables.
The implementation is more expensive compared to traditional power frequency methods
due to the requirements for high frequency data acquisition and a highly accurate common
time reference at both line ends. However, the method is simple and independent of many
of the system parameters which can affect other fault location algorithms negatively.
Fault location on crossbonded cables using travelling wave methods is not well studied,
but is in general considered more complicated compared to fault location on overhead lines
and non-crossbonded cables because additional reflections are created at each crossbonding
[61, 62, 63, 64]. How this affects the use of the single- and two-terminal fault location
methods must be studied in further detail before a final evaluation of the method can be
made.
Application of artificial intelligence for fault location
Generally, artificial neural networks (ANN) are used for pattern recognition. The ANN
is trained through a number of training cases using a suitable system model to recognise
certain behaviour. The capability of the ANN of non-linear mapping, parallel processing
and learning makes it useful for fault location if the ANN is given the right input and trained
in a proper manner. The ANN type of algorithm is especially useful if no explicit solution
can be formulated for the system (multi-ended transmission and distribution systems with
laterals).
Fuzzy logic is a non-crisp type of logic that determines relations between objects by soft
qualifications. This type of logic is useful for treating ambiguous, vague, imprecise, noisy,
or missing input information which can be available for fault location algorithms. Fuzzy
logic is often combined with ANN in the fault location schemes proposed in the literature.
Different ANN’s must be used for different types of faults because of the different behaviour
of the faults. This means that each ANN is trained according to the correct type of fault. The
typical inputs for an impedance-based fault location algorithm using artificial networks are
pre- and post-fault currents and voltages - also system parameters as loading, short circuit
power etc. can be used.
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Most of the theories developed for power system protection and fault location are based
on deterministic evaluation schemes [65]. This can give problems because of the complex
system models, uncertain determined parameters, the large amount of data that must be
processed and changing system configurations. For these reasons, several authors have pro-
posed the use of Fuzzy logic, Neural Networks or a combination of the two to help make the
correct decisions in various power system protection problems. In [66], a single ended fault
location algorithm for a 400 kV transmission line is proposed based on neural networks.
The input to the ANN are the pre- and post-voltages and currents phasors. The output is the
fault resistance and distance to fault. The algorithm is compared to traditional fault location
algorithms and it is shown that by correctly training the ANN, it can adapt itself to large
variations in the fault resistance and source impedance.
In [67], a method of accurate fault locator for EHV transmission lines based on radial ba-
sis function neural networks is discussed. The locator utilises faulted voltage and current
waveforms at one end of the line only.
In [68] and [69], some discussions regarding the structure of neural networks for fault loca-
tion is presented. In [68], several different structures are implemented and their performance
evaluated.
In reference [70], the application of neural networks and Clarke’s transformation in fault lo-
cation on distribution power systems is presented. The locator is able to identify and locate
all types of faults with good results. In [71], application of wavelet fuzzy neural network in
locating single line to ground fault (SLG) in distribution lines is discussed. The method is
based on post fault transients and steady state measurements. Fuzzy logic and ANN are used
to locate the fault. In [72] and [73] fault location on hybrid systems is discussed. The fault
locators estimate the fault location well for various hybrid lines. Neural networks are also
used for distance protection schemes. The implementation of a neural networks for solving
a protection problem is presented in [74]. Also, fault calcification using neural networks is
proposed in the literature. Such a method is presented in [65] where neural networks are
combined with the wavelet transform to classify the fault type. The algorithm is able to
classify all types of faults.
Discussion on application of artificial intelligence for fault location
The application of artificial networks for fault location on OHL has been discussed by many
authors - some work is also published on hybrid systems. No authors have, however, dealt
with fault location problems on crossbonded cables. Because the artificial network learns
by example (supervised learning) it should, however, be possible to develop such a method
using the methods already proposed. The problem is the extensive amount of data needed
for training and to ensure that the models used to create the training data are good and
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reliable. None of the algorithms proposed in the literature are verified in real-life and if the
models used to train the artificial networks are oversimplified, good results can be obtained
when verifying the algorithm against the same model, but the results will not be useable in
real life. How well the most advanced simulation models predict real fault behaviour on
crossbonded cable systems must be examined before any final recommendation regarding
artificial intelligence methods can be made.
Discussion on state of the art
The state of the art analysis conducted shows that fault location on crossbonded cables is
not a field which is studied in detail. Only few publications are available when considering
both impedance and travelling wave-based methods. The publications which are available
are centred on very short lines where the lines in the Danish grid will be considerable longer.
The use of artificial intelligence for fault location is a relatively new area of research and is
mainly focused on OHL systems. Furthermore, not much research that studies the special
conditions for crossbonded cable system under faulted conditions is published.
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The main objective of this thesis is to develop one or several methods for accurate fault
location in underground crossbonded cable networks and hybrid systems. A thorough in-
vestigation into the behaviour of the crossbonded cable system under steady state and tran-
sient faulted conditions must be carried out. An important part of the work will be to verify
the developed fault location method against field measurements of faults emulated on an
installed crossbonded cable.
As the developed fault location method has to be practically applicable, a study of the re-
quired measuring equipment must be performed. This includes both the measuring equip-
ment for the field tests, but also specifications for the equipment that must be installed in
the substations for the developed fault location method to work.
Fault location using impedance-based methods on crossbonded cable systems is not well
studied in the literature. However, the method is of special interest as it is cheap and fault
writers for power frequency signals are already installed in all Danish substations. A good
accuracy can be obtained on overhead lines and distribution systems if all line parameters
are known. It must be examined whether this is the case with crossbonded cables as well.
The travelling wave methods seem promising for fault location on cables in general as they
are immune to many of the parameters which makes fault location using impedance-based
methods difficult. The use of the travelling wave method is, however, not studied in detail
for crossbonded cables either. The crossbondings introduce new difficulties and their effect
on the fault created travelling waves must be examined.
The fuzzy logic, neural networks and expert systems all rely on some sort of training and are
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therefore dependent on a model which is able to predict the behaviour of the crossbonded
cable system in faulted conditions with high accuracy.
In recent years, power system simulation programs which allow an easy and precise imple-
mentation of models for crossbonded cables have become commercially available for both
steady state and transient analysis.
Due to the destructive nature of faults on power system equipment, almost all research in
the area of fault location is based on simulations. To prove the validity of the current mod-
els, it is of interest to compare results obtained using these models to field measurements
of various faults on crossbonded cables. This will show whether results for fault location
studies based on simulations can be trusted or not. This is one of the main contribution of
the work presented in this thesis.
With the developments in consumer and industrial electronics, data acquisition and online
computing is made easy and cheap. Computational heavy algorithms can be implemented in
real-time environments at a low cost. This allows the use of new fault location algorithms in
fault locator units installed at numerous locations in the transmission network. Furthermore,
fast and reliable data communication is cheap and widely available.
Based on the discussion above, the main objectives of this thesis are formulated as:
1. To study the steady state and transient behaviour of a crossbonded cable system under
fault conditions.
2. To analyse the correct modelling and simulation techniques of fault location studies
on crossbonded cable systems.
3. To identify and possibly improve the best suited fault location method for crossbonded
cables and hybrid lines.
4. To study the necessary measuring equipment required for sufficient accurate fault
location in crossbonded cable networks and on hybrid lines.
5. To verify the proposed fault location method using field measurements conducted on
a real-life crossbonded cable.
6. To develop a prototype of the proposed fault locator system.
Energinet.dk plans to install the developed fault locator unit in the Danish substations, so
it is important that economical aspects are included in the work. Methods which are too
expensive to realise in practise are therefore not of interest
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3.1 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into five parts. These are:
I - Preliminaries
The preliminaries contain an introduction to the thesis and a review of both the causes of
faults in high voltage cables and the current off- and online fault location techniques. The
problem formulation of the thesis is defined and the outline of the thesis is given.
II - Fault location on crossbonded cables using impedance-based methods
This part is divided into two chapters. Chapter 4 presents the series phase- and sequence
impedance matrices of crossbonded cable systems. The fault loop impedance is determined
for a single phase to sheath fault and the parameters influencing the impedance measured at
the fault locator terminals are identified and their effects studied. Fault location on hybrid
lines using impedance-based methods is discussed and the limitations identified.
One of the major contributions of this thesis is providing field measurements for verifica-
tion of fault location methods for crossbonded cables. In chapter 5, impedance-based field
measurements conducted on the electrical connection to the offshore wind park Anholt are
presented. The measurements are used to evaluate the performance of the most current ca-
ble models for steady state analysis and thus evaluate whether the impedance-based fault
location methods are useable for crossbonded cables. The results from the comparison will
also show whether the neural networks can be trained using output from the cable models.
III - Fault Location on Crossbonded Cables using Travelling Waves
This part is divided into seven chapters. First, electromagnetic wave propagation on a three
single-core solid-bonded and crossbonded cable is examined in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 stud-
ies the use of the single and two-terminal fault location methods on crossbonded cables. In
Chapter 8, the parameters influencing a two-terminal fault location method for fault loca-
tion on crossbonded cables are examined. Chapter 9 examines fault location on different
line type using online travelling wave methods.
Travelling wave-based field measurements for verification of fault location methods for
crossbonded cables are presented in Chapter 10. These are also conducted on the Anholt
electrical connection. In Chapter 11, use of the Wavelet Transform for fault location on
crossbonded cable systems examined. A theoretical examination of the transform with spe-
cific focus on its limitations. In the last chapter of part III, chapter 12, the development
process of a fault locator system for crossbonded cables is described.
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IV - Conclusions
In the last part, the final conclusions for the thesis are given. The contributions are listed
and the publications based on the thesis are presented. Furthermore, the future work is
described.
V - Appendix
The thesis contains five appendices. One presenting the impedance-based fault location
measurement results, one where the power system components used in the thesis are pre-
sented, an appendix that demonstrates how positive and zero-sequence impedances can be
measured on three-phase transmission lines, one showing the single line diagram of GIS-
station Karstrup and one containing the safety instructions written for the field measure-
ments performed in regards to this PhD project.
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Part II
Fault Location on Crossbonded
Cables using Impedance-based
Methods
Online fault location using impedance-based methods are very popular and widely used
for overhead lines. Several single- and two-terminal methods exist where the two-terminal
methods can be sub-divided into either un- or synchronised methods. Methods for fault
location in cables on the distribution level do exist, but very few publications are available
on crossbonded cable systems. Most impedance-based methods rely on a comparison of the
measured fault loop impedance to pre-known line parameters. Thus, a correct representation
of these parameters is necessary for correct results.
Many fault location methods are based on symmetrical components. These methods assume
that the phase domain quantities can be transformed to a decoupled domain where the fault
location can be estimated. Some models take into account the distributed nature of trans-
mission lines, but very few take into account the complicated return path of the fault current
in the ground and sheath system of a crossbonded cable.
Artificial intelligence impedance-based methods rely on models that provide good training
data. In this part, the fault loop impedance of a crossbonded cable system is studied in
detail. Calculation methods, physical behaviour and influencing parameters are examined.
To evaluate the performance of the most current cable models, field measurements are car-
ried out on the electrical connection to the offshore wind farm Anholt. These studies lead
to a recommendation whether the impedance-based fault location methods can be used on
crossbonded cables or not.

Chapter4
Series Phase and Sequence Impedance
Matrices of Crossbonded Cable
Systems
In this section, the series impedance matrix of a crossbonded cable system is discussed with
special attention to the issues of interest for fault location. The phase series impedance
matrix describing one minor section is comprised of the cable conductors’ self and mu-
tual impedances with earth return. For high frequency studies, the calculations of these
impedances involve complex calculations using Bessel’s functions - some of the most im-
portant contributions are [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. At power frequency, simplification can, how-
ever, be made [80]. Based on these simplified formulas, the sequence components can be
calculated using the classical method proposed by C.L. Fortescue [81]. However, deriving
formulas for the whole cable system is much more complicated as the sheath bonding, the
field and substation grounding resistance need to be included [35]. Before the impedance
matrices are discussed, a case study single-core cable which will be used throughout the rest
of the report is introduced.
4.1 The single-core case study cable
The single-core cable introduced in this section will throughout the rest of this thesis be
used as a case study cable. The case study cable is a 165 kV single-core cable produced by
ABB and is used to connect the Danish offshore wind park Horns Reef 2 to the main grid.
The construction of the cable is shown in Figure 4.1 (a).
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Figure 4.1: Construction of ABB 165 kv case study cable used in this thesis, and (b) cable model
used in this thesis.
The cable’s core has a cross section of 1200 m 2 and a composite metal sheath made from
wound copper wires and an laminated aluminium sheath. The parameters given by the
manufacturer are presented in Table 4.1.
Parameter Value
Conductor aluminium [mm2] 1200
Conductor outer diameter [mm] 41.5
Conductor screen thickness [mm] 1.5
Insulation diameter [mm] 79
Insulation screen thickness [mm] 1.0
Longitudinal water barrier [mm] 0.6
Copper wire screen cross section [mm2] 95
Longitudinal water barrier thickness [mm] 0.6
Radial water barrier thickness [mm] 0.2
Outer cover diameter [mm] 95
Table 4.1: ABB land cable parameters.
Some simplifications are made when high voltage cables are impplemented using the models
available today. Solid conductors of one material and loss-less insulation materials are
assumed. Furthermore, very often no semi-conductive layers are included in the model.
The model implemented in most simulation programs and the model used in this thesis is
presented in Figure 4.1 (b).
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In order to compensate for the lack of complexity in the cable model, the input parameters
given to the model are adjusted. This is done for the ABB cable by using the methods
presented in [64, 82, 83]. The calculations are shown in [84] and the results are presented
in Table 4.2.
Parameter Value
r1 20.75 mm
r2 40.5 mm
r3 41.61 mm
r4 47.5 mm
ε1 2.74
ε2 2.3
ρc 3.156 ·10−8 Ω·m
ρs 3.65 ·10−8 Ω·m
Table 4.2: Model input data for 165 kV single-core case study cable used in this thesis.
Two laying configurations are studied in this thesis. These are the flat formation and the
touching trefoil formation. Both formations will be used in the future Danish transmission
network and their definitions are shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and (b).
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D1 D1
D2
CU
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a b c
ECC
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D1 D2
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B C
d1
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Cable formations used in the Danish transmission grid.
Throughout the rest of this thesis, cables laid in flat formation are buried 1.3 m underground
(H1 = 1.3) with a separation of 0.4 m (D1 = D2 = 0.4) m. For a touching trefoil formation
(Figure 4.2 (b)), h1 is 1.3 m and h2 =
√
(2r4)2 − r24 = 1.3823 m. The distance d1 is equal
the radius of the cable r4 and d2 is equal 2 · r4. The ground resistivity is assumed to be
homogenous and equal to 100 Ωm.
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4.2 Series impedance matrix
The longitudinal voltage drop per unit length of a three-phase cable system with single-core
coaxial cables and no armour is related to the core and sheath currents as shown in Eq. 4.1.

UCA
UCB
UCC
USA
USB
USC

=

ZCACA ZCACB ZCACC ZCASA ZCASB ZCASC
ZCBCA ZCBCB ZCBCC ZCBSA ZCBSB ZCBSC
ZCCCA ZCCCB ZCCCC ZCCSA ZCCSB ZCCSC
ZSACA ZSACB ZSACC ZSASA ZSASB ZSASC
ZSBCA ZSBCB ZSBCC ZSBSA ZSBSB ZSBSC
ZSCCA ZSCCB ZSCCC ZSCSA ZSCSB ZSCSC


ICA
ICB
ICC
ISA
ISB
ISC

(4.1)
where UCi and ICi are the voltage and current of core i, USi and ISi are the voltage and
current of sheath i, ZCiCi is the self-impedance of the core of cable i, ZSiSi is the self-
impedance of the sheath of cable i, ZCiCm is the mutual impedance between core of cable
i and the core of cable m, ZSiSm is the mutual impedance between sheath of cable i and
the sheat of cable m and ZCiSm is the mutual impedance between core of cable i and the
sheath of cable m,
For power frequency studies, the self-impedance of a solid conductor with earth return is
determined as shown in Eq. 4.2 [85].
ZCC = Rcac + π
210−4f + j4π10−4f ln
(
De
r1
)
[Ω/km] (4.2)
where r1 is the outer radius of the core, Rcac is the AC resistance of the core, f is the
frequency, De is the depth of the equivalent earth return conductor. De is calculated as
shown in Eq. 4.3 [85].
De = 658.87
√
ρe
f
[m] (4.3)
where ρe is the resistivity of the earth.
The self-impedance of the sheath conductor with earth return is determined as shown in Eq.
4.4 [85].
ZSS = Rsac + π
210−4f + j4π10−4f
[
µS
4
· f(r3, r2) + ln
(
De
r3
)]
[Ω/km] (4.4)
where r2 and r3 are the inner and outer radius of the sheath, Rsac is the AC resistance of
the sheath and µS is the permeability of the sheath material.
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The term f(r3, r2) in Eq. 4.4 is calculated as [85]:
f(r3, r2) = 1−
2r22
(r23 − r22)
+
4r42
(r23 − r22)2
[−] (4.5)
The mutual impedance between core or sheath of cable i and core or sheath of cable j with
earth return is calculated as [85]:
Zij = π
210−4f + j4π10−4f · ln
(
De
Sij
)
[Ω/km] (4.6)
The series impedance matrix shown in Eq. 4.1 is redefined as shown in Eq. 4.7.
Zabc =
[
ZC ZCS
ZTCS ZS
]
[Ω] (4.7)
where ZTCS is the transpose of ZCS . The symmetrical components’ transformation is calcu-
lated as shown in Eq. 4.8.
Z012 = T
−1ZabcT [Ω] (4.8)
where the T is defined as:
T =
[
A 0
0 A
]
(4.9)
and A in Eq. 4.9 is defined as shown in Eq. 4.10.
A =

1 1 1
1 a2 a
1 a a2
 (4.10)
with the a operator being a complex number equal a = exp(j2π/3) = −12 + j
√
3
2 .
The sub-matrices ZC , ZS and ZCS defined in Eq. 4.7 all become balanced (equal diago-
nal and off-diagonal elements) if the cable section is laid in trefoil. This occurs because
the distance from centre to centre and thereby the mutual coupling between core/core,
sheath/sheath and core and the sheath to any of the two other cables are equal. For the
system laid in trefoil, the resulting 6x6 sequence matrix is on the form:
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Z012,6x6 =

Z0,n 0 0 Z0m 0 0
0 Z1,n 0 0 0 0
0 0 Z2,n 0 0 0
Z0m 0 0 Z0,n+1 0 0
0 0 0 0 Z1,n+1 0
0 0 0 0 0 Z2,n+1

[Ω] (4.11)
where Z0,n, Z1,n and Z2,n are the zero, positive and negative sequence impedance for the
nth circuit, and Z0m is the zero sequence mutual impedance. The sequence components
are decoupled because the off-diagonal are zeros. The positive, negative and zero-sequence
components can therefore by used to describe the cable placed in trefoil with no loss of ac-
curacy. This is not the case for a system in flat formation. Here, the use of only the diagonal
sequence impedances will lead to errors if the sequence parameters are used directly in fault
location algorithms.
For cable sections with solidly bonded and grounded sheaths at each cable end, the sheath
voltages can be eliminated and the 6x6 matrix reduced to a 3x3 matrix as shown in Eq. 4.12.
Zabc,3x3 = ZC − ZCSZ−1S Z
T
CS [Ω] (4.12)
With eliminated sheaths, the sequence impedance can be calculated shown in Eq. 4.13.
Z012,3x3 = A
−1ZabsA [Ω] (4.13)
For trefoil formations, the off-diagonal elements of Z012,3x3 are zero where, if a flat forma-
tion is used, this is generally not the case. The errors are, however, generally small and can
in most cases be neglected [86].
4.2.1 Impedance matrix for a crossbonded cable
A mean value for the series impedance matrix of one single major section is calculated as
shown in Eq. 4.14.
Z =
1
3
3∑
i=1
ZSectioni [Ω] (4.14)
where ZSectioni is the series-impedance matrix for one of the three minor sections.
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Some new impedances are defined to describe the crossbonded cable system. The impedance
Z1 is the self-impedance of the core, Z2 is the self-impedance of the sheath, Z3 is the mutual
coupling between a core and sheath belonging to the same cable, Z4 is the mutual coupling
between core/sheath between cable 1 and 2, Z5 is the mutual coupling between core/screen
and core/screen between cable 1 and 3, and Z6 is the mutual coupling between core/screen
and core/screen between cable 2 and 3. Defining Zsection1, Zsection2 and Zsection3 based
on the impedances just described and using Eq. 4.14, a matrix representing the mean one
major section is obtained.
Z =
1
3

3Z1 3Z4 3Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z5
3Z4 3Z1 3Z6 Z3 + Z4 + Z6 Z3 + Z4 + Z6 Z3 + Z4 + Z6
3Z5 3Z6 3Z1 Z3 + Z5 + Z6 Z3 + Z5 + Z6 Z3 + Z5 + Z6
Z3 + Z4 + Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z6 Z3 + Z5 + Z6 3Z2 Z4 + Z5 + Z6 Z4 + Z5 + Z6
Z3 + Z4 + Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z6 Z3 + Z5 + Z6 Z4 + Z5 + Z6 3Z2 Z4 + Z5 + Z6
Z3 + Z4 + Z5 Z3 + Z4 + Z6 Z3 + Z5 + Z6 Z4 + Z5 + Z6 Z4 + Z5 + Z6 3Z2

(4.15)
Assuming a trefoil formation, the impedances Z4, Z5 and Z6 become equal. As a result
the sub-matrices ZC , ZS and ZCS defined in Eq. 4.7 all become balanced. The sequence
components describing one full major section can therefore be obtained without loss of
accuracy. For a system in flat formation this is not the case as only Z4 and Z6 are equal and
off-diagonal elements different from zero are present.
Assuming bonded and solidly grounded sheaths at the major section’s ends, the positive
sequence impedance with eliminated sheath can be calculated using Eq. 4.12 and 4.13. For
crossbonded cables, the sheaths are, however, not solidly grounded at major sections ends,
but grounded through the local ground electrode in the field. As a result Eq. 4.13 will
therefore only give an estimate of the sequence impedances both for systems in trefoil and
flat formation.
The full series impedance matrix and the sequence impedance matrix with and without
eliminated sheaths are only valid for calculating a mean value of the impedance for one full
major section. Faults can occur anywhere along major sections and longer cable systems
are constructed using more than one major section. Therefore, the fault loop impedance as
a function of fault location is of interest in order to evaluate whether the mean value given
in Eq. 4.15 is a good approximation for the fault loop impedance per phase and whether the
representation can be used for fault location or not.
Fault impedance calculations in crossbonded systems are very complicated and an iterative
solution method is often used. This allows a full representation of the zero-sequence system
and it is an easy way to conduct sensitivity analysis on all parameters. In the next section,
a complete steady state model of a two major section crossbonded cable is implemented in
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DIgSILENT Power factory and the behaviour of the fault loop impedance is examined.
4.3 Fault loop impedance on crossbonded cable systems
In this section, the fault loop impedance of several crossbonded cable systems are deter-
mined based on voltages’ and currents’ phasors measured at the fault locator terminals. It
is in all cases assumed that the fundamental power frequency component can be extracted
based on the the transient fault signal with no error.
The goal of this section is to determine which parameters are of importance for the fault
loop impedance and therefore important for an impedance-based fault location method. The
single core to sheath fault is most common and the study is focused on this fault type.
The sequence components are as mentioned often used as input for impedance-based fault
locator methods and are in most cases measured after cable installation. The fault loop
impedance for a single phase fault is determined based on symmetrical components as
shown in Eq. 4.16 [85].
ZF =
2Z1 + Z0
3
· l [Ω] (4.16)
where Z1 is the positive sequence impedance and Z0 is the zero sequence impedance of the
cable system
Use of the sequence components can provide a measurement of the expected fault loop
impedance assuming a linear relationship between the fault location and the measured
impedance. As already discussed, the impedance based on symmetrical components is only
valid for an ideally transposed cable system with no crossbondings. The simple linear calcu-
lation method is in many cases a good approximation for OHL systems and widely used for
fault location on such systems. This is, however, not the case on crossbonded cable systems
due to the discontinuities at the crossbonding points [33, 34, 35]. To examine the behaviour
in further detail and relate it to fault location, a model of a 12 km two major section cable
system with minor sections of 2 km is implemented in DIgSILENT Power Factory. DIgSI-
LENT Power Factory offers the possibility to implement full models of crossbonded cables
with use of state-of-the-art cable models and a correct representation of the sheath sequence
system. The case study 165 kV single-core cable laid in flat formation described in Section
4.1 is used and the setup implemented in DIgSILENT is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Case study system including substation A and B and a two major section crossbonded
cable.
The cable model takes a physical description of the cable as input. The thickness of each
layer and their electrical parameters are given, and, based on these, the series impedance
and shunt admittance matrix are formulated. A distributed line model is used for each
minor section. The model’s parameters were all presented in Table 4.2 on page 27. The
crossbonding scheme is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Cable crossbonding scheme.
The breakers B1 and B2 in Figure 4.3 disconnect the cable system from the respective station
and in general, B2 is open so the cable system is only fed from Station A. The equivalent
resistance between the substations grounding grid and neutral ground at Station A and B
are modeled as RgsA and RgsB and are set to 0.1 Ω when both B1 and B2 are closed. If
B2 is open, RgsB is modelled as a field grounding resistance and is together with Rg1 set
to 5 Ω. The cable sheaths are bonded and connected directly at the substation’s grounding
grid. All impedances between the connection point of the cables and the auto transformer
are neglected. A single 400 MVA auto transformer with a short circuit voltage of 12 % is
used at Station A and three 400 MVA auto transformers feeding in on Terminal B with the
same short circuit rating are used at Station B. All transformers are connected to an infinite
grid. The influence of the different short circuit power at Station A and B is important for
double-sided infeed studied later.
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Using these parameters, the positive and zero sequence impedances are determined for the
cable as Z1 = 0.21326 82.7 Ω/km and Z0 = 0.12436 30.70 Ω/km measured from Station
A. An ideal fault (Rf = 0) is applied between core and sheath on the three phases one at the
time while the fault is moved from Station A towards Station B. The magnitude, the angle,
the real and imaginary part of the fault loop impedance measured at Station A are presented
in Figure 4.5 together with the linear approximation of the fault loop impedance-based on
Eq. 4.16.
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Figure 4.5: Fault loops impedance for a single core to sheath fault on a 12 km crossbonded 165 kV
cable laid in flat formation.
The discontinuities in the fault loop impedance are caused by the sudden change in the
return path of the fault current when the fault shifts from one side of a crossbonding to the
next. In Figure 4.6 on the next page, the resulting per unit sheath currents are presented for
a core-sheath fault at the end of the first minor section and for the same fault type at the start
of minor section two. All angles are given relative to the voltage of phase A.
The very different flow of return currents for a fault at almost the same location gives rise
to a discontinuity in the fault loop impedance at the crossbondings (2 km, 4 km, 6 km,
etc). The fault loop impedance becomes more inductive as the fault location is moved to
the second minor section because the current loop made up by the conductor and combined
return path changes physical size as the sheath from another cable must carry the major part
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Figure 4.6: Sheath current flow for a single phase to sheath fault at (a) the end of the first minor
section and (b) at the beginning of the second minor section.
of the return current. It is also noticed that the impedance of one phase is different compared
to the impedance of the other two phases. The fault location estimation error is therefore
also dependent on in which phase the fault occurs.
As mentioned in the review of the current fault location methods, several of the simpler
fault location algorithms use only the imaginary part of the fault loop impedance for fault
location. This is done as shown in Eq. 4.17.
d =
Im(Zfl)
Im(ZL)
[m] (4.17)
where d is the distance to fault, Zfl is the measured fault loop impedance and ZL is the line
impedance. Even though the method is simple, it will provide an almost exact estimate of
the fault location on transposed OHLs if all line parameters are known. Figure 4.7 shows
the fault location error on the 12 km crossbonded cable using this simple approach.
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Figure 4.7: Fault location estimation error when using a simple imaginary representation of the fault
loop impedance.
Very large errors are introduced by assuming a linear dependent fault loop impedance for
crossbonded cables. Furthermore, the different in fault loop impedance between the phases
causes different errors for faults at the same location on the different cables. As expected,
the simple fault location methods are not applicable for crossbonded cable systems.
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4.3.1 Double-sided infeed
Figure 4.8 shows the fault loop impedance if breaker B2 in Figure 4.3 is closed (double-
sided infeed) while a single core to sheath fault is moved from Station A to B. The fault
resistance is set to zero and no connection to ground is present at the fault location (outer
jacket is not damaged).
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Figure 4.8: Fault loops impedance for a single core to sheath fault on a 12 km crossbonded 165 kV
cable laid in flat formation with double-sided infeed.
For single phase bolted faults on an OHL-system, the fault loop impedance is not affected
by double-sided infeed [14]. If Figure 4.8 (c) and (d) are compared to Figure 4.5 (c) and (d),
it can be seen that this does not hold true for crossbonded cable systems. The voltage drop
in the fault loop is not only caused by the current measured at the fault locator terminal, but
also by the current from the far-end source. The cable’s sheaths carries return current from
both sources flowing dependent on the relationship between the impedance provided by the
return system. The effect on the reactive part of the impedance can either be inductive or
capacitive dependent on the relation between the angles of the currents at both terminals.
This effect is similar to the ’Reactance effect’ known from distance protection and is a
further complication for accurate fault location on crossbonded cable systems. This effect
must be included if an impedance-based fault location method is chosen.
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4.3.2 Long cables
The discrete changes in the fault loop impedance arise due to the change in the return path
for the fault current. The relative change is larger for shorter cables where it is expected
that the influence is to some degree averaged out on longer systems. The case study 165
kV cable is used to construct a 5 major sections cable with minor section of 2 km as well.
This makes the total cable length 30 km. The fault loop impedance for the three phases is
re-calculated for single-sided infeed. The result is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Fault loop impedance for a single core to sheath fault on a 30 km crossbonded 165 kV
cable laid in flat formation.
As expected, the relative error is smaller for longer cables. Figure 4.10 shows the resulting
error if the reactance method is used to estimate the fault location.
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Figure 4.10: Fault location estimation error for using the reactance method on a 30 km crossbonded
cable system.
Even though the relative error is reduced, the absolute error remains the same. The absolute
error is the true parameter on which a fault location method should be evaluated as this error
will determine the amount of digging work that has to be carried out.
4.3.3 Trefoil formation
A cable system laid in trefoil will have equal mutual impedances due to symmetry wherefore
symmetrical components can express the mean value of the cable’s impedance with no error.
Furthermore, the cables are laid closer together compared to a system in flat formation which
will reduce the effect of the discrete changes in the impedance. The 165 kV case study
system is placed in touching trefoil and the fault loop impedance calculated per phase. The
result is shown in Figure 4.11.
As expected, the fault loop impedance between the phases becomes equal due to equal mu-
tual coupling. Discontinuities are still observed as the size of the current loop still changes
abruptly when the sheaths are transposed. This is still a problem unique for crossbonded
cables.
4.3.4 Fault loop impedance as function of cable and cable system parameters
It is quite well known how different materials and their electrical properties affect the
impedance and admittance matrices of a three single-core high voltage cable system. The
electrical properties of the materials are not expected to chance much over time once the
cable system is laid; only changes in the resistive part of the fault impedance due to tempe-
rature variations can occur. However, system parameters such as the ground resistivity,
grounding resistance in the field and at the substation will influence the complex return path
of the fault current and thereby the impedance measured at the cable’s terminals. In the fol-
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Figure 4.11: Phase fault loops impedance for a single core to sheath fault on a 12 km crossbonded
165 kV cable laid in touching trefoil.
lowing section, the influence on the fault loop impedance of these parameters is examined.
Field- and substation grounding resistances and ground resistivity
Figure 4.12 shows the flow of fault and return current in case of a short circuit in the second
minor section of the second major section on a crossbonded cable with single-sided infeed.
The figure shows as well the additional ground current flowing if the outer jacket is damaged
and contact to the surrounding soil is established (green line).
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Figure 4.12: Fault and return current in case of a short circuit in the second minor section of the
second major section of a crossbonded cable with single-sided infeed.
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The distributed ground impedance is in Figure 4.12 included as Zground. The ground
impedance is dependent on the ground resistivity which can change locally and during the
year. Furthermore, the equivalent grounding resistance at the substation (Rgs) and in the
field (Rg1 and Rg2) will contribute to the overall impedance of the equivalent return path,
thus, variations in these can affect the fault loop impedance as well. The requirements for the
value of the grounding resistance are according to Cigré that resistance should below 20 Ω
[87]. Energinet.dk has a more strict demand of a field grounding resistance below 10 Ω. The
equivalent field grounding resistance is measured when a new cable line is installed in Den-
mark. Histograms of such measurements from the Danish cable lines Blåvand-Karlsgårde
and Ådalen-Gistrup are presented in Figure 4.13 (a) and (b).
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Figure 4.13: Grounding resistance for (a) the cable line Blåvand-Karlsgårde and (b) the cable line
Ådalen-Gistrup
As seen in the histograms, the resistance varies substantially even for the same cable line
and the effect must be examined.
The part of the fault current flowing in the ground has to return to the source through the
grounding resistance locally at the substation. This resistance is kept very low, but as the
fault loop impedance of the cable system is relatively low as well, it can have some influ-
ence especially for faults close to the station. The magnitude of the fault loop impedance
measured on the case study 165 kV cable system is plotted in Figure 4.14 (a) against the
fault location and the field grounding resistance varied from 0 Ω to 10 Ω (Rg1 and RgsB in
Figure 4.12). The substation grounding resistance RgsA is set to 0 Ω as a worst case study.
In Figure 4.14 (b), the magnitude of the fault loop impedance is plotted against the fault lo-
cation and the grounding resistance at the substation (RgsA in Figure 4.12). The resistance
is varied from are kept constant at 0 Ω as a worst case study.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Magnitude of fault loop impedance as function of fault location and (a) field grounding
resistance and (b) substation grounding resistance.
Figure 4.14 (a) and (b) show that the measured fault loop impedance is almost independent
of the station and field grounding resistances. This is due to the high impedance return
path provided by the ground compared to the sheaths. The sheaths are normally connected
directly at the substation’s grounding grid, thus most return current is flowing in the cable’s
sheaths for realistic fault on cable systems. This is, however, under the assumption that no
metal is present near the cable system. If a metallic path parallel to the system (other cable
systems, water pipes, rail road tracks, etc) is present, the zero sequence impedance becomes
very difficult to predict and location dependent.
From the study of the grounding resistances, it can be concluded that the fault loop impedance
is quite independent of the soil in which the cable system is laid as the large inductance of
the ground loop combined with the grounding resistances limit the currents returning in the
ground. This is a benefit for fault location purposes as the cable and its material are well
known contrary to the soil properties.
Earth resistivity is dependent on several factors; soil temperature, water content and type
of ground. The water content and the presence of other metallic conductors are two of
the main parameters determining the earth resistivity. In urban areas such as Copenhagen,
the presence of other metallic conductors is high. However, the fault current must return
close to the fault carrying conductor due to AC-properties and only the very close metallic
conductors will influence the fault loop impedance. As the ground resistivity decreases,
more current returns through the ground and the effect of the ground and the grounding
resistances become of greater importance. Figure 4.15 shows the magnitude of the fault
loop impedance as the ground resistance is varied from 5 Ωm to 280 Ωm. The station and
field grounding resistances are set to 0 Ω to study the full effect of the ground resistivity.
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Figure 4.15: Magnitude of fault loop impedance as function of fault location and ground resistivity.
From Figure 4.15, it can be concluded that even for a low ground resistivity, very limited
current will return to the source through the ground. In the case presented, the change in
impedance between a ground resistivity of 5 Ω and 280 Ω is 2.0 %. This means that local
variations in the ground resistance are of less importance as long as no parallel metallic
parts are present. If this is the case, the system changes dramatically due to the relatively
much lower impedance path introduced.
Core to sheath to ground faults
In some cases, the outer jacket of the single core cable can be damaged in such a way
that a connection to neutral ground is established. A part of the fault current can return to
the source from this point through the ground, thus, an effect on the fault loop impedance
measured at the fault locator terminals can be seen.
The equivalent resistance to neutral ground at the fault location is very difficult to model as
it will depend on the local soil parameters and the extend and type of damage to the outer
jacket. In Figure 4.16, simulations are presented showing the effect of a direct connection
between the sheath and neutral ground (Rfg = 0) and if an equivalent resistance of 1 Ω
represents the connection.
The connection to ground will have an influence for very low values of the equivalent resi-
stance. However, as the resistance increases, very little current will flow to ground at the
fault location and for a grounding resistance of 1 Ω, almost no current flows and the fault
loop impedance is almost equal to that of a core to sheath fault only. In real life, a time vary-
ing fault resistance is expected [6, 88]. For fault location problems, this can be a potential
problem, as a very high accuracy is needed for exact fault location.
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Figure 4.16: Fault loops impedance for a single core to sheath fault and single core to sheath fault
with a connection to neutral ground of 0 Ω and 1 Ω on a 12 km crossbonded 165 kV cable laid in flat
formation.
Fault resistance between core and sheath
The fault resistance is time varying and can vary from close to zero to some ohms on cable
systems [89]. This resistance is large compared to the impedance of especially short cable
systems and can thus have a large relative effect. The imaginary part of the impedance is
not affected by the fault resistance as long as the cable is only fed from a single side - for
double-sided infeed, the situation is different. Figure 4.17 (a) and (b) shows the real and
imaginary parts of the fault loop impedance as the fault resistance between core and sheath
at the fault location varies from 0 Ω to 1 Ω with double-sided infeed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the fault loop impedance as function of fault location
and fault resistance.
The influence of the fault resistance can be expressed in terms of a phasor representation of
the currents measured at Station A and B and the real fault resistance RF as shown in Eq.
4.18 [14].
R′F = RF
I ′A + I
′
B
I ′A
(4.18)
where RF is the real fault resistance, I ′A and I
′
B are the fault currents measured at Station
A and B respectively.
Eq. 4.18 shows that the influence of the fault resistance measured from Station A will depen-
dent on the contribution of currets from both cable terminals. Depending on the difference
in phase between the two source currents, the fault resistance RF becomes a complex num-
ber. The results is a change in both the real and imaginary parts of the fault loop impedance
measured from the terminal. The magnitudes of the current will determined the influence
of the fault resistance. If I ′A is dominating (strong source), the influence is reduced where
it for a weak source in the measuring end will lead to a magnification of the fault resistance
seen from the fault locator point.
As shown in Figure 4.17, for a fault resistances of 1 Ω and a fault location 0.2 km from
Station A, the fault loop impedance is determined as 2.66 + j0.24 Ω where for single-sided
infeed with a fault at the same location, it is approximately 1+j0 Ω (see for instance Figure
4.5). The current feed into the fault from Station A is 10.9 6 107.8 A and 18.36 116.15 A
from Station B. Using Eq. 4.18 and a fault resistance of 1 Ω, an increase in the measured
fault loop impedance of 2.66 + j0.24 Ω is found. This fully explains the large impedance
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measured at Station A.
The reactance effect is especially important for cable systems even with small fault resi-
stances as the fault loop impedance per unit length is small compared to OHLs. An efficient
way to compensate for the influence is hence necessary for an impedance-based fault loca-
tion method for crossbonded cables.
Section summary
The fault loop impedance shows discrete changes at every crossbonding. This is due to
the change in return path for the fault current. Double-sided infeed has an affect on the
imaginary part of the fault loop impedance for bolted faults on crossbonded systems due to
the common return path for the two sources provided by the sheath system.
On longer cables, the effect of the discrete changes becomes less relatively seen, but the
absolute fault location error using a simple reactive method is the same. For a cable system
in trefoil, the fault loop impedance per phase becomes equal, but discrete changes are still
observed.
The fault loop impedance is not much affected by the equivalent resistance of the grounding
rods in the field or by the grounding of the substation due to the large ground impedance.
Therefore, if the cable model predicts the fault loop impedance well based on cable para-
meters, it may be possible to develop an impedance-based fault location method for cross-
bonded cables. However, for double-sided infeed, a reactance effect is seen in the mea-
sured impedance especially for far-end faults. The effect is dominating and a compensation
schemes must be implemented. In the following section, impedance-based fault location on
hybrid systems is examined.
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4.4 Fault location on hybrid lines using impedance-based me-
thods
Line configurations different from the classical crossbonded cable system are planned in
the future Danish transmission grid. Overhead lines and cables connected in a radial forma-
tion (hybrid lines) will form a 400 kV backbone line interconnecting the main Danish sub
stations. Furthermore, during the transition period from an OHL to a cable based network,
some hybrid lines may be in operation. Transmission lines connecting offshore wind farms
to the main grid already exist in the Danish network and several new ones are in the plan-
ning stage. Typically, a crossbonded land cable constitutes the first part of the transmission
line from a suitable substation to the coast wherefrom a submarine cable is used. Such a
line can in some case only be monitored from the substation on land and from the offshore
platform and is therefore a hybrid line. A fault location method for such a system is very
important as extended offshore fault location time can be very costly. In this section, the use
of an impedance-based fault location method for hybrid lines is examined.
4.4.1 The fault loop impedance of a hybrid line
The fault loop impedance of OHLs and crossbonded cable systems is very different. The
small spacing between the conductors on cables makes the reactance per unit length small
compared to OHL-system. Typical values for the fault loop impedance are 0.1 Ω/km for ca-
ble in touching trefoil and 0.16 Ω/km for systems in flat formation where for OHL-systems,
the reactance is around 0.6 Ω/km. Furthermore, the shunt capacitance per unit length for
cables is much larger than for OHLs due to the use of an insulation material with a relative
permittivity of more than one and because of the small spacing between core and sheath.
Most of the faults that occur on OHLs result from isolator flashover. The arc resistance is
therefore in series with the tower equivalent impedance which again is in series with the
tower footing resistance. From the tower, the current can return to the source through the
ground. If ground wires are used, a part of the current will flow in these as well. The ground
wires are solidly connected to all towers, so a return path is also provided by the tower and
footing resistance of the other towers. How the current is divided is determined by local
parameters such as ground resistivity and the individual tower footing resistances [89].
For hybrid lines, the return path will include the cable’s sheath circuit. Depending on the
configuration of the line and in which segment the fault occurs (cable vs. OHL), the zero-
sequence impedance will be very different. Normally, the sheaths are connected directly to
the first tower’s ground wires where a low impedance path is formed. The ground wires are,
however, most likely made from steel which has a high resistivity compared to the materials
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used for the cable’s sheaths. Furthermore, the average larger distance between the OHL
conductors and the ground wires gives rise to a larger reactive part. Figure 4.18 shows the
flow of current for faults on a hybrid line where in (a), the fault occurs in the cable segment
and in (b), the fault occurs on the far-side OHL segment.
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Figure 4.18: Flow of current in case of a fault in a hybrid line in the (a) cable section and (b) in the
OHL section (inspiration from [1]).
Figure 4.18 shows the complicated and very different return paths for the currents in case of
a fault in the cable or OHL-system. Due to the system structure of hybrid lines, the ground
is normally more involved as return path due to the fact that the cable’s sheaths can only
carry the fault return current a part of the way back to the source.
A hybrid line is implemented in DIgSILENT to examine the behaviour of the fault loop
impedance. The example hybrid line consists of the 165 kV case study cable (Section 4.1)
and a 165 kV OHL line section which parameters are presented in Appendix B.1.3. The
cable part consists of two major sections with minor sections of 1 km each. At the station
where the cable and OHL are interconnected, the cable’s sheath and the ground wirers of
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the first OHL-tower are both bonded and connected to the substation’s grounding grid. It
is assumed that the impedance between the cable’s sheaths and the connection point of the
ground wires is negligibly small.
The grounding resistance of the cable substation is set to 0.1 Ω and the field grounding
resistances in the cable system to 5 Ω. The tower footing resistance is modelled as a single
resistance with a value of 1.5 Ω according to the methods described in [89].
The hybrid line is analysed when fed from both a single- and double-side while a single
phase to sheath fault is applied on phase A along the cable section and then between phase
A and the tower on the OHL-section. The arc resistance for faults in the OHL section is
modelled as a constant resistance of 1 Ω placed between the conductor and ground wires.
The fault loop impedance is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Phase fault loops impedance for a single phase to sheath fault on a 30 km crossbonded
165 kV cable laid in flat formation.
Figure 4.19 shows why hybrid lines are hard to monitor for fault location purposes using
impedance-based methods. The different fault loop impedance of the two system types
makes accurate estimation of a fault location difficult, especially on the cable section. Both
the real and imaginary parts of the fault loop impedance are affected by double-sided infeed
as for pure crossbonded cable sections which is a further complication.
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4.5 Conclusions on the fault loop impedance on crossbonded ca-
ble systems for fault location purposes
This chapter studies the behaviour of the fault loop impedance on crossbonded cables. It is
found that the modelling of the zero-sequence system is very important for accurate results
and a detailed representation of the sheath system is necessary. However, all parameters that
mainly contribute to the fault loop impedance are parameters specific for the cables and their
laying configuration where the parameters describing the ground and grounding resistances
are of less importance. If the dominating parameters are well known and if a detailed model
including the crossbonding of the sheath can provide good results when compared to real
life, several of the fault location algorithms based on artificial intelligence can be trained to
perform accurate fault location on crossbonded cables. If the models are not capable of this,
the artificial neural network cannot produce good results when compared to real-life fault
impedances.
It is evaluated that a practice implementation of an impedance-based fault location method
for hybrid lines is not possible to implement if high accuracy is demanded. The different
line parameters make the fault loop impedance of the different line types very different,
thus, small errors in the overhead line parameters give large deviations in the faults loop
impedance for fault in the cable sections.
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Chapter5
Impedance-Based Field Measurements
In this chapter, impedance-based field measurements carried out on the Anholt cable are
described. The task is to examine whether the most advanced cable models of today can be
used to predict the fault loop impedance of various fault types is such a way that generic
algorithms can be trained to estimate the fault location on crossbonded cables with good
accuracy.
5.1 Anholt system description
During the spring of 2012, the electrical link to the offshore wind park Anholt was being
constructed. In the construction period, is was possible to perform field measurements on
parts of the cable system.
The full cable system is divided into three parts. A 59.6 km land cable from the 400 kV
substation Trige to a newly constructed shunt reactor station close to the beach by the Danish
town Grenaa. The second part starts at the reactor station and ends at shore (0.5 km).
From the shore to an offshore collector platform 24.5 km off the coast line, a three-phase
submarine cable is used. In Figure 5.1, a diagram of the electrical connection is shown.
The part of the cable system under study is the section of the land cable starting at substation
Trige (Joint 0) till Joint 33 (38.32 km). At Joint 27, which is placed 31.415 km from Trige
and 6.905 km from Joint 33, all cables were accessible to emulate various short circuits. A
map showing the Anholt land cable is presented in Figure 5.2.
The land cable system consists of three single core 2000 mm2 milliken aluminum conductor
cables as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Single line diagram of the electrical connection to the Danish offshore Wind Farm
Anholt.
Figure 5.2: Map showing the joints of the land cable for the Anholt offshore wind farm.
Figure 5.3: Physical layout of the 2000 mm2 aluminium single core 245 kV cable.
The laying configuration is shown in Figure 5.4.
The cables have a 170 mm2 aluminum foil metal sheath and are placed in flat formation.
An earth continuity conductor (ECC) is laid with the cable system to help reduce local earth
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Figure 5.4: Physical layout of the three single phase 2000 mm2 aluminium single core 245 kV
crossbonded cable system. r1 = 28.4 mm, r2 = 53.9 mm, r3 = 54.4 mm, r4 = 58.6 mm,
ρc = 3.547e
−8 Ωm, ρs = 2.676e−8 Ωm, ρECC = 1.724e−8 Ωm, , ρE = 100 Ωm εi1 = 2.89,
εi2 = 2.3, εECC = 2.3, D1 = 0.4 m, D2 = 0.75 m, h1 = 1.3m, h2 = 1.3511m.
potential rises caused by external fault currents flowing in the cable system [90].
The 31.4 km cable section is crossbonded and has nine major sections with the three metal
sheaths bonded at the ends of the major sections, but grounded only at every second major
section. In Figure 5.2, all joints with bonded and grounded sheaths are marked in blue
and all red markings indicate normal crossbonded joints. In Figure 5.5, a sketch of the
crossbonding method from Joint 0 to 6 is shown with the ECC and surge voltage limiters
excluded.
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Figure 5.5: Crossbonding method used for cable system part from Joint 0 to 27 with the ECC and
surge voltage limiters excluded. Ci represents the core conductor of phase i and Si represents the
metal sheath conductor of cable i.
As Figure 5.2 shows, Joint 27 and 33 are not planned as joints with grounded sheaths,
but to ensure a good measuring reference, it is, however, chosen to establish a temporary
grounding system at these locations to which all cable sheaths and the measuring equipment
can be connected. The cable section from Joint 27 to 33 is therefore normally crossbonded.
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5.1.1 Earth continuity conductor
An earth continuity conductor (ECC) consisting of an insulated 95 mm2 copper cable is
used in the Anholt system. The physical dimensions of the ECC is shown in Figure 5.6 (a).
The insulation material is PE with an relative permittivity of 2.3. The ECC is shifted as
shown in Figure 5.6 (b) at the middle of each minor section.
l 2/3l
(b)
r1
r2
r1=5.5 mm
r2=5.7 mm
(a)
Figure 5.6: (a) ECC construction and (b) laying.
5.2 Measuring strategy
In this section, the measurement strategy for performing impedance-based field measure-
ments on the Anholt cable is described.
The cable sections from Trige (Joint 0) to Joint 33 will as mentioned be available for mea-
surements where Joint 27 is an open joint where all cable cores and screens can be accessed
to make the desired short circuits. The cable system can also be seen as two cable systems
(from Joint 0 to 27 and from Joint 27 to 33) where a fault can be applied at 100% of the
cable length. Summing up, the following six measuring case studies are possible and will
be conducted. The fault location is given in brackets.
1. The sections from Joint 0 to 27 with faults at Joint 27 seen from Joint 0 (100 %).
2. The sections from Joint 27 to 33 with faults at Joint 27 seen from Joint 33 (100 %).
3. The sections from Joint 0 to 33 with faults at Joint 27 seen from Joint 0 (82 %).
4. The sections from Joint 0 to 33 with faults at Joint 27 seen from Joint 33 (18%).
5. The sections from Joint 0 to 33 with faults at Joint 33 seen from Joint 0 (100 %).
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6. The sections from Joint 0 to 33 with faults at Joint 0 seen from Joint 33 (100 %).
The measuring case studies are graphically presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: The six different connection schemes for impedance measurements on the Anholt cable.
A three-phase source will be used to supply the cable system while short circuits are applied
at the selected locations. Only single sided infeed is tested as the task is only to determine
the fault loop impedance of the cable system.
The voltage and current phasors are measured at the energised end, and from these, the fault
impedance per phase can be calculated. Because the system is unsymmetrical in faulted
conditions, it is of interest to do measurements on all three phases for all types of faults.
In order to limit the influence of the background noise, measurements will be performed at a
range of frequencies around the power frequency; 30 Hz, 70 Hz, 90 Hz and 110 Hz. The 50
Hz impedance can then be calculated based on interpolation assuming that the impedance is
linear dependent on the frequency. The neutral of the three-phase source will be connected
directly to the three bonded cable sheaths at the measuring location and to station ground or
the local grounding electrode depending on the measuring location. The principle is shown
in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Connection method for source for impedance-based measurements.
The different fault types are defined in Table 5.1.
Fault type number Connection type (phase)
1 Three phase
2 Two phase (AB)
3 Two phase (BC)
4 Two phase (CA)
5 Single phase CSG (A)
6 Single phase CSG (B)
7 Single phase CSG (C)
8 P sitive sequence impedance
9 Zero sequence impedance
Table 5.1: Fault scheme used to perform measurements.
All faults involves the sheath of the faulted cable. Contact will always be established be-
tween core and sheath both for internal and joint faults. A three-phase fault is therefore in
principle a three-core, to three-sheath to ground fault. Such a fault type will be very rare in
real-life, especially for systems in flat formation but is included to study the models ability
to determine the fault loop impedance for various faults. Table 5.2 states which short cir-
cuits are performed under which connection schemes. For cables sections where the fault
location is at 100%, the positive and zero-sequence impedances are measured as well.
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Connection scheme Fault types
1 1-7
2 1-7
3 1-9
4 1-9
5 1-7
6 1-9
Table 5.2: Fault types applied during the six different connection schemes (See Table 5.1).
Connecting the source at either Joint 0, Joint 27 or Joint 33 while applying the fault at one
of the two additional locations makes measurements of a large set of short circuits possible.
5.2.1 Measuring Equipment
Chroma 61511
A three-phase power supply with variable frequency is needed. Available for the measure-
ments is a 3x4 kVA Chroma 61511. The power supply is shown in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: 12 kVA Chroma 61511 power supply.
The Chroma 61511 has a build in high precision power analyser which will be used to
calculate the voltage and current phasors. The voltage and current accuracy is both 0.2
%+0.2%F.S, and the measuring accuracy of the power analyser is 0.2 %+0.2%F.S for vol-
tage measurements and 0.4%+0.3%F.S (F.S = full scale). The full scale ratings are 150 V
for the voltage and 32 A for the current.
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Omicron CPC 100
To verify the positive and zero-sequence impedance measurements performed by the Chroma,
the Omicron CPC 100 line impedance measurement device is used. The unit works with the
CP-CU1 which is a multi-functional coupling unit for the CPC 100. The CPC 100 and the
CP-CU1 are shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: CPC 100 line impedance measurement device.
These units measure the line impedance at different frequencies and then, the power fre-
quency component is calculated by data treatment. The impedances are determined based
on a seven-step measurement strategy. The method is described in Appendix C.
The seven-step measuring method assumes a balanced system and because the phase impedances
Z1A, Z1B and Z1C are determined based on inter-phase measurements only, the effects of
the zero sequence system is not taken into account. For a crossbonded cable system in flat
formation, due to the unbalanced phases, a small zero sequence current will flow when a
positive sequence voltage is applied. The Chroma power source applies a positive sequence
voltage as it is the case in a real-life power system, and the effect of the zero sequence
current is therefore included in these measurements. The measurements performed using
the Chroma are accurate in all conditions and the CPC 100 will only be used to measure
positive and zero sequence impedances.
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5.3 Performing impedance-based measurements
The Chroma 61511, the CPC 100 and the CP-CU1 are installed in a car and generators are
placed at Joint 27 and 33. All signal measurements are monitored by oscilloscopes to detect
errors. Firstly, a fault is applied at the desired fault location by an instructed person. The
Chroma will be connected at the measuring location and the output voltage will slowly be
raised until 4 kVA is supplied to the phase with the peak load. The fault loop impedance is
measured at 30 Hz, 70 Hz, 90 Hz and 110 Hz. The voltage and current phasors are recorded
and the voltage is lowered to zero. This procedure is repeated for all frequencies. For the
cable segments with fault at 100 %, the CPC 100 is used to determine the positive and zero
sequence impedances. After a complete measuring cycle, a new fault type is applied at the
fault location and the measuring run is repeated. This is done until all fault impedances
have been measured. The person in the field moves to a new fault location and all the
above-mentioned steps are repeated. In Figure 5.11, pictures from the measurements are
shown.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.11: (a) The van with the Chroma 61511 and (b) displayed results from the Chroma 61511,
(c) oscilloscopes used to monitor waveforms and (d) impedance measurements by use of the Omicron
PCP100.
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Safety instructions are written and conveyed to all persons involved in the field measure-
ments (in Danish). One set of instructions is written for impedance-based measurements
described in this part and a set of instructions for the travelling waves measurements de-
scribed in Part III. Both instruction descriptions are found in Appendix E.
5.4 Simulation model setup
The Anholt cable system is implemented in DIgSILENT using the cable system interface
(ElmCabSys). As mentioned, the cable’s electric parameters and physical dimensions are
given as input to the model. In Figure 5.12, the implementation of the first major section of
the cable system is shown.
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Figure 5.12: DIgSILENT implementation of the Anholt cable system.
From the figure, it can be seen that six line segments per major section are used for the core,
sheath and ECC. This is necessary as the ECC is shifted in the middle of each minor section.
Three single-phase sources are connected between core and sheath and to a 0.1 Ω resistance
connected to neutral ground. The use of a two-terminal source ensures a direct path between
the sheaths and the source as in real life.
The configuration of the cables and the ECC is defined in the cable definition system. The
input to the definition is seen in Figure 5.13.
Two cable system definitions must be used because the ECC is shifted in the middle of
each minor section. For the second cable system definition, the ECC is placed at 0.6667
m. In Figure 5.14 on page 62, the cable definition of the single-core Anholt cable is shown.
Another cable definition is defined for the ECC (not shown here).
The fault loop impedance of all fault types described in Section 5.3 are calculated using the
DIgSILENT model. The results are initially used to predict settings for the Chroma power
source as the phase voltage has to be set manually. It is of interest to apply the maximum
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Figure 5.13: DIgSILENT cable system definition of the Anholt land cable.
voltage possible to reduce the influence of noise. The apparent power is limited to 4 kVA
per phase. In Figure 5.15 on the next page, as an example, the current, active-, reactive-
and apparent power are plotted as a function of phase voltage for a two phase to sheath to
ground fault at Joint 27 seen from Joint 33. The green line in Figure 5.15 (d) represents the
maximum apparent power.
Figure 5.15 shows that the apparent power of Phase A sets the limit for this particular short
circuit. At 142 V, the apparent power reaches 4 kVA and no further voltage increase is
possible. Such calculations are performed for each short circuit at each frequency.
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Figure 5.14: DIgSILENT cable definition of the Anholt land cable.
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Figure 5.15: DIgSILENT cable definition of the Anholt land cable.
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5.5 Results
The measuring equipment was set up at station Trige (Joint 0) and the measurements in-
volved in Case Study 1 were conducted first (see Figure 5.2). As an initial test, the positive
and zero-sequence impedances were measured using the Chroma power source. Due to the
unbalanced system, the impedance of each phase is measured and the positive and zero-
sequence impedances are found as the arithmetic mean of the three phase impedances. The
measured and simulated impedances are shown in Table 5.3 and the core and sheath currents
are shown on phasor form in Figure 5.16 on the following page.
Impedance Calculated [Ω] Measured [Ω]
Z1A [Ω] 6.48 6 75.91◦ 5.95 6 74.8◦
Z1B [Ω] 5.30 6 83.54◦ 5.94 6 83.05◦
Z1C [Ω] 6.30 6 93.2◦ 7.23 6 137.7◦
Z1 [Ω] 6.03 6 84.22◦ 6.37 6 98.52◦
Z0A [Ω] 5.57 6 28.31◦ 4.84 6 34.2◦
Z0B [Ω] 5.69 6 26.38◦ 5.62 6 26.9◦
Z0C [Ω] 5.57 6 28.31◦ 5.62 6 27.5◦
Z0 [Ω] 5.61 6 27.66◦ 5.36 6 22.24◦
Table 5.3: Calculated and measured positive- and zero-sequence impedances for the cable sections
from Joint 0 to Joint 27.
Due to crossbonding and the flat formation used, it is expected that the middle phase will
have a smaller impedance compared to the impedance of the two outer lying cables and that
the magnitude of the two outer lying cables will be approximately equal when a positive
sequence voltage is applied. Furthermore, it is expected that the impedance per phase when
the system is applied a zero sequence voltage will have an almost equal magnitude and
angle. This result is obtained using the model implemented in DIgSILENT, but not when
performing the measurements.
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.16 show that when a positive sequence voltage is applied, the mea-
sured current of phase C is smaller; thus, the phase impedance is larger compared to the
two additional phases (Z1C underlined in Table 5.3). The phase impedance of phase A is
smaller than the two additional phases when a zero-sequence voltage is applied the three-
phases (Z0A underlined in Table 5.3).
This behaviour is not expected from a healthy cable system and based on the measuring
results, further simulations and an analysis conducted using DIgSILENT, it was concluded
that the behaviour could be caused by the ECC, if this conductor was not shifted along the
cable route as planned.
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Figure 5.16: Calculated and measured phasors when applying a positive and zero sequence voltage
on the Anholt system and when simulating the impedances in DIgSILENT.
If the ECC is laid with phase A the entire cable route, the impedance measured of that par-
ticular phase is reduced when a zero sequence voltage is applied. Vectorially, the magnetic
field due to the ECC current adds to the magnetic field of the phase A sheath current hence
reducing the magnetic circulation of cable A. This effectively lowers the zero-sequence im-
pendence for phase A. Phase B and C are less affected as they placed further from the ECC.
When a positive sequence voltage is applied, the impedance of Phase C is higher than for
Phase A and B that are approximately equal. The magnetic field created by the current flow-
ing in the ECC will reduce the apparent impedance of Phase A and in some extend in Phase
B. As the ECC is moved closer towards cable A, the impedance of that phase and of phase
B starts the become unequal with the phase A impedance being the lowest. If the conductor
is placed 12 cm from phase A, the DIgSILENT model predicts that the impedances of phase
A and B are more or less equal as found in the measurements; this indicates an average
placement of the ECC.
After the hypothesis regarding the wrongly place ECC was set up, the contractor was con-
tacted and it was confirmed that the ECC had in fact been placed with phase A from Joint 0
to 33. From studies conducted in the DIgSILENT model, it was concluded that the wrongly
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placed ECC would lead to an unbalancing of the system and an increase in losses due to
circulating currents. It was proposed to disconnect the ECC at Joint 6, 12, 18, 24 and 33
which will reduce the influence of the ECC significantly as the current flow in the concoctor
is reduced. Because only the cable sections from Joint 0 to 33 were installed at the moment
of the measuring run, the cable sections from Joint 33 to 51 could be laid without the ECC.
5.5.1 Case Study 1
After the ECC had been disconnected at the joints proposed, the positive sequence impedance
was measured again. To ensure correct results, the measurements were done with the
Chroma applying a positive sequence voltage, with the CPC 100 using the seven-step method
described in Appendix C and as an additional measurement set, the Chroma was used to per-
form the seven-step impedance measurements as well. The results from all measurements
together with the results obtained using DIgSILENT on the repaired Anholt system are pre-
sented in Table 5.4.
Impedance DigSILENT Chroma Seven-step with CPC 100 Seven-step with with Chroma
Z1A [Ω] 6.50 6 76.0◦ 7.14 6 78.28◦ 7.69 6 84.3◦ 7.75 6 85.9◦
Z1B [Ω] 5.28 6 83.7◦ 5.9 6 85.06◦ 4.97 6 83.9◦ 4.99 6 84.5◦
Z1C [Ω] 6.30 6 91.6◦ 7.03 6 91.83◦ 7.72 6 85.5◦ 7.71 6 84.8◦
Z1 [Ω] 6.07 6 83.53 6.706 85.06◦ 6.8 6 84.6◦ 6.816 85.2◦
Table 5.4: Calculated and measured impedance per phase for a positive voltage applied with the
Chroma and for the impedances obtained using the seven-step method performed with both the
Chroma and CPC 100.
The measurements performed using the Chroma show that the impedances per phase when
applying a positive and zero-sequence voltage are now behaving as expected and the method
of reducing the influence of the ECC by disconnecting it at several joints is verified. Fur-
thermore, as a side note, it can be seen that the impedances measured by the Chroma are
quite different from the results obtained using the seven-step method with both the CPC 100
and the Chroma. Using the Chroma, angles between 78.28◦ and 91.83◦ are measured where
the angles determined using the seven-step method are equal between all three phases. Un-
equal angles are calculated using the DIgSILENT model as well. The error is caused by the
assumption of a perfectly balanced system on a system laid in flat formation.
It is noticed from Table 5.4 that the mean values of all measured impedances (Z1) are al-
most equal (underlined values in Table 5.4). This indicates that the seven-step method gives
fair results when determining the positive and zero sequence impedances on unbalanced
systems as well as on balanced system.
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The Chroma was used to measure all fault impedances at 30 Hz, 70 Hz, 90 Hz and 110 Hz.
As an example, the impedances measured for a three phase short circuit are shown in Figure
5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Determination of 50 Hz impedances based upon interpolated measurements conducted
at 30 Hz, 70 Hz, 90 Hz and 110 Hz.
A small deviation in the linear relationship for the resistive component is noticed, and all
impedances are interpolated using only the 30 Hz and 70 Hz impedances. The same pro-
cedure is proposed by Omicron and used by the CPC 100 as well. Measurements of all
additional fault types for Case Study 1 are presented in Table 5.5 on the next page.
As already indicated by the initial measurements on the faulted Anholt system, the DIgSI-
LENT model predicts the general behaviour of the crossbonded cable system well, but the
accuracy of the fault loop impedances is not high in all cases. A total of 92 short circuits
are applied the Anholt cable system for the six cable studies and the results of the addi-
tional measurements are presented in Appendix A. The absolute deviation and deviation in
percentage of the real and imaginary parts of the fault loop impedances are presented in
histograms in Figure 5.18 and 5.19 on page 68.
In general; the DIgSILENT model predicts the behaviour of the Anholt system well, but the
accuracy of the individual fault loop impedances varies significantly. Neural networks can
therefore not be trained using the data and can therefore not be used for fault location on
the system. The deviation in the real part of the fault impedance is between -200 % to 133
% where the deviations in the reactive part are smaller, but still significant (-61 % to 38 %).
The large relative errors are in general obtained when either the real or imaginary part is
small as it for instance is the case of the real part of Z1C in Case Study 2 presented in Table
A.1. Here, the measured real part is -0.03 Ω and the calculated is -0.09 Ω. The absolute
deviation is small, but the deviation in percentage becomes 200 %.
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Fault type Impedance Calculated [Ω] Measured [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 6.50 6 76.0◦ 1.53+j6.31 7.14 6 78.28◦ 1.45+j7.00
Z1B [Ω] 5.28 6 83.7◦ 0.68+j5.31 5.9 6 85.06◦ 0.51+j5.90
Z1C [Ω] 6.30 6 91.6◦ -0.17+j6.36 7.03 6 91.83◦ -0.23+j7.03
Z1 [Ω] 6.07 6 83.53◦ 0.68+j5.99 6.70 6 85.06◦ 0.58+j6.64
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 4.72 6 74.7◦ 1.25+j4.55 5.06 6 78.8◦ 0.98+j4.97
Zf,B [Ω] 7.92 6 70.2◦ 2.69+j7.45 8.82 6 68.3◦ 3.03+j7.61
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 4.21 6 69.2◦ 1.50+j3.94 4.57 6 74.5◦ 1.22+j4.40
Zf,C [Ω] 9.6 6 79.3◦ 1.78+j9.43 9.92 6 73.6◦ 2.81+j9.51
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 11.37 6 61.0◦ 5.52+j9.94 11.26 6 56.0◦ 6.29+j9.33
Zf,C [Ω] 4.90 6 74.2◦ 1.33+j4.71 5.09 6 78.9◦ 0.98+j4.99
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 5.65 6 66.7◦ 2.23+j5.19 5.94 6 70.4◦ 1.99+j5.59
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 4.78 6 61.2◦ 2.30+j4.19 5.12 6 66.5◦ 2.04+j4.69
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 5.61 6 65.5◦ 2.33+j5.10 5.85 6 69.6◦ 2.04+j5.48
Zero-sequence
Z0A [Ω] 6.04 6 23.2 ◦ 5.55+j2.38 5.44 6 24.9◦ 4.93+j2.29
Z0B [Ω] 5.94 6 21.6◦ 5.52+j2.19 5.48 6 24.2◦ 5.00+j2.25
Z0C [Ω] 5.95 6 24.1◦ 5.43+j2.43 5.33 6 25.0◦ 4.83+j2.26
Z0 [Ω] 5.98 6 23.0◦ 5.50+j2.33 5.42 6 24.7◦ 4.92+j2.26
Table 5.5: Calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 0 to Joint 27 with the fault
location at Joint 27 after disconnection of the ECC at Joint 6, 12, 18, 24 and 33.
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Figure 5.18: Absolute deviations in the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the fault loop impedance
for measurements conducted on the Anholt land cable.
5.5.2 Discussion
The deviations are most likely found in a simplified representation of the zero-sequence
system. Zero-sequence current flows in case of all applied short circuits wherefore it char-
acteristics becomes of importance. Including a very detailed representation of the sheath
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Figure 5.19: Deviation in percentage in the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the fault loop
impedance for measurements conducted on the Anholt land cable.
system using state-of-the-art models is not sufficient to obtain accuracy results. The laying
of the cable is also known to cause deviations as it often is not as ideal as when modelled.
The lengths of the cable sections can vary and small errors in the cable physical description
will cause errors when the impedance and admittance matrix are formed. These errors may
be small, but the accuracy required for fault location studies is very high, and they will thus
have an effect as well.
If has been well know that impedance calculations on especially cable systems and espe-
cially the zero-sequence system is difficult in practice. The findings presented in this chapter
indicate that this is still the case even with the most advanced models available today. The
results presented are, however, only valid for the Anholt system and further studies of the
same type on one or two more systems is of interest to confirm the results. It is seems,
however, not likely that an accuracy useable for fault location studies can be achieve in any
case and for this thesis, the impedance-based method is rejected.
5.5.3 Conclusions on the impedance-based field measurements
From the results of the six case studies conducted it can be concluded that the DIgSILENT
model predicts the behaviour of the Anholt cable system under fault conditions well, but the
accuracy on the fault loop impedance is low. The large errors indicate that adjustments of
the model’s parameters cannot solve the problem alone so an accuracy applicable for fault
location can be accomplished. Therefore, in conclusion:
A neural network cannot be trained to estimate the fault location on crossbonded cables
because accurate training data cannot be provided by state-of-the-art simulation models.
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Part III
Fault Location on Crossbonded
Cables using Travelling Waves

Chapter6
Wave Propagation on Three
Single-Core Solid-Bonded and
Crossbonded Cable Systems
In case of an internal ideal cable fault, the voltage will instantaneously drop in the faulted
phase at the fault location. This is equivalent to applying a voltage impulse equal, but with
opposite sign to that existing on the faulted phase at the time of fault. The study of how
high frequency impulses propagate on a crossbonded system is therefore interesting for
fault location purposes and is studied in this chapter.
As previously explained, for longer cables at high voltage levels, it is normal procedure to
use a sheath crossbonding scheme. Due to the crossbonding, discontinuities in the surge
impedance occur along the cable route. These discontinuities cause reflections and thereby
complicate fault location, especially when using the single ended method [11].
In order to reduce the complexity of the analysis carried out, this chapter is split into two
main sections. In the first section, a study of wave propagation on a cable system with single
core unarmoured cables is carried out (no crossbonding). The modal theory is introduced
and used to explain the system’s behaviour. In the second section, wave propagation on
the same cable system, but with the sheath crossbonded is presented using the knowledge
gained in section one.
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6.1 Wave propagation on three single core solid-bonded cable
system
Because the conductors of a three single core cable are electromagnetically coupled, a single
propagation constant cannot be calculated for each conductor. As a result, a single wave
velocity or attenuation constant does not exist either. As shown in Eq. 2.1 and 2.2, a
unique wave velocity is needed for the two classical online fault location methods based on
travelling waves. To simplify the analysis of transmission lines, the modal decomposition
theory can, however, be used [77, 91, 92, 93]. This method utilises frequency dependent
eigenvalues and transformation matrices allowing the n conductor transmission system to
be represented by n independent modes [94]. The characteristics of these modes must be
examined before a suitable fault location method can be developed for crossbonded cables.
As a starting point, the series impedance and shunt admittance matrices are defined. Eq. 6.3
shows how the series impedance matrix is defined in relation to the core and sheath voltage
and currents for a three single core unarmoured cable.
IC,t =
UC,t
Z0C
(6.1)
IS,t = −IC,t (6.2)

UC1
US1
UCB
USB
UCC
USC
 =

ZCACA
ZCASA
ZCACB
ZCASB
ZCACC
ZCASC
ZSACA
ZSASA
ZSACB
ZSASB
ZSACC
ZSASC
ZCBCA
ZCBSA
ZCBCB
ZCBSB
ZCBCC
ZCBSC
ZSBCA
ZSBSA
ZSBCB
ZSBSB
ZSBCC
ZSBSC
ZCCCA
ZCCSA
ZCCCB
ZCCSB
ZCCCC
ZCCSC
ZSCCA
ZSCSA
ZSCCB
ZSCSB
ZSCCC
ZSCSC


ICA
ISA
ICB
ISB
ICC
ISC
 (6.3)
where ZCiCi is the self impedance of core of cable i, ZSiSi is the self impedance of the
sheath of cable i, and ZCiSm is the mutual impedance between core of cable i and the
sheath of cable m.
The shunt admittance matrix for a six conductor system is defined as [79]:

ICA
ISA
ICB
ISB
ICC
ISC
 =

YCACA
YCASA
0 0 0 0
YSACA
YSASA
0 0 0 0
0 0 YCBCB
YCBSB
0 0
0 0 YSBCB
YSBSB
0 0
0 0 0 0 YCCCC
YCCSC
0 0 0 0 YSCCC
YSCSC


UCA
USA
UCB
USB
UCC
USC
 (6.4)
where YCiCi is the self-shunt admittance of core i, YSiSi is the self-shunt admittance of
sheath i, and YCiSm is the mutual admittance between core i and sheath m. The method
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presented by Ametani in 1980 for calculating impedances and admittance for coaxial cables
is used in this thesis [79].
Eq. 6.3 and 6.4 show the coupling between the conductors. Using eigenvalue theory, the
system can be decoupled thus resulting in a much simpler system to analyse.
6.1.1 Modal decomposition
The modal transformation matrices are frequency dependent and complex. This is due to the
frequency dependence nature of the shunt admittance and series impedance matrices. The
frequency dependence of the transformation matrices is often neglected for OHL-systems
because of the limited variation over the frequency range of interest and the almost negli-
gible imaginary part of the matrix components [95]. Neither are, however, true for cable
systems - only at very high frequencies, these assumptions hold true.
The eigenvalues of the cable system are calculated with modal transformation theory ac-
cording to Eq. 6.5 [91].
S−1ZYS = λ (6.5)
where λ is the systems eigenvalues on diagonal form, S is formed by the eigenvectors asso-
ciated with the eigenvalues of the matrix ZY in a diagonal form and Z and Y are the series
impedances and shunt admittance matrices of the cable system. The modal currents Im are
obtained as shown in Eq. 6.8.
Im = Q
−1Ip (6.6)
Um = S
−1Up (6.7)
Q−1 = ST (6.8)
where Ip are the phase domain currents defined as Ip = [IcA, IsA, IcB, IsB, IcC , IsC ]
T
with Ici and Isi being the core and sheath currents of cable i, and Q−1 is equal to ST and
ST denotes the matrix transpose of S. The phase currents are found by rearranging Eq. 6.8
as shown in 6.9.
Ip = QIm (6.9)
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By substituting the modal and phase domain currents vectors Im and Ip by the modal and
phase domain voltages Um and Up and using the transformation matrix S instead of Q, the
voltage transformation is obtained.
The propagation constant γ
k
is calculated as the square root of the kth eigenvalue. The
propagation constant is a complex number with the following definition:
γ
k
=
√
λk = αk + jβk (6.10)
where αk is the attenuation constant and βk is the phase coefficient. The wave velocity is
calculated as:
vk =
ω
βk
(6.11)
A phenomenon called ’Eigenvalue Switching’ can occur if a standard QR-method is used
to solve Eq. 6.5. The eigenvalue calculated at one frequency does not always corresponds
to the eigenvalue calculated at the next frequency. The eigenvalue vs. frequency plot is
smooth, but do to the problems associated with the QR-based solution, this is not always the
case. The eigenvalue switching problem is solved by adopting a Newton Raphson (NR) so-
lution method as proposed in [96]. This method ensures a smooth eigenvalue vs. frequency
behaviour. The NR method is used in this work to perform any modal calculation.
6.1.2 Modal wave propagation characteristics
Two typical laying configurations are used in Denmark. The cables are either laid in touch-
ing trefoil or in flat formation. How the different laying arrangements affect the cable sys-
tems’ propagation characteristics is interesting for fault location purposes and is therefore
examined in this section. It is of special interest to examine which cable and cable system
parameters affect the wave propagation velocities. It will be very beneficial to choose a
propagation mode with a frequency independent velocity, one that does not depend on para-
meters that change as function of time, changed along the cable route or that is difficult to
determine in practice.
6.1.3 Trefoil formation
Firstly, the modal decomposition of the case study three single core 165 kV cable laid in
touching trefoil formation is examined. The cable and laying configurations were described
in Section 4.1.
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The frequency dependent transformation matrix Q is calculated for the system at frequen-
cies from 1 Hz to 1 MHz by using Eq. 6.5. At high frequencies, the modes become de-
coupled, and evaluating Q at 1 MHz and taking the real part (neglectable imaginary parts)
yields the result shown in Eq. 6.12.
Q =

0 1.00 1.00 −0.50 0 0
1.00 −1.00 −1.00 0.50 1.00 −0.50
0 1.00 0 1.00 0 0
1.00 −1.00 0 −1.00 0 1.00
0 1.00 −1.00 −0.50 0 0
1.00 −1.00 1.00 0.50 −1.00 −0.50
 (6.12)
Mode 1, represented by column 1, is a classical ground mode with the current returning
in the ground. Columns 2-4 in Q show three coaxial modes with all current propagating
between the core and metal sheath. Columns 5-6 are intersheath modes. A visual interpre-
tation of the modes is presented in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Visual presentation of the three coaxial mode currents used for the modal decomposition
of three single core cables laid in touching trefoil.
Calculating the attenuation and velocity based on Eq. 6.5, the definition given in Eq. 6.10
and Eq. 6.11 gives the result shown in Figure 6.2.
The frequency dependence of the coaxial modes is clearly seen from 1 Hz to approximately
10 kHz. At 1 kHz, these modes become equal, and from above 10 kHz, the velocities can
be assumed constant because the metallic sheath provides complete shielding, and thus no
field exists outside this layer. At low frequencies, complete coaxial modes do not exist due
to interaction between other conductors and earth.
The two intersheath modal velocities are equal due to the equal size of current loops they
represent (See Figure 6.1). The velocity of the intersheath modes are frequency independent
above 100 Hz. The attenuation of the intersheath mode waves is higher than for the coaxial
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Figure 6.2: (a) Modal attenuation and (b) velocity as function of frequency for three single core
cable laid in touching trefoil.
modes at high frequencies. Attenuation of high frequency components can be a problem as
the lack of these frequency components makes the exact arrival instance of the fault waves
harder to determine.
6.1.4 Flat formation
The modal decomposition for the case study cable system laid in flat formation is examined
next (see Section 4.1). The transformation matrix Q evaluated at 1 MHz is shown in Eq.
6.13.
Q =

0.95 1.00 −0.52 0 0 0
−0.95 −1.00 0.52 0.92 1.00 −0.54
1.00 0 1.00 0 0 0
−1.00 0 −1.00 1.00 0 1.00
0.95 −1.00 −0.52 0 0 0
−0.95 1.00 0.52 0.92 −1.00 −0.54
 (6.13)
It is noticed that column 1-3 are now coaxial modes, column 4 is the ground mode, and
columns 5 and 6 are intersheath modes. A visual interpretation of the modes are presented
in Fig. 6.3.
The modes bear close resemblance to the ones determined for a cable system laid in touching-
trefoil formation with three perfect coaxial modes, two intersheath and one ground mode.
Due to unsymmetry, the ground is excited for Intersheath mode 2 contrary to what was the
case for the system in touching-trefoil formation. The modal velocities and attenuation is
computed from 1 Hz to 1 MHz and the result is shown in Figure 6.4.
For unsymmetrically laid single core cables, the number of different modal velocities in the
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Figure 6.3: Visual presentation of the three coaxial mode currents used for the modal decomposition
of three single core cables laid in flat formation.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Modal attenuation and (b) velocity as a function of frequency for three single core
cables laid in flat formation.
system at high frequencies are increased by one compared to a symmetrically laid system.
This is an important result if one chooses to use the intersheath modal velocities for fault
location purposes. The asymptotically modal velocities for the flat and touching trefoil
formation evaluated at 1 MHz are summarised in Table 6.1.
After the modal decomposition, one of the modal velocities shown in Table 6.1 can be used
as input in Eq. 2.1 or 2.2. An advantage already seen for using the coaxial mode velocity is
that the coaxial modal velocity is independent of the placement of the cables - the intersheath
and ground mode wave velocities are not.
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Mode Flat formation [m/s] Touching trefoil [m/s]
Coaxial mode 1-3 1.8118 · 108 1.8119 · 108
Ground mode 0.1995 · 108 0.1541 · 108
Intersheath mode 1 0.3946 · 108 0.6155 · 108
Intersheath mode 2 0.4727 · 108 0.6155 · 108
Table 6.1: Modal velocities for a flat and touching trefoil formation evaluated at 1 MHz.
6.1.5 Pulse propagation on a three single-core solid-bonded cable system
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, a voltage impulse applied between core(s)
and sheath(s) of a cable system will result in the same wave propagation characteristics as
fault created waves do. Because an impulse test can be carried out on a none-energised
system, the analysis becomes much simpler as no power frequency signal is present.
The same 165 kV case study cable system laid in flat formation and described in Section 4.1
is used. The underground link (UG-link) length is chosen as 4 km, and simulations of the
core and sheath voltages and currents are carried out at the sending end, the cable middle
and the receiving end (0 km, 2 km and 4 km).
A 10 kV impulse voltage created by using two exponential curves and a surge impedance of
12 Ω is applied. The sheaths are bonded and grounded through 10 Ω resistors at each cable
end. The impulse is applied between the core of phase A and the three bonded sheaths.
To obtain measurable currents, the three cores at Terminal B and the two non-energised
cores at terminal A are grounded through 500 Ω resistance.
As shown in Figure 6.4, three coaxial waves will travel in the system. At high frequencies
they travel with the same velocity and will because of this arrive at any location at the same
time. They will in the following be considered as one wave group and named ’Coaxial Wave
Group’. Table 6.2 shows the travelling time across one 2 km cable section (half the cable)
for a Coaxial wave group, an Intersheat mode 1 and 2 wave and a ground mode wave.
Modal wave type Variable Travelling time [µs]
Coaxial wave group τCG 11.03
Intersheath 1 τI1 50.68
Intersheath 2 τI2 42.1
Ground mode τG 106.38
Table 6.2: Travel time across one 2 km minor section for a coaxial, an Intersheat 1 and 2, and a
ground mode wave.
The core and sheath voltages are presented in Figure 6.5, where it is seen that a coaxial wave
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travelling at 1.8118 · 108 m/s will need τCG (11.03 µs) to reach the cable middle (2 km). At
2τCG, the wave is seen at the cable end (Figure 6.5 (e)) where it is reflected with a positive
reflection coefficient and seen again at the cable middle at 3τCG. At Terminal A, the wave
is reflected with a negative coefficient and seen at the cable middle at 5τCG. The coaxial
wave continues this way until it is damped out. The core and sheath currents at Terminal A
the cable middle, and Terminal B are shown in Figure 6.6 on the next page.
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Figure 6.5: Core and sheath voltage at Terminal A, the cable middle and Terminal B after a 1.2/50
µs voltage impulse is applied phase A.
The coaxial current wave travels in the same manner as the voltage waves, but the polarity
of the reflection coefficients at the cable ends are reversed. On the sheath of the energised
phase, a current wave equal, but with opposite sign to the current existing on the conductor
is observed. This current is generated by magnetic induction, and the sign is determined so
that the resulting magnetic field opposes the original change in magnetic flux (Lenz law).
The AC current density J in a conductor decreases exponentially from its surface value JS
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Figure 6.6: Core and sheath current at Terminal A, the cable middle and Terminal B after a 1.2/50
µs voltage impulse is applied phase A.
according to the depth d from the surface as shown in Eq. 6.14.
J = Jse
−d/δ (6.14)
where δ is the skin depth defined as the depth at which the current density is reduced to 1/e.
The skin depth can be approximated as shown in Eq. 6.15.
δ =
√
2ρ
ωµ
[m] (6.15)
where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor, ω is the angular frequency and µ is the magnetic
permeability of the conductor material. For a skin depth much smaller than the thickness
of the sheath, the field outside the sheath layer can be neglected and therefore, no magnetic
coupling to the other cables is present. The skin depth for copper and aluminium at 1 MHz
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is 65 µm and 84 µm respectively; much smaller than the typical sheath layer thickness.
The modal voltages can be obtained from the phase domain core and sheath voltages us-
ing the transformation matrix S−1 where S = (Q−1)T . Using a transformation matrix
evaluated at 1 MHz, the modal voltages are calculated as shown in Eq. 6.16..

UC1
UC2
UC3
UG
UI1
UI2
 =

0.9513 −0.9513 1.0000 −1.0000 0.9513 −0.9513
1.0000 −1.0000 0 0 −1.0000 1.0000
−0.5236 0.5236 1.0000 −1.0000 −0.5236 0.5236
0 0.9211 0 1.0000 0 0.9211
0 1.0000 0 0 0 −1.0000
0 −0.5409 0 1.0000 0 −0.5409


UcA
UsA
UcB
UsB
UcC
UsC
 (6.16)
where UC1-UC3 are the coaxial voltage mode 1-3, UG is the voltage ground mode and UI1
and UI2 are voltage intersheath mode 1 and 2. The modal currents are calculated by using
Q−1 evaluated at 1 MHz.

IC1
IC2
IC3
IG
II1
II2
 =

0.3389 0 0.3553 0 0.3389 0
0.5000 0 0 0 −0.5000 0
−0.3389 0 0.6447 0 −0.3389 0
0.3416 0.3416 0.3702 0.3702 0.3416 0.3416
0.5000 0.5000 0.0000 −0.0000 −0.5000 −0.5000
−0.3416 −0.3416 0.6298 0.6298 −0.3416 −0.3416


IcA
IsA
IcB
IsB
IcC
IsC
 (6.17)
The modal domain voltages and currents at Terminal A, the middle of the cable and at
Terminal B are shown in Figure 6.7.
It is seen from Figure 6.7 that the modal voltages and current signals consist only of coaxial
components. No intersheath or ground mode waves are created at Terminal A when the
pulse is applied, and none are therefore seen in the cable middle nor at the cable ends.
The fact that only coaxial waves are created when an impulse is applied between core and
sheath is an important finding for fault location purposes. Only coaxial waves will therefore
travel directly from the fault location to the fault locator terminals (FLT) where the fault
location information can be extracted. The next section examines how waves propagate on
crossbonded cables and how the intersheath mode wave contributes to the voltage and cur-
rent profiles on a crossbonded system.
6.2 Wave propagation on a three single core crossbonded cable
Transient calculations in crossbonded cables have been a study of interest for many years
and is considered a complicated field of study [61, 62, 63, 97, 64].
It was shown in Section 6.1 that a three single core cable will be decomposed into six modes
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Figure 6.7: Modal voltages and current at at Terminal A, the middle of the cable and at Terminal B
transformed at 1 MHz.
and will therefore have six different modal velocities (the velocities can be equal at some
frequencies). It was also shown that only coaxial waves are created when an impulses is
applied between core and sheath.
On a crossbonded cable system, discontinuities in the surge impedance exist along the cable
route at each crossbonding due to the transposition of the sheaths. It must be examined
how this affects the coaxial wave travelling from the fault location and whether and when
intersheath and ground mode waves are created in the system.
The 165 kV case study system laid in flat formation presented in Section 4.1 is used to
construct one major section with crossbonded cables having 2 km minor sections. The
same impulse voltage generator used in Section 6.1 is used to apply a 10 kV impulse to
phase A. The sheaths are bonded and grounded through 10 Ω resistors at each cable end,
and in order to obtain measurable currents, the three cores at the far-end and the two non-
energised phases (B and C) at the sending end are grounded through 500 Ω resistance. The
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PSCAD implementation of the system is presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: PSCAD implementation of the one major section crossbonded cable system.
All core and sheath voltages and currents are recorded at the four locations shown in Figure
6.8. These locations are named Terminal 1 to 4, with Terminal 1 as the sending end and
Terminal 4 as the receiving. The core and sheath voltage at these four locations are shown
in Figure 6.9 and the in Figure 6.10 on page 87, the core and sheath currents are shown.
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Figure 6.9: Core and sheath voltages at Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and Terminal 4 after an
impulse voltage is applied phase A of a three single core crossbonded cable.
The figures show the very complicated nature of wave propagation on a crossbonded cable
system. Comparing Figure 6.9 and 6.10 to Figure 6.5 and 6.6, it can be seen that many ad-
ditional waves are travelling on a crossbonded system. The modal voltages and currents are
calculated and plotted at Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and Terminal 4 and the result
is shown in Figure 6.11. Because each of the minor sections have the same configuration,
the same modal decomposition matrix can be used for all sections.
Observing Figure 6.11 one important finding is made: The time is takes a coaxial wave
to travel from one location on a crossbonded cable system to another is not affected by the
crossbondings if such are encountered. For instance, the first coaxial wave group that arrives
at Terminal 4 arrive at 3τCG (Figure 6.11 (g) and (h)).
When a coaxial wave meets a crossbonding, a part of the wave is refracted onto the circuit
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Figure 6.10: Core and sheath currents at Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and Terminal 4 after an
impulse voltage is applied phase A of a three singe core crossbonded cable.
constituted by the same core but the transposed sheath where it continues as a new coaxal
wave. This occurs at every crossbonding wherefore the arrival instance of the wave at any
location is the same as if no crossbondings were present. Both the single- and two-terminal
methods assumes a waves which has traveled directly from the fault location to the FLT. The
coaxial modal waves can therefore be used for fault location on crossbonded cables without
any compensation for the effects of the crossbondings.
Seen from Terminal A (sending end), the surge impedances and electrical configurations
are equal for the crossbonded cable compared to the solid-bonded cable studies in the last
section. The same coaxial waves are therefore sent from Terminal A when an impulse is
applied. However, at Terminal 2 and 3, two intersheath mode currents and an intersheath
mode 1 voltage wave are seen. As these waves are not created at the sending end when the
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Figure 6.11: Modal voltages and currents at Terminal 1, Terminal 2, Terminal 3 and Terminal 4 after
a 1.2/50 µs voltage impulse is applied phase A of a three single core crossbonded cable.
impulse is applied, they must have been created when the first coaxial wave met the cross-
bondings at Terminal 2 and 3.
The reason for why no intersheath mode 2 voltage wave is seen at Terminal 2 and 3 lies in
the definition of the modal components. From Figure 6.9, it can be seen that waves arrive on
the sheath of cable A and C only. An intersheath mode 1 voltage is from Eq. 6.16 defined as
the difference between the voltage existing on these two sheaths. As they are equal, but with
opposite signs, an intersheath mode 1 wave exists. An intersheath mode 2 voltage wave is
defined as UI2=−0.5UsA + UsB − 0.5UsC . As the sheath voltages have different polarity,
no intersheath mode 2 voltage exists at Terminal 2 and 3.
Observing Figure 6.11 (g) and (h), it is noticed that no intersheath mode waves are created
at Terminal 4 when the first coaxial wave arrives. This is a result of how the 500 Ω termi-
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nation resistances are connected. From Figure 6.8, it can be seen that these resistances are
connected directly between core and sheath (coaxial mode), and thus, no intersheath modes
are excited.
The first intersheath current wave seen at Terminal 4 (Figure 6.11 (h)) is an intersheath
mode 2 wave arriving at 2τCG + τI2 = 64 µs. The first intersheath mode 1 wave arrives at
2τCG + τI1 = 72.7 µs. These intersheath mode waves are the ones created at Terminal 3
by the coaxial mode wave that arrives at 2τCG. These intersheath mode waves travel from
Terminal 3 at their respective velocities until they reach Terminal 4. This is an important
finding for fault location purposes: The first intersheath mode wave seen at the FLT has not
travelled from the fault location, but was created when the first coaxial mode wave from the
fault location met the crossbonding closest to the FLT. An substantial error will thus be made
if the intersheath mode velocity is used as input in Eq. 2.1 or 2.2 without compensation.
6.2.1 Wave reflections and refractions at crossbondings
To examine the behaviour of the voltage and current waves at the crossbondings in all three
phases, the core voltages and currents as well as the sheath currents are obtained just before
the crossbonding, at the crossbonding and just after a crossbonding after Phase A is applied
an impulse. The time scale is shifted so the wave arrives at the crossbonding at t = 0 and
the result is shown in Figure 6.12 where the row show the three phases respectively, and the
columns show the core voltage, core current and sheath current.
Figure 6.12 (a) shows that only a part of the incident wave is refracted on cable A at the
crossbondings. It is also noticed that voltage waves appear on the core of Phase B and C at
the same instance (green trace in Figure 6.12 (b) and (c)). The same is the case for the core
and sheath currents.
It can be a problem that a substantial part of an incident fault wave on the faulted phase is
not transmitted as that wave that has to be picked up at the FLT has a smaller magnitude.
This phenomenon does not occur on OHLs or cables which are not crossbonded and is a
specific problem for crossbonded cables. The significance is examined by implementing a
loss-less 10 major section crossbonded cable system in PSCAD/EMTDC (section length is
of no importance due to the loss-less nature).
The core voltages and currents are recorded on each phase at the end of the first five major
sections and at the end of the ninth major section after Phase A is energised at ’the sending
end’. The time scale is shifted so the waves at all crossbondings appear at t = 0, and the
results are shown in Figure 6.13 on page 91.
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Figure 6.12: Core and sheath current and core voltage for Phase A, B and C just before, at, and just
after a crossbonding.
Comparing the magnitude of the voltage and current at Phase A in Figure 6.13 (a) and (b),
the largest reduction in wave magnitude is observed between the sending end and after the
first major section (difference between black and green trace in Figure 6.13 (a) and (b)) at
the end of the first crossbonding. As the waves progress along the cable, the reduction at
each crossbonding become smaller. The reduction between the fifth and ninth major section
is negligible.
The inverse behaviour is observed on Phase B and C. On these non-energised phases, the
relative largest voltage and current changes appear at the end of the first major section.
Due to the interconnection of the sheaths at the crossbondings, a part of the incoming wave
is refracted onto the non-energised phases. At the end of the second major section, a part of
the Phase A wave is again reflected onto Phase B and C, but here, a part of the wave existing
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Figure 6.13: Core voltage and current at the sending end, after major section (MS) 1-5 and after
major section 9 on a loss-less cable.
on Phase B and C is reflected onto Phase A. A part of the Phase B wave is also reflected onto
Phase C and vise versa. Therefore, as the waves progress along the loss-less crossbonded
cable, the magnitude of the waves on the three phases converge towards a constant value
equal one third of the initial wave on the energised conductor. The magnitude reduction of
a fault created wave is therefore largest at the first couple of crossbondings whereafter the
effect becomes of less importance.
In case of a fault on an energised crossbonded cable system, the power frequency component
is presented pre-fault as well. This together with the fact that the fault wave is reduced not
only by damping, but also by the crossbondings, is a potential issue that must be examined
in detail. This is done in the next chapter.
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6.2.2 Conclusions on wave propagation on three single core and crossbonded
cables
Some important findings for fault location purposes on crossbonded cable system were pre-
sented in this chapter.
The first signal change noticed at any location will be due to a coaxial wave and the coaxial
wave velocity is not affected by the crossbondings. The main idea of the two-terminal fault
location method is to detect only the first wave arriving at each cable end, and the coaxial
mode seems therefore ideal as input for this.
Using the intersheath mode waves for the two-terminal method is not straightforward as
the first intersheath wave arriving at the fault locator terminal is not directly from the fault
location, but was created when a coaxial wave met the crossbonding closest to the terminal.
Both the core voltages and currents as well as the sheath currents are of equal interest so far,
as they propagate at coaxial velocity with equal behaviour at the crossbondings and along
the cable-line. The sheath currents are of special interest as they can be measured using low
voltage high bandwidth equipment.
The single ended terminal method is much harder to implement in practice on a crossbonded
cable system even when using the coaxial wave type. The first and second waves from the
fault location must be used to estimate the fault location. On a solid bonded cable systems,
the second waves to reach the fault locator is from the fault assuming no refections from the
surrounding grid, whereas on a crossbonded cable system, this is clearly not the case. The
performance of the the single and two-terminal methods using the different modal compo-
nents as input is examined in the next section where actual fault location on crossbonded
cables is studied in detail.
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Chapter7
The Use of the Single and
Two-Terminal Fault Location Method
on Crossbonded Cables
Concluding on the studies so far, the simplicity of the two-terminal fault location method
seems beneficial for fault location on crossbonded cables. The instance the first fault wave
arrives at the two fault locator terminals is the only variable that needs to be determined for
accurate fault location if the wave velocity of the selected mode is known (see Eq. 2.2). It
is, however, still of interest to examine the use of the single-terminal fault locator method
as no GPS-synchronisation and only half the data acquisition equipment is needed.
Figure 7.1 shows the basic principle for fault location using the two and single-terminal
methods on a system with one discontinuity between the faut locator terminals.
As discussed in Section 6.2, a coaxial wave will travel between the core and the sheath
from the fault location and directly to the fault locator terminals without the velocity being
affected by the crossbondings. If the coaxial wave velocity at a given frequency is known
and the exact arrival instances τ1A and τ1B defined in Figure 7.1 can be extracted from the
measured signals, then exact fault location is possible.
The single-terminal method relies on detecting both the first and second wave from the fault
location arriving at the FLT (see Eq. 2.1). On a system with no discontinuities, the second
wave to reach the fault locator is directly from the fault location, whereas on a crossbonded
cable system, this is not the case due to the discontinuities in the surge impedance along
the cable line. The second reflection τ2A, seen in Figure 7.1 does not contain the required
information for fault location determination, as it was created by the first fault wave at the
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Figure 7.1: Fault location using coaxial mode waves for single- and two-terminal method.
discontinuity. The time difference between τ1A and τ3A is the correct parameter for the
single-terminal method to determine the fault location under the assumption that l1 = l2. If
l1 < l2, the third wave at Terminal A is from the crossbonded as well.
Another practical issue that complicates fault location using the single-terminal method is
the unequal lengths between discontinuities. When, as in the example used in this section,
all minor sections are equal in length, all modal wave types will arrive at a multiple of the
travelling time of one minor section for the specific mode. If the minor sections are not
of equal length, this is not the case. This behaviour is shown in Figure 7.2 (b), and for
comparison reasons, the propagation in sections of equal lengths is shown in Figure 7.2 (a).
Normally, an effort is made to obtain minor sections of equal length due to the balancing
of the induced sheath voltage, but the major sections are often not of equal length. Major
sections of unequal lengths will give rise to the same behaviour as shown in Figure 7.2
(b). The waves propagating in the system thus quickly multiply, and therefore, further
complications are introduced for using the single-terminal method.
7.1 Fault location on a crossbonded cable system using travelling
waves
To examine which fault location methods, which domain and which signal are best suited for
fault location on crossbonded cable systems, a case study system is built in PSCAD/EMTDC.
The case study 165 kV flat formation cable system described in Section 4.1 is studied in this
section with the feeder system described in Appendix B. The cable system has three ma-
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Figure 7.2: Coaxial wave flow in a cable system with (a) equal lengths between discontinuities and
(b) with unequal lengths.
jor sections all with lengths of 6 km, and all minor sections are 2 km long. The cable is
terminated into a single 400 MVA power transformer at both ends as shown in Figure 7.3.
D      yn yn       D      
FLT FLTFault location400 MVA 400 MVA
D      yn yn       D      
FLTFault location
Figure 7.3: Sketch of case study system used for fault location studies.
The core voltages and currents as well as the sheath currents are recorded at the cable ends
(FLT) with a sampling frequency of 10 MHz. The signals are recorded directly at the high
voltage terminals; therefore, the influence of the instrument transformers is disregarded.
Their effect on the travelling waves is examined in Chapter 8.
After the system has come to steady state, a single phase fault is applied between the core
and sheath of phase A at two different fault locations, one at the time. Case Study I involves
a fault occurring in the joint 6 km from Terminal A between major section 1 and 2 (Fault
I), and Case Study II occurs 1 km from Terminal A in the middle of the first minor section
(Fault II). A sketch of the system and the crossbonded scheme is shown in Figure 7.4.
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7.1.1 Case Study I (Fault I)
The system behaviour after a fault is applied between core and sheath of phase A at the end
of the first major section is studied first. However, before the fault locator terminal (FLT)
voltages and currents are presented, the same quantities at the fault location are shown in
Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Core voltage, core current and sheath currents at the fault location with current direction
towards Terminal A for a phase A fault 6 km from Terminal A on a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable
system (Fault I).
Figure 7.5 shows that at the instance of the fault occurrence, square waves superimposed on
the power frequency signal propagate from the fault location in the core voltage and in the
core and sheath currents. As already discussed, the sheath provides perfect electromagnetic
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shielding at high frequencies; thus no coupling exists between the faulted phase and the
adjacent cables. No waves are therefore created at the moment of fault in the non-faulted
phases.
Which modal components are created at the fault location can be determined by transform-
ing the phase domain quantities seen in Figure 7.5 to the modal domain. Due to the high
frequency content of the phase domain signals at the fault instance, the modal transforma-
tion matrices (Q−1 and S−1) evaluated at 1 MHz will give accurate results at the fault
instance. The modal signals at the fault location are shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Modal (a) voltages and (b) currents at the fault location with current direction towards
Terminal A for a phase A fault 6 km from Terminal A on a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable system
(Fault I).
Figure 7.6 shows that three coaxial voltage and current waves will propagate from the fault
location. No change in the intersheath or ground mode waves is observed. This is the same
finding as made in Section 6.1 where pulse propagation on homogenous cable systems was
examined.
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In Figure 7.7, the three-phase core voltages and currents as well as the sheath currents are
shown at the fault locator terminals (Terminal A and B).
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Figure 7.7: Core voltage, current and metal sheath currents for a Phase A fault 6 km from Terminal
A on a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable system (Fault I).
Even though both square core voltage, core current and sheath current waves propagated
from the fault location toward both terminals, Figure 7.7 shows a clear difference between
the core voltage and the core and sheath current signals as the first coaxial wave reaches
the terminals. The travel delay τCG for one 2 km minor section was given in Table 6.2 on
page 80 as 11.03 µs. At t = 3τCG = 33.08 µs, the first coaxial wave group is seen clearly in
the core voltage signal at Terminal A 6 km from the fault location (Figure 7.7 (a)). Changes
are noticed in the core and sheath currents at 3τCG as well, but the rate of change is much
slower. The same is observed at Terminal B at t = 6τCG = 66.16 µs where the first coaxial
wave arrives. The cause of the different behaviour between the voltage and current signals
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is interesting and is found in the substation’s surge impedance.
The substation’s surge impedance affecting the coaxial waves will for the example feeder
system be dominated by the inductance of the auto transformer and shunt reactor. As no
current can penetrate the windings instantaneously, the coaxial wave meets what appears
momentarily as an open end, and the amplitude of the incoming wave is doubled. The
incoming current wave is reflected at the terminal with a reflection coefficient equal -1 and
this wave is added to the incoming wave and effectively reducing the wave to zero [36].
The current in the faulted phase will gradually build up where the sloop of the current will
depend on the size of the combined equivalent inductance of the transformer and reactor as
well as the coaxial surge impedance of the cable. This shows the importance of studying
the surge impedance of the substation where the fault locator equipment is installed.
In general, the asymptotic coaxial lossless surge impedance of high voltage power cables
is between 20 Ω and 50 Ω where the surge impedance for OHLs is around 350-400 Ω.
Connecting an additional 165 kV case study crossbonded cable at both Terminal A and B
will have a profound impact on the FLT signals. The same fault type as previous is applied
at the same location and the core voltage, core current and sheath currents are shown in
Figure 7.8 on the next page.
The surge impedance governing the behaviour of the coaxial waves is now determined by
a combination of the auto transformer, the reactor and the additional crossbonded cable
connected at each Terminal. As mentioned before, both the auto transformer and the reactor
appear as open ends wherefore the surge impedance of the additional cable will determine
the substation’s surge impedance the instance the fault wave arrive. As an additional cable
of the same type is connected (same coaxial surge impedance), the reflection coefficients
for all signals become zero and the incident fault waves are transmitted into the additional
cable. As more cables or OHLs are connected, the reflection coefficients for the voltage
goes towards -1 where the reflection coefficients governing the current go toward 1. For
an infinite number of additional lines connected to the substation, the voltage wave is fully
reflected and cannot be used for fault location as it is the case for the current waves when a
single transformer/single line configuration is used. The effect of the substation is studied
in detail in Chapter 8.
The findings here indicate that the signal type used as an input for a fault locator unit is
system dependent leading to a benefit of using either core currents or sheath currents for
stations with many lines and voltage waves of stations with only the monitored cable and
a power transformer. The configuration where a single line per power transformer is used
is, however, not common. It is used in some cases for connecting offshore wind farms to
the main grid, or else, the Danish transmission grid will be highly meshed with several
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Figure 7.8: Core voltage, current and metal sheath currents for a phase A fault 6 km from Terminal
A on a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable system with an additional 6 km crossbonded cable of same
type connected at Terminal A and B (Fault I).
cables at the same Terminal. The special offshore connection type and the full effect of the
surge impedance dependence on substation configuration are studied in further detail later
due to monitoring especially the submarine cable is important seen from a fault location
perspective.
Estimation of the fault location
It is common to use a decoupled domain to perform the necessary calculations involved in
estimating the fault location with use of travelling wave theory. Voltage or current signals
are recorded in the time domain where after they are transformed to the modal domain and
by use of the modal signals, the fault location is estimated. However, at high frequencies, the
transformation from the time to the modal domain and vise versa is done by multiplications
of real-number matrices. As the coaxial waves are the fastest at any frequency of interest
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for fault location purposes, the first voltage or current change noticed in the time domain
in the case of fault is caused by a coaxial wave. Thus, there is no need to calculate the
modal transform of the time domain signals before the fault location can be estimated.
Using the coaxial wave velocity and the fact that the first wave noticed in the time domain
is coaxial of nature, makes fault location directly in the time domain possible. This is
under the assumption that a frequency independent coaxial wave velocity determined at
high frequencies can be used as input to the fault locator system under all conditions. The
validity of this assumption is examined in Section 8.1.
Figure 7.9 shows a high time resolution plot of the core voltages at Terminal A and B at the
expected arrival instance of the first and second wave directly from the fault location for the
system with only the monitored cable connected to the terminal.
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Figure 7.9: High resolution time zoom of core voltage for a phase A fault 6 km from Terminal A on
a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable system (Fault I) at the instance of the first and second fault surge
arrival instance.
Extracting the arrival instance of the first coaxial wave group from the time domain signals
using a simple visual inspection results in a fault wave arrival instance of 32.9 µs at Terminal
A and 65.9 µs at Terminal B (Figure 7.9 (a) and (b)). Using Eq. 2.2 on page 13, with the
coaxial wave velocity given in Table 6.1, the fault location is determined as 6.011 km; an
error of 11 m. If the core and sheath currents are studied on the system with an additional
cable at each terminal (Figure 7.8), the same accuracy is obtained. The same fault location
information is available in all signals, thus, the input signal can be freely chosen depending
on the system’s configuration. Also, the type of input signal in the two cable ends needs not
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to be the same.
The sheath currents are normally not monitored for fault location purposes. This possibility
is available for cables only where a low voltage high bandwidth current transducer can be
installed for each cable. As shown, coaxial current waves travel on the sheath conductors,
and these signals are therefore equally beneficial for use as input for a fault locator system.
Figure 7.10 shows that it is quite easy to mount such a current transducer on a real-life cable
termination.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: Extraction of cable sheath at cable termination.
One issue is, however, important; when a cable is energised, the breaker at one end is closed
first whereafter the closure of the breaker at the other end follows. When only one breaker
is closed, only the voltage is monitored as no current can flow. Therefore, a core or sheath
current based fault locator method will not work when cables are being energised.
The second wave to arrive from the fault location is harder to determine in a real-life fault
location situation as shown in Figure 7.10 (c) and (d). As shown in Figure 7.5, a voltage
collapse occurs in the phase voltage of the faulted phase at the instance of fault. This wave
will travel to the FLT where it is fully reflected due to the inductive nature of the substation’s
coaxial voltage surge impedance. At the fault location, the voltage reflection coefficient is
-1 due to the short between the core and sheath, and the voltage is reflected back as a posi-
tive voltage steep. The second coaxial wave from the fault location will arrive at Terminal
A at τ2CG = 3 · 3τCG = 99.3 µs and at Terminal B at τ2CG = 3 · 6τCG = 198.6 µs. A
rather steep positive voltage change is indeed seen in both signals at these instances. How-
ever, observing Figure 7.7 (c) and (d), positive steep voltage changes are seen in the signals
recorded at both terminals before the second wave arrives. This shows that it will be very
problematic to identify the correct second wave from the fault location on a crossbonded
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system even with optimal condition.
Theoretically, if the system with an additional cable connected is used, the reflection co-
efficient at the FLT is zero for all signal types and no wave is reflected back toward the
fault location; hence, the single-terminal method will not work. If more lines are connected,
a part of the wave is indeed reflected back, but reflections from the crossbondings on the
additional cable will also contribute to the signal profiles at he FLT, making single-ended
fault location even more problematic to use. In conclusion, the single-ended fault location
method cannot be used for crossbonded cables in practice and is not studied further in this
thesis.
The sheath current method for single line/single transformer configurations
As the sheath currents are easily accessible on real-life systems, the use of these on single
line/single transformer configurations as shown in Figure 7.3 is examined in more details.
The sheath currents shown in Figure 7.7 (e) and (f) show some interesting behaviour.
The initial core and sheath current waves are fully reflected back towards the fault location
at the auto transformer and can therefore not be used for fault location as discussed. At the
arrival instance of the first coaxial wave, the sheath current of the faulted phase increases
slowly as expected. However, at 72.8 µs and 97.3 µs in Figure 7.7 (e) and (f), steep signal
changes in the sheath currents are observed at Terminal A and B. These signals are not of
coaxial nature, but are caused by intersheath waves arriving at the FLT. It is interesting to
study whether these signals can be used for fault location as an options different from using
voltage signal.
As intersheath mode currents are defined as currents flowing between the different sheath
circuits (see Figure 6.3), the intersheath reflection coefficient at the FLT is determined by
the bonding of the sheaths. For an intersheath current wave, the reflection coefficient is
therefore 1 at the FLT resulting in steep current changes as the intersheath mode waves
arrive.
The first intersheath mode wave seen at the FLT has not traveled directly from the fault
location as none of these waves are created at the fault location (see Figure 7.6 (b)).
As shown in Section 6.2, intersheath mode waves are created when a coaxial type of wave
meets a crossbonding. The first intersheath mode wave arriving at the FLT is, due to this,
not travelling directly from the fault location, but is created by a coaxial wave arriving
at the crossbonding closest to the FLT. The first intersheath mode wave at the FLT does
indeed contain the necessary information about the fault location and by compensating for
the slower travelling time in the two minor sections closest to the FLT, fault location can
possibly be carried out if the intersheath mode waves can be extracted from the sheath
current signals. A high time resolution zoom of the sheath currents at Terminal A are shown
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in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: Sheath currents for a phase A fault 6 km from Terminal A on a 18 km crossbonded 165
kV cable system measured at (a) Terminal A and (b) Terminal B.
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The first wave to arrive at Terminal A is, as mentioned, caused by a coaxial wave group
(3τCG = 33.1 µs). This coaxial wave met the crossbonding closest to the Terminal A at
2τCG = 22.02 µ where intersheath mode waves were created. By using the intersheath
mode travelling times presented in Table 6.2, the Intersheath mode 2 wave is expected at
2τCG + τI2 = 64.1 µs and Intersheath mode 1 wave at 2τCG + τI1 = 72.7 µs. From Figure
7.11 (a), it is clearly seen that the current profile is dominated by an Intersheath mode 1
wave.
At Terminal B, the result is different. The Intersheath mode 2 wave is expected at 5τCG +
τI2 = 97.15 µs where intersheath mode 1 should arrive at 2τCG + τI1 = 105.7 µs. At this
terminal, the sheath current profile is dominated by an Intersheath mode 2 wave.
As the two intersheath wave types travel with different velocities for a cable system in flat
formation, it is necessary to know which type of wave has arrived at the FLT so the correct
compensation can be carried out.
Identifying the intersheath wave type can be done in several ways. The modal signals can
be calculated using the three core and the three sheath currents. This is not realistic in a
real-life system as all signals must to be acquired at a very high sampling frequency.
Figure 6.1 shows how the modes are defined. An Intersheath mode 1 current for a system
laid in flat formation is defined as 1 pu current flowing into phase A and returning in phase
C; phase B is not involved in this mode. Intersheath mode 2 is defined as a current flowing
into phase B and returning equally divided in phase A and C. At Terminal A (Figure 7.11
(a)), where an Intersheath mode 1 wave was identified, only a current change in phase A
and C is noticed. At Terminal B, the intersheath mode wave affects all three-phase currents,
thus, an Intersheath mode 2 wave is identified.
Why the different modes are excited at the two cable ends can be realised by observing the
crossbonded cable system shown in Figure 7.12 where a fault is applied in the joint between
the two major sections one phase at the time.
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Figure 7.12: Sheaths affected by a current flowing in the core of phase A, B and C for a fault after
the first major section on a crossbonded cable system.
When a wave travels towards Terminal A and meets the crossbonding closest to the FLT,
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two sheaths are electrically connected at this point. In case of a Phase A fault, this is
sheath A and C. These are the two sheaths involved in Intersheath mode 1 and the one
mode that dominates the sheath current signals at Terminal A (see Figure 7.11 (a)). At
Terminal B, the sheath of cable A and B are directly electrically connected. This creates
a dominating Intersheath mode 2 wave as seen in Figure 7.11 (b). This means that the
dominating intersheath mode wave to arrive at the FLT is dependent on in which phase the
fault occurs.
In case of a cable fault, the protection relays determines the faulted phase. Furthermore,
the crossbonding scheme, and thereby which intersheath mode wave is excited, is known in
advance. The method seems feasible, however, it contains one problem. It was shown in
Figure 7.6 that no intersheath mode waves are created at the fault location when the fault
occurs. This means that if the fault occurs in one of the minor sections closest to the FLT, the
wave propagation route becomes different than if the fault occurs in any of the other minor
sections. The wave propagation, in case of a fault at the location x, is shown in Figure 7.13
where minor section 2 can represent any number of sections.
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Figure 7.13: Wave propagation in case of a fault (a) in another than the two minor sections closest
to the FLT and (b) for a fault in the first minor section.
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For the case shown in Figure 7.13 (a), the time difference τA − τB used as input to the
two-terminal fault location methods is calculated as:
τAB,1 =
(
x
vC
+
l1
vIn,A
)
−
(
l2 − x
vC
+
l3
vIn,B
)
(7.1)
=
2x
vC
+
l1
vIn,A
− l2
vC
+
l3
vIn,B
(7.2)
where τA and τB are the dominating intersheath mode arrival instances at Terminal A and B
respectively, x is the fault location seen from the end of the first minor section, vIn,N is the
velocity of an intersheath mode wave of type n on the the minor section closest to Terminal
N , and vCG is the coaxial group mode velocity.
If the fault location x is isolated and the length of the first minor section seen from Terminal
A is added, the fault location with reference to Terminal A is determined. For the case
shown in Figure 7.13 (b), the time difference τA − τB is found as:
τAB,2 =
(
l1 − x
vC
+
l1
vIn,A
)
−
(
l1 − x
vC
+
l2
vC
+
l3
vIn,B
)
(7.3)
=
l1
vIn,A
− l2
vC
− l3
vIn,B
(7.4)
The time difference becomes independent of the fault location x, and, as a result, the fault
location cannot be determined if the fault occurs in any of the two minor sections closest
to the terminals. This renders the method unusable as any fault location scheme should
cover the entire cable. As a result, voltage signals must therefore be measured when single
tranformer/single lines configurations are used.
7.1.2 Case Study II (Fault II)
Fault II represents a fault occurring between the core and sheath of Phase A 1 km from
Terminal A in the middle of minor section 1. As shown, the sheath current method will not
provide an estimate of the fault location in this case as the time difference τA− τB becomes
a constant.
In Figure 7.14, the three-phase core voltages and currents as well as the sheath currents are
shown at Terminal A and B.
The core voltage of the faulted phase (phase A) at Terminal A is different from the one
recorded at Terminal B. One dominating frequency is seen with large magnitude changes
as the wave arrives. The coaxial voltage wave will propagate from the fault location to the
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Figure 7.14: Core voltage, current and sheath currents at the fault location with current direction
towards Terminal A for a phase A fault 1 km from Terminal A on a 18 km crossbonded 165 kV cable
system (Fault II).
terminal where it is fully reflected. When it reaches back to the fault location, it is reflected
with a reflection coefficient equal -1. The coaxial wave must travel to the fault location
twice before it obtains the same polarity as the first incoming wave. The frequency of the
oscillation is therefore determined as [98].
fi =
vC
4lF1
(7.5)
where vC is the velocity of the coaxial mode, lF1 is the line length from Terminal A.
The relation given in Eq. 7.5 can be used to estimate the fault location if the main frequency
component of the signal can be extracted [51, 52, 53]. This is, contrary to the current sheath
method, only possible if the fault occurs in the minor section closest to the FLT. With the
same argumentation as given for the sheath current method, this method is not practically
applicable on crossbonded cables.
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The two-terminal method with voltage signals as input will give accurate results in this case
as well. At Terminal A, the first wave is determined to arrive at 5.4 µ and at Terminal B, at
93.5 µ. Using Eq. 2.2, the fault location is estimated as 1.011 - an error of 11 m.
7.1.3 Conclusions on the use of the single and two-terminal fault location me-
thods on crossbonded cables
The two-terminal fault location method using either voltage or current signals analysed di-
rectly in the time domain is well suited for faut location on crossbonded cables. Whether
to use core voltage, core currents or sheath currents as input is system dependent. For a
single transformer, single cable configuration type of connecting voltage signals are prefer-
able where, as the number of lines increases, core and sheath currents tend to be the better
choice. The single-terminal is not practically applicable in a transmission system based
on crossbonded cables. Reflections from the many crossbondings makes extraction of the
second wave from the fault location very difficult wherefore the methods cannot be used.
All conclusions conducted in this section are based on high voltage side signals. On real-
life power systems, the high voltage signals are represented in the secondary of measuring
transformers. How these affect the transients in the system is of importance and is described
in the next chapter. Furthermore, which cable and cable system parameters affect the accu-
racy of the method must be examined. In this section just presented, only short cables or
cables with no attenuation were studied.
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Parameters Influencing a Two-Terminal
Fault Location Method for Fault
Location on Crossbonded Cables
Some power system components, cable and cable system parameters will influence the char-
acteristics of the first fault wave seen at the FLTs and thereby influence the ability to extract
the necessary information for accurate fault location. In this section, the most important
parameters are examined.
• The dispersive media effect and cable length
• Busbar surge impedance
• Fault wave reflection and refraction
• Fault inception angle
• Fault arc resistance
• Sensitivity of the coaxial modal velocity on cable and cable system parameters
• Determination of the modal velocities
• Measuring transformers
• Fault locator sampling frequency
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8.1 The dispersive media effect and cable length
As shown in Figure 6.2 on page 78 (a), different frequency components will experience dif-
ferent levels of damping; for coaxial waves, the highest frequency components are damped
the most. The high frequency content in a signal makes the most accurate fault location pos-
sible as the exact arrival instance can be determined more precisely. This can be a problem
for longer cables as the total damping becomes higher.
Figure 6.2 (b) shows that different frequency components travel with different velocity (dis-
persive media effect). An ideal square shaped fault wave created at the fault location con-
tains all frequency components. In general, as the frequency becomes lower so does the
velocity, and, as a result the square wave spreads out and changes shape as it travels. This
effect combined with the fact that high frequency components are damped the most may
make the use of a constant coaxial wave velocity as input to a fault location unit problem-
atic. However, as shown in Section 6.1, the coaxial wave velocity tends to become frequency
independent above 10 kHz, so the total effect on the ability to determine the fault location is
interesting to examine. First, however, a histogram and an empirical cumulative distribution
function of planned 132 kV and 150 kV cables in the future Danish transmission grid are
shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: (a) Histogram and (b) empirical cumulative distribution function of planned cable line
lengths in the Danish transmission grid in 2030.
The figures show that approximately 50 % of all cable lines are less than 10 km and 77 %
are below 20 km. Few links for connecting existing and planned offshore wind parks are
not included in the data set. These links can be of longer length, but most often consist of
a crossbonded land cable part and a submarine cable part. For instance, the length of the
electrical connection to the Horns Reef 2 offshore platform is 100 km, and the connection
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to the 400 MW Anholt offshore wind park is 84 km. Fault location on these special systems
is examined in detail in Chapter 9.4, but as an introductory study, cables with a lengths up
to 100 km are examined in this section as well.
8.1.1 Wave velocity as function of signal frequency content
The attenuation of the coaxial modal wave is strongly affected by the resistivities of the core
and sheath [99, 100]. Either copper or aluminium is used for the core on high voltage cables.
The core conductor is often stranded in order to reduce the influence of the skin effect and
to ensure flexibility of the cable. The sheath of a land cable is either a copper or aluminium
layer or made from a combination of these. Often a wound wire sheath combined with a
solid layer is used. The sheath of a submarine cable is made from lead and acts as a radial
water barrier. All layers in the cable model implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC and used for
the modal decomposition are represented as solid layers of one material only. Methods for
adjusting the parameters are presented in [82, 64].
As the high frequencies in the fault waves are damped, the wave will appear as travelling
slower. Because the attenuation is dependent on the resistivities of the core and sheath,
it is expected that the error, (if a constant velocity is assumed) increases if material with
poorer conductivities are used. Four theoretically 100 km cables with no crossbondings
are implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC. In all cases, the use of solid conductors is assumed.
The material of the core and sheath are changed to examine the effect of the frequency
dependent velocity. The first case is a loss-less cable with infinite electrical conductivity
of the core and sheath (ρc = ρs = 0) - this case is used as a reference. The second case
is with copper core and sheath (ρc = ρs = 1.724e−8 Ωm). A cable with aluminium core
and a composite aluminium and copper sheath is used as case three. In case three, an equal
distribution of the sheath material is assumed (ρc = 2.8e−8 Ωm and ρs = 2.262e−8 Ωm).
A more complete method to take into account the composite sheath is given in [64]. The
forth case is a submarine cable with aluminium core and lead sheath (ρc = 2.8e−8 Ωm and
ρs = 2.2e
−7 Ωm).
A high frequency wave is applied between core and sheath of phase A, and the core voltage
at the sending end (0 km), 25 km, 50 km, 75 km and 100 km is simulated. A coaxial wave
velocity evaluated at 1 Mhz (vc,1MHz) is used to calculate the expected travelling delay per
25 km (τ25km). τ25km is subtracted from the time vector for the signal recorded at 25 km,
2τ25km is subtracted from the time vector for the signal at 50 km and so on. For a constant
wave velocity of vc,1MHz, all waves should thus appear at t = 0. The result is seen in Figure
8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Phase A voltage at the sending end (0 km), 25 km, 50 km, 75 km and 100 after an
impulse between core and sheath of phase A is applied.
The results show that the effect of lower wave velocity as function of frequency will cause
poorer fault location possibility as higher resistivity materials and longer cables are used.
Especially on longer submarine cables (Figure 8.2 (d)), the effect is profound. Furthermore,
the figures show that the exact arrival instance becomes harder to determine exactly as the
high frequency components are damped out. Figure 8.3 shows the fault location estimation
error as function of arrival instance estimation error at two different coaxial modal veloci-
ties.
The frequency dependent wave velocity is not an issue that has to be taken into consideration
for fault location on most cables in the future Danish grid. Using a cable with an aluminium
core and a combined copper and aluminum sheath, the error introduced by assuming a
constant coaxial velocity is 6 m, 12 m and 22 m for cable lengths of 25 km, 50 and 75 km
respectively. As many as 98.6 % of all Danish lines will have length less than 50 km if the
grid is constructed as currently planned.
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Figure 8.3: Fault location estimation error as function of arrival instance estimation error at two
different coaxial modal velocities.
8.2 Busbar surge impedance
Previously in this thesis, is has been assumed that the influence of the substation’s busbars
could be ignored. The construction of the substation can have an influence on the signals
measured by the measuring transformers and is examined through an example in this sec-
tion.
The small outdoor Danish 150 kV substation Nibstrup is used as a case study in this section.
The station is situated in the northern part of Jutland and has two main 150 kV cable lines
from Hvorupgård and Bredkær, respectively (see Figure 1.1 for location of the station). Two
100 MVA 150/60 kV transformers and a 40 MVAr shunt reactor are installed at the station.
A single line diagram of the station is shown in Figure 8.4.
Bus 1
Figure 8.4: Single line diagram of station Nibstrup.
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In case of a fault in the cable to Hvorupgård (marked in the figure), voltage and current fault
waves are created at the fault location and will travel towards station Nibstrup. As the waves
reach the substation, they are guided to the busbar and they meet a surge impedance around
350 Ω. The result is a wave reflection that gives rise to a voltage of 1.85 pu and a current
of 0.15 pu relative to the incoming wave. These waves continue to travel along the busbar
until they reach the first discontinuity. Here, the waves are reflected and refracted according
to the relationship between the surge impedances at the specific location. At the measuring
location, the voltage and current fault waves are still 1.85 pu and 0.15 pu. The waves from
the discontinuities in the station start to arrive back at the measuring location. They meet
a reflection coefficient equal, but with opposite sign compared to the one the initial wave
travelling from the cable into the busbar met. After all internal substation’s waves have
settled, the magnitude of the voltage and current fault waves is determined alone by the
additional lines connected to the station assuming no current can penetrate the transformer
windings during the time it takes the internal substation waves to settle. The same value is
theoretically obtained instantaneously if the busbar had no length.
Due to the many discontinuities even in small substations, the number of travelling waves
quickly multiplies. To examine the behaviour of the internal substation’s waves, Substation
Nibstrup is implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC where the busbars are modelled using the
Bergeron line model given the surge impedance and busbar length as input parameters.
The voltage and current transformers are ignored and the transformers and the reactor are
modelled using the standard power frequency components available in PSCAD/EMTDC
with a Π-network of capacitors representing the first high frequency response.
A voltage wave is applied to the busbar through a surge impedance of 24.8 Ω representing
the 165 kV case study cable. The current and voltage are normalised to the value they
obtain after all internal substation’s waves have settled. Figure 8.5 shows the response at
the measuring location of the cable to Hvorupgård together with a reference representing a
busbar with no length.
Figure 8.5 shows the result of the very different surge impedances between the cable and
busbar. The voltage is shortly increased and the current will build up over time by the added
reflections in the measuring point. Substation Nibstrup will be one of the smallest in the
future Danish grid and as the physical size of the substations increases, the more influence
it will have on the fault transients. The substations influence on the voltage and currents
signals, indicates that voltage signals are preferable if the fault locator is installed in a large
outdoor substation and the sampling frequency used by the fault locator is high.
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Figure 8.5: Voltage and current signals simulated at the instrument transformer location at the cable
connection to Hvorupgård in substation Nibstrup.
It becomes more and more common on 132/150 kV level to use gas insulated substations
when new stations are build. In this case, the internal reflections on the busbars become
quite different compared internal waves on outdoor substations.
Due to the compact size of the equipment, the surge impedance of the GIS busbar becomes
more comparable to the surge impedance of a high voltage cable. A surge impedance for
typical gas insulated busbars is typically 75-95 Ω [101, 102]. Furthermore, the length of the
busbar is much smaller compared to outdoor busbars which will influence the internal busbar
waves significantly. Figure 8.6 (a) and (b) shows a GIS system at the Danish substation
Vester Hassing and cable termination and connection of the sheath for an ABB GIS system
respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.6: (a) GIS switch gear at Vester Hassing and (b) GIS cable termination [2].
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It is noticed from Figure 8.6 (b) that the sheath is terminated in a manner that allows mount-
ing of a current coil wherefore the sheath current signals can be used for fault location on
GIS systems as well.
Similar to station Nibstrup studied earlier in this section, the Danish GIS station Karstrup
has two cable lines and transformers connected. A single line diagram of the station can be
found in Appendix D. The transformer is placed in a separate building and connected with
three 62 m single-core coaxial cables. A simplified model of the station is implemented
in PSCAD/EMTDC. The busbars, bushings, switches and breakers are modelled using the
Bergeron line model with surge impedances used for typical GIS equipment found in [101,
103, 104]. The shunt capacitance of bushings, measuring transformers and switches are
included based on the method presented in [102]. The cables used to connect the transformer
are modelled using the frequency dependent phase model. The shunt capacitance of the
transformer is included as described in the previous section. The simulation time step is
set to 1 ns. A fault voltage wave is applied at the first cable termination and the transient
response at that location is shown in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Voltage and current signals simulated at the cable termination in a GIS station.
Due to the short busbars, the inter-busbar reflections that occur are faster and tend to cancel
faster as well. However, reflections from the transformer situated 62 m away from the GIS
contributes to the voltage and current profiles as well. This makes the time it takes for the
inter-busbar waves to settle prolonged. Whether or not the influence of the substation’s
busbars can be neglected or not is very substation dependent both for outdoor- and GIS-
stations. An evaluation for each station is of interest until more experience is gained.
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8.3 Fault wave reflection and refraction
When developing fault location methods for crossbonded cables, it is important to know
how different power system components affect the fault waves. In this section, the fault
wave behaviour when encountering the most common discontinuities present in the future
Danish transmission network is studied. The following four cases are selected:
• Assuming a negligible influence of the substation’s busbars (small station or GIS
station), the transient behaviour at the fault locator terminals is determined by the
number of cables and OHLs connected to the substation.
In the future Danish network, the number of cables connected to a substation at the
same voltage level vary substantially. In Jutland, between one and four cables are typ-
ically connected to each station whereas in the area surrounding Copenhagen more
than six cables can be connected in to the same substation (See Figure 1.1 on page 3).
The cables in Jutland are typically longer, but fewer are connected to each station,
whereas on Sealand, the cables are shorter, but more are connected to the same termi-
nal. How faults waves are reflected and refracted at these terminals great important
for fault location purposes.
• Discontinuities, other than the crossbondings, along the crossbonded cable is of in-
terest for fault location purposes as well. These discontinuities can contribute to the
characteristics of the fault waves that arrive at the fault locator terminals and their ef-
fect must be studied to identify potential problems. For connections to offshore wind
farms, shunt reactors can be sometimes installed along the cable line to compensate
for reactive power production of the cable. For fault location purposes, it is quite
important to know how fault waves are reflected and refracted at these terminals.
• Hybrid lines will be in operation in the future Danish grid. At the interconnection
point between the OHL and cable section, reflections similar to those studied in Sec-
tion 8.2 are expected. This can affect the ability to locate the fault significantly, as
only a fraction of the incoming fault wave is transmitted.
Based on the description above, four cases with common discontinuities are defined in Fi-
gure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Case study definition. (a) between cable and transformer, (b) between one cable and n
additional cables, (c) between two cables at shunt reactor location, and (e) between cable and OHL.
Case A is quite well studied in this report already; a single cable/single power transformer
configuration where the voltages and currents in the connection point is of interest. Case
B involves a wave travelling on one cable terminated into a number of additional cables.
In this study, six additional cables are selected. Case C studies a shunt reactor connected
between two cable sections. This configuration is used several times for compensating long
lines as for instance links to offshore wind farms. The last case involves the interconnection
between a cable section and an OHL section.
As shown in Section 7.1, a fault between core and sheath causes a coaxial wave to travel
on the faulted cable towards the cable ends. The behaviour of such a wave at different
discontinuities can be studied by applying a surge between core and sheath at a distance from
the discontinuity and observe the behaviour just before the discontinuity, at the discontinuity
and in some cases after the discontinuity. The cases shown in Figure 8.8 are implemented in
PSCAD/EMTDC with use of the 165 kV case study cable (see Section 4.1). The transformer
and reactor are modelled as described in Appendix B, but the stray capacitance is neglected.
The configuration of the OHL is described in Appendix B as well. The voltage and core
currents on the cable for the four cases are presented in Figure 8.9 and 8.10 where the time
scale is shifted so the wave reaches the discontinuity at t = 0.
8.3.1 Case A
As mentioned, this case is already well discussed. Core voltage signals are the only option
for accurate fault location as no current wave can penetrate the transformer windings instan-
taneously. Figure 8.9 (a) and 8.10 (a) shows a doubling of the incoming voltage wave and a
current wave that is reduced to zero.
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Figure 8.9: Voltage waves at location x1, x2 and x3 for the case studies defined in Figure 8.8
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Figure 8.10: Current waves at location x1, x2 and x3 for the case studies defined in Figure 8.8
8.3.2 Case B
Case B study the reflection between different numbers and types of transmission lines. For
a lossless line, the asymptotic surge impedance between core and sheath of a single coaxial
cable is calculated as shown in Eq. 8.1.
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Z0C =
√
µ0
ε0εrπ2
ln
(
r2
r1
)
(8.1)
where r1 is the inner radius of the core, and r2 is the outer radius of the sheath. The ratio
r2/r1 varies for different high voltage cables; values for the surge impedance between 20 Ω
and 60 Ω are found in the literature.
The surge impedance for the 165 kV case study cable is 24.8 Ω. With the six additional
cables connected to the station, Figure 8.9 (b) and 8.10 (b) show a voltage wave of 0.28
pu and a current wave of 1.71 pu. Figure 8.11 (a) and (b) shows the resulting voltage and
current at the discontinuity for an incoming wave of 1 pu as function of the number of
additional equal cables matching with the results obtained in the simulations.
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Figure 8.11: Resulting (a) voltage and (b) current at the discontinuity for an incoming wave of 1 pu
as function of the number of additional equal cables.
As the number of cables increases, it becomes more beneficial to use either core or sheath
current signals as these are reflected with a reflection coefficient approaching 1 resulting in
a doubling of the incident current wave.
OHLs have very different surge impedances compared to cables. As the value is larger, more
OHLs are needed for having low equivalent station surge impedance. A rough estimate of
the substations combined surge impedance can be determined in each case or it can be
chosen to record both all three voltages and either the three core or sheath currents.
8.3.3 Case C
Assuming a pure inductive reactor, the reactor windings will act as an open end at the
instance the high frequency wave arrives. An incoming wave will meet the combined surge
impedances of the shunt reactor and the additional line and the combined surge impedance is
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therefore determined by the surge impedance of the additional lines only at high frequencies.
Both voltage and current waves will continue unaffected making the reactor station well
suited for an additional measuring point effectively reducing the length of the monitored
line (benefits shown in Section 8.1). This is shown in Figure 8.9 (c) and 8.10 (c)
8.3.4 Case D
The interconnection of a cable and an OHL gives rise to a large change in surge impedance
and thus a large reflection. A voltage wave coming from the cable section into the cable is
increased in magnitude with a factor of approximately 1.85. The current is reduced to 0.15.
A wave traveling the opposite directing will be reflected with opposite sign. This can be a
problem on hybrid lines, as fault created waves are strongly affected at the discontinuity and
only a fraction of the expected wave will arrive. This is examined in a later section where
fault location on hybrid lines is examined.
8.4 Fault inception angle
The fault inception angle for faults in an OHL-system can vary from 0 to 360 degrees as the
cause of fault in many cases are external factors. Due to the fact that the cables are buried
underground, such incidents do not happen for cable systems.
For an internal or joint fault to occur in a cable, the insulation needs to be electrically
stressed. The breakdown will thus most likely occur near either positive or negative peak
voltage with some distribution and a certain standard deviation [105].
Energinet.dk records all fault transients with the use of line differential protection system.
The protection relays sample the signals typically at 1 kHz (one sample per 18◦ at 50 Hz).
The data from three 165 kV cable fault cases is examined, and it is found that for all cases,
the fault occurs with a maximum deviation from peak voltage of 25◦. A fault occurring
at peak voltage will give rise to the largest fault transient, but as the fault inception angle
deviates from 90◦, the magnitude of the fault voltage wave is lowered and the waves can be
harder to pick up at the FLT. The magnitude of the core and sheath current waves are for
internal faults determined by the ratio between the instantaneous voltage at the moment of
fault and the coaxial surge impedance.
As shown in Section 8.3, voltage waves are best used if a single line/single transformer
configuration is used. If many additional cables are installed, either core or sheath currents
are preferable. In the case where a single cable with the same surge impedance is installed,
the voltage and current waves are equally beneficial. This is, in case of a fault inception
angle different from 90◦ on a long cable, the worst case as the incoming wave is complectly
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transmitted. As mentioned, it is expected that an internal fault will always occur near peak
voltage. However, some deviation can occur and the influence needs to be tested. Faults
with inception angles of 25◦, 30◦ and 45◦ are simulated on a 60 km long cable with the fault
location 1 km from Terminal A. The core voltage and core currents at the two cable ends as
well as the waves at the fault location are shown in Figure 8.12. The sheath currents are not
shown as they are equal to the core currents as long as only coaxial waves contribute to the
current profile.
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Figure 8.12: Faulted phase (a) core voltages and (b) core currents at the fault location, (c) core
voltages at Terminal A, (d) core voltages at Terminal B, (e) core currents at Terminal A, (f) core
currents at Terminal B, (g) sheath currents at Terminal A and (h) sheath currents at Terminal B for a
fault inception angle of 25◦, 30◦ and 45◦.
The voltage fault wave at the fault location for the three inception angles of 25◦, 30◦ and
45◦ are 93.64 kV, 66.15 kV and 55.91 kV. The coaxial surge impedance determines the
magnitude of the initial fault current wave on the core and is calculated by Eq. 8.1 as 24.8
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Ω. The resulting core and therefore also sheath currents waves are 3.77 kA, 2.67 kA and
2.25 kA.
The frequency content in the fault signals at the FLTs is not changed as function of fault
inception angle and is equal in all signals. However, in noisy signals, the superimposed
fault waves can be easier to distinguish from the power frequency signals if the magnitude
of the fault waves is larger. The fault location is in this particular case for all fault inception
angles determined with an error of 8-10 m.
8.5 Fault arc resistance
It is general practice to neglect the arc voltage drop in cables for travelling wave-based
fault location studies as the arc is very short with resulting neglectable arc impedance [102].
However, some references argue that the pressure can build up causing the fault arc voltage
drop to increase [89, 11]. It is very difficult to predict how the dynamics of such an arc will
behave due to the complex mechanisms involved. In a simplified first approach, a constant
resistance is added at the fault location (Rf = 2.5Ω). Because the initial fault wave is now
different from a fault wave created with zero fault resistance, it is of interest to examine
whether this will affect the first wave at the FLT and thereby the ability to perform accurate
fault location estimation. a 60 km cable system with one additional cable connected at the
substation (worst case) described in Section 8.3 is used to examine the effect of the 2.5 Ω
fault resistance. The fault is applied 6 km from Terminal A at the end of the first major
section, and the resulting signals at Terminal A and B are shown in Figure 8.13 with and
without the fault resistor included.
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Figure 8.13: Faulted phase voltage at (a) substation A 2 km and (b) substation B 58 km from the
fault location with and without a 2.5 Ω fault resistance in the fault loop.
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The fault resistor affects the initial fault surge created at the fault location, thus affecting
the surge that arrives at the FLT. However, for both signals recorded at Terminal A and B,
the ability to determine the arrival instance is only slightly if at all affected by the fault
resistance. The same is observed in the sheath and core current.
A simple modelling approach is used for the fault resistance, and it is expected that the
behaviour will be much more dynamic as the fault progresses over time. Methods to model
this are unfortunately not available for cables, but even with dynamic behaviour, the effect
of the arc resistance is small if the voltage drop over the arc is small [89].
8.6 Sensitivity of the coaxial modal wave on cable and cable sy-
stem parameters
It is important to determine which cable and cable system parameters affect the coaxial
modal velocity and attenuation as this modal signal seems preferable for fault location pur-
poses. It is unbeneficial if the velocity of the chosen mode will change over time and change
along the cable route due to changes in, cable, or cable system parameters. Furthermore,
damping in real-life cables, which is not accounted for in the model, is a potential problem
when the development of a fault locator system is based on simulations. In this section these
issues are addressed.
8.6.1 Coaxial modal wave velocity
Because the magnetic field is assumed perfectly confined within the metal sheath at high
frequencies, the coaxial wave velocity is not dependent on layers or materials outside this
layer. The conductivity of a good conductor like copper and aluminium is very high. As a
result, the skin depth will be very low for these materials at high frequencies (see Eq. 6.15).
The electromagnetic waves will consequently decay very rapidly into the material, and the
current is almost purely flowing on the surface of the conductor. As a result, the coaxial
wave velocity becomes almost independent of the core and sheath materials.
As described, the magnetic and electric fields are confined in the homogenous dielectric.
Due to this, the coaxial wave velocity is highly dependent on the characteristics of this
material [106]. Assuming a perfect dielectric (no conductivity), the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant ε(ω) = ε
′
(ω) + jε
′′
(ω) is zero. Furthermore, if ε(ω) is considered
frequency independent in the frequency range of interest, the coaxial wave velocity can
then be calculated at high frequencies by use of Eq. 8.2 without including the complex
calculations involved in the modal decomposition [107].
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vc =
c
√
µr,i1εr,i1
[m/s] (8.2)
where c is the speed of light, εr,i1 (ε
′
= ε0 εr,i1) is the relative permittivity of the main
insulation material and µr,i1 is the relative permeability (µ = µ0 µr,i1). The relative perme-
ability µr,i1 is 1 for non-magnetic materials as used in the cable and the permittivity εr,i1 is
2.5 for pure XLPE [108].
As shown in for instance Figure 4.1, two semi-conductive layers surround the main insu-
lation. It is assumed that the semi-conducting layers carry only a negligible longitudinal
current as their conductivity is required by norm to be higher than 1 mS/m [82] - values
between 0.01 Ωm and 10 Ωm are, however, more common [109]. In [107], it is shown that
the coaxial wave velocity is not a function of the conductivity of the semi-conducting layers
in the frequency range of interest and in [110], it is concluded that the effect is very small
for small semi-conducting layer thickness and high resistivity. Therefore, variations in this
material parameter is not of special interest for the coaxial velocity for normal high voltage
cables. As all studies in the mentioned references are based on analytical calculations of
very complicated physical phenomena, field measurements are conducted later in this thesis
in order to verify the claims (Chapter 10.4).
In most simulation programs, the semi conducting layers are not included. The insulation
seems therefore thicker than its actual value and the capacitance becomes smaller. The
effect of the semi-conducting layers are included by adjusting the permittivity of the main
insulation layer and assuming the model seen in Figure 8.14 (a).
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Figure 8.14: (a) Cable model without semiconducting layers, and (b) cable model including the
semiconducting layers.
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The adjustment of the relative permittivity is done under the assumption that an equivalent
capacitor which value is calculated using only the permittivity of the main insulation will
be accurately representing the series coupling of the three capacitors shown in Figure 8.14
(b). Eq. 8.3 shows the calculation method for the equivalent capacitance that represents the
main insulation and semiconducting layers [82] assuming a perfect dielectric.
Ceq =
2πε0ε
∗
ln
(
r2
r1
) [F/m] (8.3)
where ε∗ is calculated as:
ε∗ = εr,i1
ln( r2r1 )
ln
(
b
a
) [−] (8.4)
In Eq. 8.4, εr,i1 is the relative permittivity of the insulation material (XLPE), and r1, r2, a
and b are defined in Figure 8.14 (b).
Frequency dependent permittivity
Because XLPE is a non-polar material, its permittivity is considered almost frequency in-
dependent in the frequency range of interest [111]. The permittivity of the semi-conducting
layers is, however, because of the carbon content, strongly dependent on frequency, and
an equivalent permittivity representing the three layers should therefore be considered fre-
quency dependent as well. This is not taken into account in Eq. 8.2 or any of the current
simulation cable models, and the effect is studied. The relationship between permittivity
and frequency for a typical semi-conducting material is shown in Figure 8.15.
Figure 8.15 shows that the permittivity of the semi-conducting layers is quite constant up to
10 kHz with a value around 1000 whereafter it drops, and at 1 MHz, it is approximately 100.
Assuming only displacement current in the dielectric, the capacitance between the conduc-
tor and the sheath including the frequency dependent semiconducting layers is calculated as
shown in Eq. 8.5 [112].
Ceq(ω) =
2π εsc1(ω) εr,i1(ω) εsc2(ω)
εi εsc2(ω) ln
(
a
r1
)
+ εsc1(ω) εsc2(ω) ln
(
b
a
)
+ εsc1(ω) εi ln
(
r2
b
) (8.5)
where εsc1(ω) and εsc2(ω) are the frequency dependent permittivities of semi-conducting
layers, and the physical parameters used are defined in Figure 8.14 (b).
Whether it can be correctly assumed that Eq. 8.3 and Eq. 8.5 give equal results depends
on whether the capacitances of the semi-conducting layers are many times larger than the
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Figure 8.15: The AC permittivity of a semi-conducting material measure during a temperature cycle
between 30 and 130 [3].
capacitance of the insulation material. For a high capacitance of the semi-conducting lay-
ers, the resulting admittance will tend to act as a short, and the total core/sheath admittance
will be dominated by the insulation admittance [110]. In Eq. 8.5, this means that the term
εsc1(ω) εsc2(ω) ln
(
b
a
)
is many times larger than the two others. As seen, this is true when
the frequency dependent permittivity of the semi-conducting material is larger than the per-
mittivity of the insulation and the insulation layer is thicker than the semi-conducting layers.
The latter is always the case, but the former assumption can be violated as the frequency
dependent permittivity of the semi-conducting layers drops as the frequency increases. This
can lead to a violation of the initial assumption for using Eq. 8.3. To examine if this is
a problem at high frequencies, the deviation between the resulting capacitance calculated
using the two methods is determined, and the result is shown in Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.16: Deviation between the equivalent capacitance calculated with an adjusted permittivity
and one including the effect of the the frequency dependent semi-conducting layers as function of
frequency.
Figure 8.16 shows that the capacitance of the equivalent insulating material (Ceq) will rep-
resent the equivalent layer, comprising of the primary insulation material and the two semi-
conducting layers, well in the frequency range of interest. At 1 MHz (ε′ = 100), the error
is 0.36% (plus indicated that the capacitance calculated the adjusted method is the largest)
and 0.02 % at 50 Hz (ε′ = 1000). As the deviations are small, the adjustment method can
be used for both simple and modal calculations without introducing much error. However,
as input for a travelling wave fault locator system, a coaxial velocity which is measured on
the real-life cable should be given as input. The result is confirmed by field measurements
in [113] where it is shown valid up till 1 MHz.
Sensitivity of coaxial modal velocity on relative permittivity
The data sheet gives only minimum values or typical values of the cable layers’ dimensions,
and, as the corrected relative permittivity, and therefore the coaxial wave velocity, is de-
pendent on deviations on these parameters, a sensitivity analysis is carried out. The coaxial
mode 1 and 2 wave velocities as function of main insulation relative permittivity evaluated
at different frequencies are shown in Figure 8.17 (a) and (b).
The coaxial modal velocity’s dependence on a parameter which is corrected using several
assumptions indicates that field measurements are preferable in order to determine the cor-
rect coaxial wave velocity. During this PhD, several methods were developed for measuring
the coaxial wave velocity. These are described in Chapter 10.4 where field measurement are
presented.
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Figure 8.17: Coaxial mode 1 and 2 wave velocity as function of main insulation relative permittivity
evaluated at different frequencies.
Temperature dependent permittivity
The permittivity of cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) is temperature dependent. However,
in the temperature range where cables are normally operated, the dependence is minor and
needs not to be considered [111, 114]. The semi-conducting material is temperature depen-
dent as well, but as shown in the previous section, the equivalent capacitance between core
and sheath is dominated by the capacitance of the main insulation which makes the effect
less important.
8.6.2 Attenuation of the coaxial modal wave
The attenuation of the coaxial modal signal is dependent only on material and layers inside
the sheath layer. The material of the core and sheath will have an affect, but can be well
predicted by the current cable models. The attenuation introduced by the semi-conducting
layers is not represented in the model implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC, but a fixed shunt
conductance can be given as an input. How the semi-conducting layers affect the coaxial
damping is discussed in [82, 115, 107, 116]. The authors propose a model of a conductance
in parallel with the capacitance representing the capacitance of the semi-conducting layers
and conclude that the attenuation effect is dependent on the carbon content. The author of
[82] concludes that ”With the high permittivity (1000), the capacitance tends to short out
the conductance, and no appreciable increase of the attenuation is seen”. The same can in
general be concluded for a permittivity of 100 which is the minimum value for the frequency
range of interest. The statement is examined in a later section where field measurements of
pulse propagation on crossbonded cables are presented.
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8.7 Determination of the modal velocities
The coaxial wave velocity is relatively simple to measure in real life. As seen in Figure 6.4
(b), the three unique coaxial mode signals travel with the same velocity at frequencies above
approximately 1 kHz and become frequency independent above 10 kHz. Furthermore, as
this type of wave is the fastest at any frequency, the first signal change noticed at any location
will be due to a coaxial wave.
Several different methods to measure the coaxial wave velocity are developed and described
in Chapter 10.4. Amongst them are both single ended and a double ended synchronised
methods. Field tests are carried out and the velocity extracted with good precision. These
field tests are described in detail in Chapter 10.4. As the field is confined between the core
and sheath, the measurements can be carried out before and after installation.
Compared to the coaxial waves, the intersheath mode waves are more problematic to de-
termine. First, as the wave velocity is dependent on several parameters, it can change as
function of location. Depending on the measuring method used, either a velocity for one to
a few minor sections is used or a mean value for the whole cable route. Both can locally
be non-representative for the true velocity, and thus, errors are introduced if the signals are
used.
8.8 Measuring transformers
Both core voltages, core currents and sheath currents are of interest for fault location pur-
poses. However, it is important how the measuring transformers used today represent the
high frequency fault transients in the high voltage signals in the secondary circuit. Because
the two-terminal method is recommended, only the arrival of the first fault wave needs to be
detected. It is not important if the fault transient is represented correctly in the secondary
circuit. The only requirement is that the wave is not delayed in a degree that compromises
fault location and not damped to a degree that it becomes undetectable. These issues have
been discussed by several authors and a quick review is given here.
8.8.1 Capacitive voltage transformers
Capacitive voltage transformers are known to have low bandwidth and are especially de-
signed for representing only the power frequency in the secondary circuit. The capaci-
tive voltage transformer consists of two capacitors in series with a magnetic coupling unit
(MCU) connected between the two. The principle diagram is shown in Figure 8.18 (a).
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Figure 8.18: Capacitive voltage instrument transformer, (b) transients voltage measurements by
additional capacitor and (c) transients voltage measurements by current transducer.
The magnetic coupling unit is the cause of the poor frequency response of the capacitive
voltage transformer [117]. However, it is possible to access the neutral of the voltage divider
and either connect an additional capacitor between terminals L and N and measure the
voltage across it or apply a short and measure the current through the divider (Figure 8.18
(b) and (c)).
Practical experience with adding an additional capacitor in series with the voltage divider is
reported by researchers in Romania in the frame of a project called ”Transient disturbances
in Romanian open-air high voltage substations”. Good results are obtained and the method
is recommended for transient voltage measurements [118].
The current flowing through the voltage divider is determined by the total capacitance of the
divider and the time derivative of the input voltage. In case of a high frequency transient in
the high voltage signal, a high frequency current will flow through the capacitors. This cur-
rent can be measured and used as input to the fault locator unit as shown in Figure 8.18 (c).
If a representation of the high voltage signal is desired, the divider current can be integrated.
However, as only the first wave at the fault locator terminal is needed, applying integration
will only lower the bandwidth and better results are obtainable if no integrator is used.
The use of current measurements in capacitive voltage dividers is proposed for measure-
ments of voltage for harmonic analysis [119, 120].
8.8.2 Inductive voltage transformers
The use of the classical inductive voltage transformer is not very well studied for travelling
wave-based fault location purposes. The use of an inductive coupler can compromise the
accuracy of the fault location due to the band-pass features of the voltage transformer [121,
122]. In [123], the transformer is used for transients up till 10 kHz. Measurements are
provided showing good transient performance. From the literature published in the field,
a conclusion on the performance on the inductive voltage transformer is difficult to make;
more experience is needed. This is discussed in the section summary.
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8.8.3 Inductive current transformers
The use of the inductive current transformers for transient representation in the secondary
circuit is quite well studied. Leakage inductance and stray capacitance as well as saturation
of the ferromagnetic core limit the bandwidth of the transformer. Nonetheless, good repre-
sentation of high frequency components of the high voltage signals in the secondary circuit
is reported in [124, 125, 126, 127]. It is concluded that the transformers can be used up till
200 kHz which according to the authors is suitable for travelling wave-based fault location.
8.8.4 Rogowski coils
Low voltage high bandwidth Rogowski coils can be used to measure the sheath current for
systems with one or more additional lines connected at the same substation as the monitored
cable.
A Rogowski coil consists of a helical coil wound on a non-magnetic core with the core
encapsulating the current it measures. When a current flows through the coil, a voltage
proportional to the rate of change of current is induced:
v(t) = −dϕ
dt
= µ0nA
di
dt
(8.6)
where n is turns per meter, A is the cross-sectional area of the coil and i is the encapsulated
current.
By adding a wire loop wound in the opposite directing to the first loop, the Rogowski coil
becomes immune to the influence of nearby current carrying conductors. This is traditio-
nally done in most commercial available Rogowski coils.
By integrating the voltage induced by the coil, a measure of the current through the coil
is obtained. However, as for the capacitive voltage divider, only the first fault transient
needs to be detected for fault location purposes. Therefore, by removing the integrator, a
direct measure of the rate of change of current can be obtained and thus a higher bandwidth.
Furthermore, by removing the integrator, only the passive coil is left and no power supply
is necessary.
The bandwidth of Rogowski coils is limited by the series inductance of the wire and by
stray capacitance [128, 129]. The propagation time delay of the coil increases with fre-
quency [130]. For some Rogowski Coil designed especially for high frequency purposes,
the frequency response can be much higher than 1 MHz [131] - up to 30 MHz is not uncom-
mon. This makes them ideal for travelling wave-based fault location. Furthermore, they are
easy to mount on the cable’s termination as already shown in Figure 7.10, and, relatively
cheap.
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8.8.5 Summary
Sheath currents can be measured using Rogowski coils and core voltage signals can with
benefit be measured with use of capacitive voltage transformers. The transient response
of both transducer types make them well suited for use with a travelling wave-based fault
location system. The two transducer types cover in principle all system configurations as
currents are beneficial to use if two or more additional lines are installed at the substation
and core voltages are beneficial as input for single transformer/single line configurations.
However, due to practical and economic issues, capacitive voltage transformers are not al-
ways installed. On the 132/150 kV level, it is common to use inductive voltage transformers
due to their price and ability to discharge the cables after the are disconnected from the rest
of the grid. The transient response of inductive voltage transformers is not well studied for
high frequency transients. Due to the lack of research in the area, it is recommended to pro-
vide a reference signal during the test period of a potential fault locator either in the form
of a sheath current measured with a Rogowski coil or a voltage measured with a capacitive
voltage transformer.
The literature promotes the inductive current transformer as capable of representing the high
frequency transients with good accuracy in the secondary - signals up till 200 kHz can be
replicated. Compared to for instance the Rogowski coil, this bandwidth is low, and how
it will affect the accuracy of a fault location system for crossbonded cables is not known
exactly. Therefore, it is again recommended to provide a reference signal under test until
the performance of the inductive current transformer can be fully evaluated.
The travelling waves are affected by secondary circuit parameters as cable type and length,
the transformer parameters, and the resistance and inductance of the relay burden [132,
133]. Therefore, dedicated travelling wave transducers as the Rogowski coil or a capacitive
voltage divider with an output merely for travelling wave measurements are preferable, as
no interference from the protection or measuring system is introduced.
Based on this literature study, it is recommended to use either Rogowski coils for measuring
sheath currents or to use capacitive voltage dividers to measure core voltages.
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8.9 Fault locator sampling frequency
The sampling frequency of the data acquisition units installed will influence the accuracy of
the two-terminal fault location method. If ∆τA and ∆τB represents the delay between the
exact wave arrival instance at the terminals and the instance of sampling at Terminal A and
B, the estimated error introduced by the sampling delay alone can be calculated as shown in
Eq. 8.7.
xe =
vm · (∆τA −∆τB)
2
[m] (8.7)
Eq. 8.7 shows that if the delay is equal at both terminals, the correctly fault location is
determined. The worst case occurs when the arrival instance is determined correct at one
terminal (∆τ = 0) and the other is one sample delayed (∆τ=1/fs). The theoretical worst
case fault location estimation error as a function of sampling frequency is plotted in Figure
8.19.
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Figure 8.19: Fault location estimation error for the two-terminal synchronised fault location as
function of sampling frequency.
As expected, the theoretically largest error can occur at a low sampling frequency. The
estimation error at 1 MHz is 86 m while an error at 40 MHz is 2.1 m. The choice of sampling
rate is an economical issue, and it is determined by the operator of the transmission system.
8.10 Summary
In this section, the parameters influencing the accuracy two-terminal fault location method
are discussed. It is found that the method is unaffected by most parameters as fault inception
angle and fault resistance. Damping of the high frequency fault components increases as the
length of the cable line increases. This is a potential problem for long lines, but for most
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lines planned in the future Danish grid, this is not an issue.
For large substations, the influences of the busbars on the incoming fault wave should be
evaluated when the choice of input signal is made. For GIS stations, the influence is minor
and the choice will depend on the number of lines connected the substation.
The coaxial wave is after an analysis still the preferred mode to use for fault location pur-
poses as the parameters that affects the velocity are constant or are only changing slightly
in the working area.
The sampling frequency determines the horizontal resolution of the fault locator units and is
therefore an important parameter for the accuracy of the fault location. The choice is, how-
ever, economical as very fast commercially sampling equipment is available on the market.
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Chapter9
Fault Location on Different Line Types
Using Online Travelling Wave Methods
Is was shown in Chapter 4 that an impedance-based fault location method is not practically
applicable for hybrid lines due to the very different fault loop impedances of these two
system types. In this section, methods based on travelling waves are discussed for several
line types.
9.1 Hybrid lines
A hybrid transmission line is as mentioned a transmission line which is comprised of two
or more different line types. Seen from a travelling wave fault location perspective, what
makes the lines different is primarily the propagation velocity of the fault wave. On a cable
system, the coaxial mode has been identified as being most suited. On an OHL, the main
insulation material is air; hence, both µr and εr are equal to 1, and the propagation velocity
of the so-called aerial mode then becomes almost equal to the speed of light (see Eq. 8.2).
A hybrid line can also be comprised of two or more cable segments with different wave
velocities. The wave velocity is directly related to the relative permittivity of the main
insulation and even if the same material is used in both cables, different thicknesses of
the semi-conducting layers will influence the wave velocity. Assuming one constant wave
velocity for such a line will result in errors if the classical two-terminal fault location method
is used directly.
A hybrid fault location approach can also be used to reduce the number of necessary fault
locator units at the same voltage level and thereby the cost for monitoring larger transmis-
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sion systems. For instance, if three stations are connected by two lines in a radial type of
configuration, fault location equipment will not be necessary in the middle station. Instead,
the line can simply be seen as a hybrid line, and fault location equipment can be installed
at the outer lying stations. In the coming section, a method for estimating the fault location
and identifying the faulted line segment is presented.
9.1.1 Fault location on a two segment hybrid line
Consider an arbitrarily two-segmented hybrid line with length and wave velocities defined
as shown in Figure 9.1.
45 km cable
V=1.8146e8 m/s
30 km OHL
V=2.9925e8 m/s
A B
v=v1 v=v2
FL
T A
FLT B
L1 L2
L
4.5 km cable
V=1.8146e8 m/s
70 km OHL
V=2.9925e8 m/s
A B
6 km cable
V=1.7662e8 m/s
Segment 1 Segmen  2 Segment 3
Segment 1 Segment 2
Segment 1 Segment 2
Figure 9.1: Arbitrary hybrid line comprised of line Segment 1 with wave velocity v1 and length A
and line Segment 2 with wave velocity v2 and length B. The total line length is L.
In Figure 9.1, the wave propagation velocity of Segment 1 is v1 and v2 for Segment 2. The
length of Segment 1 is A and B for Segment 2. The total line length is denoted L.
If a fault occurs in Segment 1 at t = 0, the instance the fist travelling wave arrives at
Terminal A can be calculated as:
τA−x1 =
x1
v1
(9.1)
where x1 is the fault location in Segment 1 seen from Terminal A. For the same fault, the
first travelling wave will arrive at Terminal B at:
τB−x1 =
(
L1 − x1
v1
)
+
L2
v2
(9.2)
In a fault location situation, only the time difference τA−x1 − τB−x1 will be known. The
difference between these times can be calculated as:
∆τAB,1 =
L1
v1
−
(
L1 − x1
v1
)
− L2
v2
=
2x1
v1
− L1
v1
− L2
v2
(9.3)
Rearranging 9.3 in regards to x1 will result in an expression of the fault location seen from
Terminal A.
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x1 =
(
∆τA−B,I +
L1
v1
+
L2
v2
)
· v1
2
(9.4)
In Eq. 9.4, all quantities are known if the time difference ∆τAB,1 is measured using syn-
chronised measuring equipment.
If a fault occur in Segment 2, the first travelling wave will arrive at Terminal A at:
τA−x2 =
x2
v2
+
L1
v1
(9.5)
where x2 is the fault location on Segment 2 seen from the beginning of Segment 2. The first
wave arriving at Terminal B for a fault in Segment 2 appears at:
τB−x2 =
(
L2 − x2
v1
)
(9.6)
The difference between these times can be calculated as:
∆τAB,2 =
x2
v2
+
L1
v1
−
(
L2 − x2
v2
)
=
2x2
v2
+
L1
v1
− L2
v2
(9.7)
Rearranging 9.7 in regards to x2 will result in the fault location seen from the beginning of
Segment 2.
x2 =
(
∆τA−B,2 −
L1
v1
+
L2
v2
)
· v2
2
(9.8)
The method can be expanded to include an unlimited number of line segments; the problem
lies in determining in which section the fault occurs.
9.1.2 Identification of the faulted line segment
When Eq. 9.4 and 9.8 were derived, it was assumed that the faulted segment was known.
This is not the case for a real fault location situation where only the time difference between
the arrival instances is measured.
A method to solve this problem is proposed for hybrid DC-lines in [134]. This method can
also be used on crossbonded cable systems after some modifications.
If the measured time difference ∆τAB,n is used in both Eq. 9.4 and Eq. 9.8, only one of the
solutions will be between 0 and the length of the corresponding segment. As an example, if
a fault occurs on Segment 2, the measured time difference between the waves at Terminal
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A and B will be given by Eq. 9.7. If Eq. 9.7 is inserted in 9.4, derived for fault in Segment
1, the result will be:
x1 =
(
2x2
v2
+
L1
v1
− L2
v2
+
L1
v1
+
L2
v2
)
· v1
2
= x2
v1
v2
+ L1 (9.9)
Because v1/v2 is always positive, the calculated fault location x1 will be estimated to be
larger than A, indicating that the fault is not located in Segment 1.
Using the same approach for a fault in Segment 1, but where the fault location is estimated
using Eq. 9.8, the fault location will be estimated as:
x2 = (x1 − L1)
v2
v1
(9.10)
Since v2/v1 is always positive and A is greater or equal x1, the estimated fault location will
be negative, indicating that the faulted section is not Segment 2. In [134], it is shown that
this is the case for any fault in any segment.
9.1.3 Case Study
With the method described, it is now possible to estimate the fault location on a hybrid line
including identification of the faulted segment. The coaxial mode wave velocity is used for
the cable segment and the aerial mode for any OHL segment. The method is verified on a
hybrid line consisting of a 3 km 1 major section crossbonded cable and a 40 km OHL which
data are pretended in Appendix B. The case study 165 kV cable is used to construct the
crossbonded cable (see section 4.1).
Both the cable and OHL are connected to a single 400 MVA transformer with a single
additional 165 kV crossbonded cable connected at the terminals. Two faults are applied to
the system; A single phase to sheath fault is applied in the joint between the second and
third minor section (2 km from Terminal A). Such a fault will be very difficult to lokalise
using an impedance-based approach due to the very different fault loop impedances. The
second fault study involves a single phase to ground fault applied 35 km from the beginning
of the OHL-section. The core voltage and currents at Terminal A and B are shown in Figure
9.2 for the two fault cases.
Inserting τAB,1 and τAB,2 in Eq. 9.4, and 9.8 gives four fault locations where only two fulfill
the requirement of the method. The estimated fault locations are presented in Table 9.1 with
the requirement setup by the individual lines and the correct fault location underlined.
The hybrid method identifies the fault location with low error for fault in both segments; 13
m for the cable fault and 6 m for a fault in the OHL-segment.
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Figure 9.2: Core voltage and current signals at the fault locator terminals for a fault in the cable
section and OHL section.
Eq. Requirements Using τAB,1 Using τAB,2
9.4 0 ≥ x ≥ 3 km 2.013 24.176
9.8 0 ≥ x ≥ 40 km -0.163 34.994
Table 9.1: Results for fault location on two segment hybrid line.
9.1.4 Choice of input signal
The choice of input signal type for a fault location used on a crossbonded cable has until
now been determined by the configuration of the substation. For hybrid lines, a significant
discontinuity exist in the interconnection between the two line segments. A fault voltage
wave travelling from the OHL section into the cable section is transmitted with a transmis-
sion coefficient of approximately 0.15. This means that the voltage wave observed at the
FLT at the cable end is reduced in magnitude and, therefore, it can be difficult to extract
from the power frequency signal. A current wave meeting the same discontinuity will ex-
perience a transmission coefficient of 1.85. The current wave at the FLT of the cable end is
thus preferable over the voltage wave if only one additional cable is connected to the same
substation; the opposite is the case for a fault in the cable section.
Because the best suited signal type is dependent on in which segment the fault occurs, both
voltage and currents ought to be measured in both ends of a hybrid line. More data should
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be gathered and a data acquisition unit with six input channels instead of three is necessary.
However, one full fault locator unit is saved in the connection point between the OHL and
the cable.
A three cable line segment is tested when fault location on the electrical connection to the
offshore wind farm is studied in a later section.
9.2 Fault location on cable systems with solidly grounded sec-
tions, transposed cables and cables with open sheath.
Cable systems with one or several solidly grounded sections are being installed in the new
Danish transmission system. A sketch of such a system is shown in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: Transmission line consisting of two major sections with a solidly bonded section in
between.
A two-terminal fault location method is not affected by the solidly grounded section if coax-
ial waves are used as input for a fault locator. The coaxial wave will as mentioned travel
between the core and the sheath closest to it; thus, the velocity is not affected by any sheath
bonding scheme. The is also the case for fault location on transposed cables and cables
with open sheath. However, for the latter; if the sheath is open, the sheath current cannot be
measured. Instead, the sheath voltage is measurable as the sheath is no longer grounded if
the core signals are not chosen.
9.3 Submarine cables
The future Danish transmission system will include several links to offshore wind farms.
Such systems are often comprised by a crossbonded land cable from the main grid to the
coast wherefrom either a three-phase submarine cable or three single core submarine cables
are used. For larger offshore wind parks, a common collector platform is used to connect
the wind turbines.
The radially constructed link makes outage due to a fault potentially very costly, and fault
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location is therefore especially important on such systems.
Seen from a travelling wave perspective, the link becomes a hybrid line. It was shown in
Section 9.1.1 that fault location on such systems is possible if a modal velocity with good
characteristics for fault location (constant velocity and low attenuation) exists. Figure 9.4
shows a typical configuration of a three-phase submarine cable.
(a)
 
(b)
Figure 9.4: Construction of the three-phase submarine cable for (a) the Horns Reef II connection
and (b) the Anholt connection. For the Anholt cable: 1 conductor, 2 inner conductive layer, 3 XLPE
insulation, 4 outer conductive layer, 5 lead sheath, 6 outer PE sheath, 7 filler, 8 bedding, 9 armoring,
10 fibre optic cable and 11 outer bedding.
Compared to a three-phase land cable system with single core cables, the main difference
is the use of an armour, the use of lead as sheath material and the fact that the cable is
buried in the seabed instead of in the ground. The skin depth for the lead sheath layer is at
1 MHz 236 µm and therefore well below the thickness of the layer. As no field penetrate
the sheath layer at high frequencies, the layers outside the sheath layer is of no importance.
The thickness of the lead sheath layer used in the submarine cable shown in Figure 9.4 (b)
is 2 mm. The skin depth becomes equal to 2 mm at a frequency of approximately 14 kHz.
Frequency components in that range and below that penetrate the sheath layer are hence
affected by other materials and the behaviour becomes hard to determine.
All submarine cables have a solid phase sheath of lead, and, hence, core/sheath coaxial
modes are identified after the modal decomposition. Until better submarine cable models
are developed, a simplified version using only three coaxial type cables can be used to
approximate the response at high frequencies. To examine both the simplified submarine
cable model and the hybrid fault location method, a PSCSAD/EMTDC implementation of
the Horns Reef 2 (HR2) electrical link is used as a case study. HR2 is a 215 MW wind farm
located off the west coast of Denmark. The cable connection consists of two land cable
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sections with a combined length of 57.7 km and a 42 km submarine cable. To compensate
for the reactive power production of the cables, a 80 MVAr shunt reactor is installed at
2.3 km from the connection point between land and submarine cable. Additionally, two
reactors of 40 and 80 MVAr are installed in substation Endrup where from the power is feed
to the main grid through a 400 MVA autotransformer. A single line diagram of the system
is presented in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: Single line representation of station Endrup and the Horns Reef 2 wind farm on shore
connection.
The implementation of the two cable models is described in detail in [84].
Three different single phase to sheath faults are simulated on the cable system. Fault I is a
fault in the 55.4 km land cable 31.897 km from Endrup (Terminal A), Fault 2 occurs 0.767
km in the 2.3 km land cable and Fault 3, 10 km from the intersection between the 2.3 km
land cable and the submarine cable (78.7 km from Endrup). The phase A core voltages at
Endrup and the HR2 platform are shown in Figure 9.6, and, based on the signals, the time
differences τAB,n are found where n denoted fault number 1, 2 or 3.
The method described in Section 9.1.1 is expanded to include three line segments. For a
fault in the 55.4 km land cable, the fault location can be determined as:
x1 =
(
∆τAB,1 +
L1
v1
+
L2
v2
+
L3
v3
)
· v1
2
(9.11)
For a fault in the 2.3 km land cable, the fault location expression is:
x2 =
(
∆τAB,2 −
L1
v1
+
L2
v2
+
L3
v3
)
· v2
2
(9.12)
For a fault in the submarine cable, the fault location can be determined as:
x3 =
(
∆τAB,3 −
L1
v1
− L2
v2
+
L3
v3
)
· v3
2
(9.13)
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Figure 9.6: Core voltage signals for a fault at (a) 2 km from Terminal A.
Determining τAB,1, τAB,2 and τAB,3 from a visual inspection and inserting them in Eq.
9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 gives six fault locations where only three meet the requirements. The
estimated fault locations are presented in Table 9.2 with the requirements setup by the indi-
vidual lines.
Eq. Requirements Using τAB,1 Using τAB,2 Using τAB,3
9.11 0 ≥ x ≥ 55.4 km 31.840 56.247 68.022
9.12 0 ≥ x ≥ 2.3 km -23.561 0.846 12.622
9.13 0 ≥ x ≥ 42 km -25.861 -0.145 10.321
Table 9.2: Results for fault location on three segment Horns Reef 2 cable.
Table 9.2 shows that only one of the calculated fault locations meet the requirement per
fault case (underlined figure). The errors are -57 m, 79 m and 321 m for Fault 1, 2 and 3
respectively. These errors are generally too large.
The option to install an additional fault location unit in the reactor station (Terminal B)
is present on the Horns Reef 2 system. The long land part (Terminal A-Terminal B) as
well as the 2.3 km land cable together with the submarine cable (Terminal B-Terminal D)
can hence be monitored individually. Installing such a fault locator unit reduces the fault
location estimation error for a fault in the 2.3 km section from 79 m to -19 m, but more
important, the error for a fault in the submarine cable is reduced from 321 m to -23 m.
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Based on these findings, it is recommended to monitor important lines with two-terminal
techniques if possible.
The work presented here, is the first to examine fault location on these special offshore
connection links and is an important contribution as extended fault location on underwater
cables is especially expensive.
9.4 Summary
A method capable of fault location on hybrid lines has been developed. The method uses
recordings from both ends of the hybrid lines and can determine the fault location in any
segment very accurately. The method is tested on a hybrid lines consisting of a 3 km cross-
bonded cable and a 40 km OHL as well as on the electrical connection the offshore wind
farm Horns Reef 2. For long hybrid lines with submarine cables, it is recommended to
install an additional fault locator unit if possible to limit the total length of the line.
9.5 Choice of fault location method
Based on the knowledge obtained from the previous chapters, a suitable fault location
method can now be chosen.
The velocity of a coaxial wave travelling from the fault location towards the FLT is not
affected by any sheath bonding method. This is a strong advantage as all cable systems, no
matter their configuration, can be monitored by the same fault locator system.
The coaxial waves are the fastest at any frequency. Due to this, the frequency dependent
modal transformation is not necessary in order to extract the fault location information, and
the time domain can be used directly. This is an advantage as less computational effort
is required, but more importantly, the modal transformation required both core and sheath
quantities as input. This means that three additional signals should be acquired for the
transform to work.
The coaxial wave velocity is easy to measure in real life and it only depends on the relative
permittivity of the main insulation. Because the main insulation material is homogenous
along the whole cable route, the coaxial velocity is constant as well. This is a requirement
for both the single and two-terminal fault location methods to work. The permittivity is
not a function of temperature nor frequency and will only change slightly over time. The
fact that the coaxial wave velocity is independent of any cable system parameter is another
strong argument for choosing this wave type.
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Due to the inductive nature of the substation’s surge impedance, the voltage wave is doubled
in magnitude when it reaches a substation with no additional lines connected. As more lines
and especially cables are connected, the incoming core and sheath currents’ waves tend to
double in magnitude. The coaxial components can be equally well extracted from all signals
types and the choice between them therefore becomes substation dependent. Classical ca-
pacitive voltage dividers with access to the neutral of the low voltage capacitor will provide
such a measuring possibility as well. The sheath currents can be measured with low voltage
high bandwidth current coils as for instance Rogowski coils.
A proposed sheath current method using the intersheath currents for a single line/single
transformer station configuration is not practically applicable as it does not cover the first
and last minor section of the total cable. Furthermore, the method uses the intersheath modal
velocity which depends on several cable and cable system parameters. The intersheath
waves are furthermore affected by the sheath bonding method and much more technical
knowledge regarding wave propagation on the monitored system is needed to determine
fault locations using these wave types.
The two-terminal method can be used for fault location on hybrid lines, on submarine cables,
cables with solid bonded sections and cable sections with an open end. This is a strong
argument for choosing the two-terminal method as the same fault locator units can monitor
the entire Danish transmission system if given the right input. Based on the findings in the
initial chapters of this part:
The two-terminal method with a constant coaxial velocity as input can be used as a
basic strategy to develop a fault location method for crossbonded cable systems.
However, for this statement to hold true, it must be verified that a constant coaxial wave
velocity in fact can be used as input to the fault locator system and that the coaxial damping
predicted in the simulations is representative for coaxial damping in real-life cables. These
assumptions are verified using field measurements presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter10
Travelling Wave-based Field
Measurements for Verification of Fault
Location Methods for Crossbonded
Cables
In Chapter 7, it was shown that the two-terminal method using a coaxial wave velocity with
arrival instances extracted in the time domain is a good strategy for a fault locator system
for crossbonded cables. However, the cable models implemented in simulations programs
today does not include all layers and materials used in real-life cables and several references
are studying disagreements between simulation results and field data for instance [64]. For
the proposed fault location method to work, it is assumed that the coaxial wave velocity can
be considered constant over the entire cable and that the coaxial attenuation is well predicted
by the model; thus, the conclusions based on the simulated data so far are valid. If one of
these two assumptions does not hold true, implementing a real-life two-terminal based fault
locator system can be problematic. In this chapter, field measurements are carried out in
order to confirm the above assumptions.
Field measurements of fault created transients are carried out on the Anholt cable; these
measurements are used to verify the fault location method in general and to examine dam-
ping of the fault waves. Because the coaxial wave velocity is an input parameter for the
proposed online fault location method, different ways of measuring this velocity on real-life
crossbonded cables are proposed. This is done through a series of impulse measurements
where these are used to study the effect of coaxial damping on a real cable system as well.
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First, the measuring strategy together with the measuring equipment used is described, then
the modal decomposition of the Anholt cable is determined. The modal decomposition is
interesting as an ECC which is installed with an unknown position. The effect on the tran-
sient response of this additional conductor is studied as well. A PSCAD/EMTDC simulation
model is constructed for both the ’travelling wave-based fault location measurement’ and
impulse studies. The simulations are used to help select the correct measuring equipment
and to study general transients behaviour of the Anholt system. Impulse measurements are
carried out on the 6.9 km and a 31. 4 km Anholt cable sections described earlier in this
report. In the final section, four case studies are presented showing the possible use of the
two-terminal method for fault location on crossbonded cables.
10.1 Measuring strategy
The crossbonded Anholt land cable section described in Section 5.1.1 is also used for tra-
velling wave-based fault location measurement. Using the same strategy as for the impedance
based measurements, fault location on cable systems with different lengths is possible (see
Figure 5.7). This can help confirm or reject the claim that fault location using a constant
coaxial wave velocity is a good solution for different cable lengths. Four case studies are
set up and will be described in Section 10.5.
In order to emulate a fault representing an insulation breakdown as good as possible, a
switch with reduced pre-strike capability is used. A Siemens 3AF 1532-4, 12 kV 1230 A
vacuum circuit breaker was available and connected between the core and the three bonded
and grounded sheaths at Joint 27. The fault inception angle could not be controlled using the
vacuum breaker, wherefore, instead, the breaker was closed at several arbitrarily instances,
the most interesting recorded, and, later the fault inception angle in the simulation was
adjusted accordingly.
All measurements were performed at reduced voltage (0.4 kV) under the assumption that
the voltage/current relationship of the cable system is linear, so the travelling waves will
be representative for travelling waves created during a real-life fault situation. The core
voltages, core currents and sheath currents are all of interest for fault location purposes and
are thus measured. A 10 kVA 0.4/0.4 kV Dyn transformer was used to feed the system.
The use of a transformer gives optimal conditions for detecting the voltage waves as the
incident fault wave is fully reflected and therefore doubled. The core and sheath currents
at the transformer location are not attractive due to the behaviour that occurs when a wave
meets the inductance of the power transformer.
It was not possible to connect another high voltage cable at the far-end compared to the
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transformer location. Instead, a load resistor of 27 Ω is used. This resistor represents a
reflection less cable line with approximately the same surge impedance as the Anholt cable.
This gives equal condition for capturing fault waves in both the core voltage, core current
and sheath current as only a fraction of the incident waves is reflected. The use of a load
resistor will also ensure a steady state current flowing prior to fault. Figure 10.1 shows the
principle for the travelling wave-based measurements for energisation at Joint 0, the fault
location at Joint 27 and the load resistor at Joint 33. Depending on the case study performed
the location of the components can be interchanged.
D      yn
0.4 kV grid
31.4 km cable
section
6.9 km cable
section
Trige
(Joint 0)
Joint 27 Joint 33
27 
Figure 10.1: Sketch of the 245 kV crossbonded cable system under study.
Pictures from the different measuring locations are shown in Figure 10.2.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10.2: Pictures from the measurements. (a) The setup in Substation Trige, (b) at Joint 27, (c)
at Joint 33 and (d) connection of a cable core and sheath for measuring purposes.
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Voltage and current probes
High bandwidth measuring equipment was used to measure the voltage and current signals
at the cable system ends after the breaker was closed. The sheath voltages were assumed
to be zero relative to neutral ground at all locations as measurements of local voltage rises
were not possible.
The voltage and current probes were selected prior to the field measurements based on
simulations conducted in the transients simulation program PSCAD/EMTDC. The results
of these simulations and the setup of the simulation model are presented together with the
results from the field later in this chapter. Based on the simulation results, the probes shown
in Table 10.1 were selected.
Fabricate and ID Type Bandwidth Range
Tektronix P5205A Voltage differential probe 100 MHz ± 1300 V
Tektronix TCP0030 Current probe 120 MHz 30 A RMS/50 A peak
Tektronix TCP0150 Current probe 20 MHz 150 A/500 A peak
Table 10.1: Voltage and current probes used for field measurements.
As seen from Table 10.1, the lowest bandwidth of the used current probes was 20 MHz and
100 MHz for the voltage probes. The voltage and current signals are measured directly on
the conductors, and the effect of power system instrument transformers are thereby neg-
lected.
Data recording units The signals were recorded with Tektronix DPO2014 oscilloscopes
set at a sampling frequency of 31.25 MHz and the vertical resolution of the oscilloscopes
was 8 bits or 256 points. In Figure 10.3 (a), some of the Tektronix TCP0030 current probes
used are shown, and in (b), several Tektronix DPO2014 oscilloscopes.
Time synchronisation In order to synchronise the measured data, a highly accurate com-
mon time reference was needed at both cable ends. To provide this, synchronisation units
based on the ’Rubidium Frequency Standard’ were used [135]. These units generate a
square wave signal very well defined in time every 40 ms. This pulse is recoded using a
channel on each oscilloscope providing a time reference common for all oscilloscopes.
The synchronisation units are physically brought together before the measurements are
started and synchronised. Subsequently, they are taken to the measuring location powered
by battery. In Figure 10.4 (a), a unit setup at Joint 33 is seen, and in Figure 10.4 (b), the
measured output is shown.
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(a) (b)
Figure 10.3: (a) Tektronix TCP0030 current probes and (b) Tektronix DPO2014 oscilloscopes.
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Figure 10.4: (a) Rubidium-based synchronisation unit at measuring location and (b) output signal
at the instance a pulse is created.
Figure 10.4 (b) shows that the instance of pulse is easily identified. The error is maximum
one sample delay (1/fs = 32 ns).
Once the measurements had been carried out, the synchronisation units were brought back
together to examine if they had drifted in time. The synchronisation units drifted a maximum
of 20 ns. This is below one sample delay, hence, no effort was made to correct for the error.
10.1.1 Equipment accuracy
The main purpose of the field measurement carried out in this thesis is to determine the
arrival instance of fault created travelling waves. Therefore, the horizontal time resolution of
the data recording units is of importance. The sample frequency of the Tektronix DPO2014
oscilloscopes is set to 31.25 MHz. Disregarding the sample rate accuracy, any incoming
wave can be determined with an accuracy of 32 ns; this is equivalent to a coaxial wave
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travelling 5.7 m. Using the method presented in Section 8.9 to determined the estimation
error for the two-terminal method as function of sampling frequency, a worst case error of
±2.9 m is determined.
The sample rate accuracy is ±25 ppm for intervals larger than 1 ms. This deviation can be
disregarded totally due to the small error introduced.
10.2 Modal decomposition of the Anholt land cable section
The modal decomposition of the Anholt cable is different compared to the cable system laid
in flat formation discussed in Section 6.1. Due to the ECC, an additional mode is introduced
and the characteristics of this mode must be studied.
The ECC is most likely placed very close to phase A wherefore a high intersheath modal
velocity is expected due to the small loop between the ECC and the sheath of cable A. It is
assumed for the proposed fault location method that the coaxial waves are the fastest at any
frequency. If the new intersheath mode for any placement of the ECC can become faster
than the coaxial waves, the proposed fault location methods will not be applicable. Whether
or not this is the case is the main focus of this section.
After the modal decomposition, a three single core cable system is decomposed into three
coaxial, two intersheath and a ground mode. Including an ECC adds an additional mode
to the system as the 6x6 series impedance and shunt admittance matrices becomes 7x7
matrices. The ECC is, as mentioned in Section 5.5, electrically disconnected at Joint 6,
12, 18, 24 and 33. The ECC will, however, still affect the transient response of the Anholt
system due to magnetic coupling and must therefore be included in the modal calculations
and when constructing the simulation model.
The only knowledge regarding the position of the ECC is that it is laid with phase A the
entire cable route. In comparison to the cable sheaths, and especially the sheath of phase A,
the position of the ECC can change relatively much.
The frequency dependent 7x7 transformation matrix Q, calculated for the Anholt cable
system reveals how the modes are affected by the ECC. Assuming the correct ECC position,
evaluating Q at 1 MHz and taking the real part (neglectable imaginary parts) yields the result
seen in Eq. 10.1.
Q =

0 0 0 0 0.54 1.00 −0.61
0.95 −0.88 −0.50 −0.78 −0.5400 −1.00 0.61
0 0 0 0 0.84 0.24 1.00
1.00 0.09 1.00 −0.27 −0.8400 −0.24 −1.00
0 0 0 0 1.00 −0.74 −0.51
0.90 1.00 −0.55 0.03 −1.0000 0.74 0.51
0.24 −0.17 −0.03 1.00 0 0 0
 (10.1)
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A visual interpretation of the three coaxial modes defined in column 5-7 of Q are presented
in Fig. 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Visual presentation of the three coaxial mode currents used for the Anholt cable.
Columns 5-7 in Q shows three coaxial modes with all current propagating between the
cores and sheaths. The coaxial modes are, as expected, not affected by the ECC at high
frequencies as the cable sheaths provide perfect shielding. The ground and three intersheath
modes defined by columns 1-4 are, however, strongly affected.
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Figure 10.6: Visual presentation of the ground and three intersheath ECC modes for the Anholt
cable
Modal current will flow in the ECC for all four non-coaxial modes and it is noticed that
the ground return is excited for all modes. This is the case for all unsymmetrical laid three
single-core cables, but the effect is more pronounced when the ECC is included. Mode 1
(Column 1 in Q) is a classical ground mode with all current returning in the ground where
mode 2-4 (Columns 2-4 in Q) will be considered ’Intersheath ECC modes’ due to the limited
excitation of the earth. Because of the high percentage of the modal current flowing in the
ECC for intersheath ECC modes 1, but especially mode 3, these modal velocities will be
dependent on the position and parameters and placement of this conductor.
The modal velocities as function of frequency are calculated from 1 Hz to 1 MHz for the
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first minor section, and the result is presented in Figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.7: (a) Modal attenuation and (b) velocity as a function of frequency three cable system
laid in flat formation with an ECC.
The coaxial modes show the same behaviour as for a classical three single core cable laid in
flat formation at high frequencies. The intersheath ECC modal velocities are very different
from each other. The current flows for Intersheath ECC mode 1 primary between the sheaths
of cable A and C. For Intersheath ECC mode 2, the primary current flows into the sheath
of the middle cable and returns in the the sheaths of the two others. Intersheath ECC mode
3 is the fastest as most current flows between the sheath of cable A and the ECC placed
0.1333 m from it. The current loop is thus small resulting in a smaller inductance and hence
a higher velocity. The velocity of intersheath ECC mode 1 and 2 are frequency independent
above 100 Hz where intersheath ECC mode 3 becomes frequency independent after 1 kHz.
The result is five unique modal velocities in the system at high frequencies. The modal
velocities evaluated on the Anholt cable at 1 MHz are presented in Table 10.2.
Mode Velocity [m/s]
Coaxial mode 1-3 1.7615 · 108
Ground mode 0.1688 · 108
Intersheath ECC mode 1 0.3129 · 108
Intersheath ECC mode 2 0.4025 · 108
Intersheath ECC mode 3 0.6064 · 108
Table 10.2: Modal velocities evaluated at 1 MHz.
Because the ECC is placed with phase A on the entire cable route, the modal decomposition
of each of the minor section will result in the same velocities, and further calculations are
unnecessary. For a healthy system, the ECC is mirrored about phase B each time the ECC is
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shifted, thus the same physical distances exist between the conductors and the same modal
velocities are found after the decomposition - only their definitions are affected.
As shown in Table 10.2, the Intersheath ECC mode with characteristics determined mostly
by the ECC/Sheath A circuit is the fastest of the intersheath ECC waves. As the ECC is
moved closer to phase A, it is expected that the velocity of this mode will increase. If the
velocity becomes comparable to the coaxial velocities, problems with the initial assumption
of the proposed fault location method can arise. In the following section, this is examined.
10.2.1 The influence of the position of the ECC on the modal velocity
The position of the ECC in the Anholt cable system is not precisely known. Due to instal-
lation issues, it was laid with Cable A on the entire route. However, no attempt was made
to ensure a fixed position of the ECC which means that it can be placed more or less close
to cable B or on the far side of Cable A. The Intersheath ECC modes are on the other hand
strongly affected as the size of the loop formed by the cables’ sheaths, and the ECC will
change as the position of the ECC changes. Assuming a fixed depth of the ECC, the Inter-
sheath ECC modal velocities are calculated as the cable is moved from -15 cm to cable A
and then again from the other side of cable A until it touches cable B. The result is shown
in Figure 10.8.
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Figure 10.8: Sensitivity of the intersheath ECC mode velocities on the position of the ECC.
As expected, the position of the ECC influences the Intersheath ECC 3 mode velocity
strongly. When the ECC forms a small loop with either the sheath of cable A or B, the
velocity is at its highest. At a position of 0.2 m, the ECC is precisely between cable A and
B, and the lowest velocity is observed. The other two intersheath ECC modes are dependent
as well, but to a lesser degree.
The velocity of the Intersheath ECC modes will in fact influence the results of the field
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measurements, but not the ability to use coaxial waves velocity as an input for a two-terminal
fault locator system. Because the position is unknown and most likely will change along
the cable route, uncertainties are introduced in the simulations and theoretical calculations.
However, the coaxial waves will always arrive first and as these are not influenced by the
position of the ECC, no errors are introduced by the ECC until the intersheath ECC modal
waves begin to arrive. As the proposed fault locator system is preferably based on coaxial
modal waves, the ECC issue is not of importance to the accentual fault location results.
General simulation studies conducted on the Anholt system should therefore be carried out
with care.
10.3 Simulation model
A model of the Anholt cable system from Joint 0 to 33 is implemented in the transient
simulation program PSCAD/EMTDC. The implementation is seen in Figure 10.9.
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Ea1 Ea2Figure 10.9: PSCAD/EMTDC implementation of the land cable section from Joint 0 to 33 of the
Anholt cable system.
The cable sections are modelled using the ’Frequency Dependent (phase) Model’ which is
based on the Universal Line model by Gustavsen [136, 137, 138, 139]. The parameters
used in the model are calculated using the CABLE CONSTANTS subroutine available in
PSCAD/EMTDC [79]. The CABLE CONSTANTS subroutine requires parameters ba ed
on a geometrical description of the cables and their position. Besides the physical size
of the layers and their positions, the subroutine requires a number of material constants
that describes the electrical characteristics of the materials used (resistivity, permittivity,
permeability etc.). The core and sheath resistivities and the main insulation permittivity are
corrected using the methods presented in [83] and [84]. The ECC is modelled as a solid
core cable with a polyethylene (PE) insulation with a permittivity of 2.3. The conductor is
placed next to cable C on the entire route and electrically disconnected at Joint 6, 12, 18,
24 and 33. In Figure 10.10, the PSCAD/EMTDC implementation of the cables’ model is
shown.
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Figure 10.10: PSCAD/EMTDC implementation of the land cable section from Joint 0 to 33 of the
Anholt cable system.
The material constants after correction are presented in Table 10.3.
Parameter Value
εi1 2.889
εECC 2.3
ρc 3.5474 ·10−8 Ω·m
ρs 2.6756 ·10−8 Ω·m
ρECC 1.724 ·10−8 Ω·m
ρg 100 Ω·m
Table 10.3: PSCAD cable model parameters for the Anholt cable.
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In Case Study II (described later in this chapter), an ideal resistor is used to model both
the load resistor and the fault resistor. The two-winding transformer model available in the
PSCAD/EMTDC library is used to model the 0.4/0.4 kV transformer neglecting any stray
capacitance. For high frequency studies, the grid behind the transformer is unimportant and
is therefore not considered in the model.
The grounding resistances at the crossbonding locations are modelled as 10 Ω resistances
whereas the grounding resistance at substation Trige is set to 0.1 Ω.
The time step is set to 0.031 µs equal to the sampling delay used for performing the mea-
surement. All simulations are set to run until steady state is reached before a fault is applied.
The fault inception angle is fitted to the measured angle based on a visual inspection. All
results are presented in the following sections including the measuring results.
For determining the coaxial wave velocity, impulse measurements are used. The impulse
generator is modelled using two exponential curves and a resistance equal to that of the
surge generator (40 Ω).
10.4 Coaxial wave velocity determination
The coaxial wave velocity is a necessary input parameter for all travelling wave-based fault
location methods. Therefore, methods for determining this velocity must be considered.
Furthermore, whether it is correctly to assume a constant velocity for cable systems of
different length as well as the coaxial damping in the system must be evaluated.
As discussed, three unique coaxial modal signals travel with the same velocity at frequencies
above approximately 1 kHz and the velocity becomes frequency independent above 10 kHz
on the Anholt cable (see Figure 10.7 (b)). As these types of waves are the fastest at any
frequency, the first signal change noticed at any location will be due to a coaxial wave. As
described in Section 6.2, a coaxial wave is not affected by the crossbonding of the sheath.
Because of the definition of the coaxial wave, a suitable method to emulate this wave type is
applying an impulse between the core and the sheath. It is assumed that the coaxial velocity
can be considered constant. Impulses are applied at Joint 27 and the response measured at
both Joint 0 and 33. The determined velocity for waves which have travelled 6.9 km and
31.4 km can be compared and the claim tested. Three methods are proposed for evaluating
the coaxial modal velocity. These are:
• The Classical Time-domain Reflectometer Method (Method 1) can be difficult
to use on long crossbonded cables. This is due to the reflections created at each
crossbonding. Because of these additional reflections compared to an OHL, it can be
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difficult to identify which reflection has travelled from the receiving end and thereby
which reflection should be used to calculate the wave velocity. On shorter cables, this
reflection stands out in such a way that it can be identified if the termination of the
receiving end is chosen wisely.
• The Crossbonding Created Wave Method (Method 2) can be used to determine
the wave velocity on a cable under the assumption that the velocity is constant over
the entire cable route. When the wave sent into the cable meets a crossbonding, it is
divided into a reflected and refracted wave. If the reflected wave is measured at the
sending end and the length is known, the wave velocity for that section can be deter-
mined. The method can be used arbitrarily to include any number of minor sections as
long as the waves can be determined at the sending end. If the first reflection is used,
only the velocity on the first minor section is determined. If the second reflection
is used, the calculated velocity will be a mean value of the velocity in the first two
minor sections and so forth. The method is robust as it requires no synchronisation
equipment.
• The First Wave at The Receiving End Method (Method 3) will provide the most
accurate estimate of the propagation delay. The first wave arriving at the receiving
end is coaxial of nature and the wave velocity will simply be lc/τd where lc is the
total cable length and τd is the wave’s travelling time from sending to receiving end.
The method is very precise, but difficult to use in practice because of the very accurate
time synchronisation required.
The impulse applied to the cable system was generated using a HAEFELY PSurge 8000
surge generator. The three core voltages and currents as well as the three sheath currents
were measured at both cable ends. The sheath voltages were assumed to be zero relative
to neutral ground. The non-energised cores as well as all cores in the receiving end were
grounded through 470 Ω resistances in order to give measurable currents. The same data ac-
quisition, the synchronisation unit and the same high bandwidth current probes as described
in Section 10.1 were used. For measuring the high voltages, the voltage probes shown in
Table 10.4 were used.
Fabricate and ID Type Bandwidth Range
Sapphire SI-9010 Voltage differential probe DC-70 MHz ± 7000 V
Pintex DP-50 Voltage differential probe DC-50 HHz 6500 V
Table 10.4: High voltage probes used for impulse measurements.
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The sampling frequency of the Tektronix DPO2014 oscilloscopes was set to 31.25 MHz.
Figure 10.11 shows the measuring setup for a single phase energisation.
Crossbonded cable system 
under study
Osciloscope bank
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
Osciloscope bankSyncronization unit
Syncronization 
unit
Tektronix
TCP0030
Tektronix
TCP0150
Tektronix
TCP0030
Tektronix
TCP0030
Pintekhigh high voltage 
diff. probs  DP100
Sapphine high voltage 
diff. probs SI9010
Figure 10.11: Measuring system used for the lightning impulse field measurements performed in
the case of a phase energisation.
An example of the measuring setup at is shown in Figure 10.12.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.12: Measuring setup at Joint 27 for impulse measurements on the Anholt cable section
from Joint 27 to 33.
Short cable section Field measurements of energisation of all possible combinations of
phase conductors are carried out on the 6.905 km cable section from Joint 27 to 33 (single
phase, two phase and three-phase). The same simulation model as described in Section 10.3
is used, but with a model of the surge generator connected at Joint 27. The magnitude of the
simulated impulse is adjusted to fit the measured value.
The nth coaxial wave group arriving at the joints is denoted τCGn both at the sending and
receiving end. In the following, some arbitrarily chosen measurements are shown along
with the simulated signals.
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In Figure 10.13 (a), the sending end phase A and B voltage for a phase A energisation is
shown. Figure 10.13 (b) shows the sending end voltage of all three phases for a phase A
and C energisation (two-phase).
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Figure 10.13: Measured and simulated core voltages at Joint 27 for the energisation of (a) phase A
and (b) Phase A and C at the sending end of the 6.90 km Anholt cable section.
It is seen that all instances marked in the figures are identifiable. As more reflections arrive,
the exact instance becomes harder to determine due to damping. The arrival of the first
wave from the first crossbonding (τCG1) can be determined very accurately, but it represents
only the travelling time in the first minor section. The instances τCG2 and τCG3 contain
information about the travelling time of the first two and three minor sections, but are harder
to determine accurately. The first reflection recorded at the sending end travelling from
the receiving end can be determined with quite high accuracy (τCGend). This reflection is
the most suited when using sending end reflections if it can be determined correctly as it
represents an average velocity for all sections from Joint 27 to 33.
The results presented in Figure 10.13 (a) and (b) shows that the simulation model predicts
the level of attenuation well as long as only coaxial waves contribute to the voltage profiles.
As more waves and especially intersheath ECC waves begins to arrive, the match between
simulation and measurement lowers. As only coaxial waves are necessary for the proposed
fault location method to work, the deviation are less important in this case.
The phase voltages and currents at Joint 33 in case of a phase A energisation at Joint 27 are
shown in Figure 10.14 (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 10.14: (a) Voltages and (b) currents at the receiving end (Joint 33) of the 6.90 km Anholt
cable section for a Phase A energisation at Joint 27.
Again, the simulated and measured signals are very comparable as long as only coaxial
waves contribute to the signals indicating that the cable model used performs well. The
unknown location of the ECC is expected to contribute to the error as the Intersheath ECC
waves start to arrive. In general, the simulation shows a lack of damping which is a common
observation and discussed in detail in several publications [64, 107, 82, 83]. As the coaxial
waves are well predicted, it can be concluded that the representation of the cable models in
PSCAD/EMTDC can can be trusted when the signals are only used for two-terminal fault
location determination. The arrival instanec of the first wave at Joint 33 is easy to pick up
and the wave velocity over the entire cable can be determined with high accuracy.
From analysing all the measured voltage and currents signals for all measurements carried
out on the Joint 27 - Joint 33 cable section, it is found that the coaxial travelling time is
almost determined identical when determining it from the voltage and current signals under
the different phase energisation schemes (τCG1 in Figure 10.14 (a) is equal τCG1 in Figure
10.14 (b) and so forth). Table 10.5 presents a mean value of all measured coaxial wave
velocities determined using the TDR Method (Method 1), The Crossbonding Created Wave
Method including the use of both τCG1 and τCG2 (Method 2a and b), and The First Wave at
The Receiving End Method (Method 3).
It is noticed that the calculated velocity based on the simple relationship seen in Eq. 8.2) is
very accurate; 0.13 % compared to the velocity found using Method 3.
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Method Reflection Time [µs] Length [m] Velocity [m/s]
1 τCGend,S 79.69 13810 1.7489 · 108
2a τCG1,S 12.68 2206 1.7428 · 108
2b τCG2,S 25.35 4412 1.7404 · 108
3 τCG1,R 39.61 6905 1.7470 · 108
Table 10.5: Mean value of the coaxial wave velocity determined on a 6.9 km crossbonded cable.
Long cable section The same measurements are all carried out on the 31.4 km long cross-
bonded cable system from Joint 0 to 27 with the system energised from Joint 27. As an
example, the phase A voltage and current at Joint 27 in case of a phase A energisation
are shown in Figure 10.15 (a) and (b) and the phase A voltage and current for the same
configuration at Joint 33 are shown in Figure 10.16 on the next page (a) and (b).
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Figure 10.15: (a) Voltages and (b) current at the sending end of the 31.4 km Anholt cable section
for a Phase A energisation at Joint 27.
Figure 10.15 and 10.16 show that the measured signal in general has a higher degree of
damping compared to the simulated signals. All arrival instances are, however, determined
with success. The resulting coaxial wave velocities are presented in Table 10.6.
Method Reflection Time [µs] Length [m] Velocity [m/s]
1 τCGend,S 362.6 62800 1.7327 · 108
2a τCG1,S 12.76 2222 1.7311 · 108
2b τCG2,S 25.48 4444 1.7343 · 108
3 τCG1,R 181.16 31400 1.7333 · 108
Table 10.6: Coaxial wave velocity determined on a 31.4 km crossbonded cable.
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Figure 10.16: (a) Voltages and (b) current at the receiving end of the 31.4 km Anholt cable section
for a Phase A energisation at Joint 27.
The results show that single-ended measurement methods can be used to determine the
coaxial wave velocity even on long crossbonded cables and thereby reduce the cost and
complexity of the measurements compared to using synchronised measurements. The ve-
locities determined on the 6.9 km and 31.4 km sections are almost equal with the highest
velocity on the short section as expected (0.39 % error between the velocities determined on
the two sections using Method 3). Assuming a constant velocity will introduce the largest
error for a fault close to one FLT. As the fault location moves closer to the cable middle, the
error introduced is evened out as the difference between arrival instances at the two termi-
nals is used as input for the two-terminal method. The claim that a constant velocity can be
used is therefore valid. This should, however, be tested as more field data is gathered in the
future.
Summary
The results presented in this section show that the coaxial wave velocity can be determined
quite easily using several different methods.
A synchronised measuring setup (The First Wave at The Receiving End Method) will give
a representation of the coaxial wave velocity over the entire cable. A more simple method
is proposed using the reflections from the crossbondings. This method provides a mean
value over a certain number of minor sections and under the assumption that the velocity
is constant over the entire cable. In comparison to the synchronised method that requires
more equipment and more personnel, the Crossbonding Created Wave Method is less time
consuming.
The results show that the coaxial wave velocity is approximately constant over the entire
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cable, and the simple single ended method will provide good results.
Coaxial damping is well predicted by the cable models available today and the simulated
results can therefore be used to perform further studies under the assumption that the model
used is constructed correct.
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10.5 Case study results
In this section, field measurements which purpose are to verify the proposed fault loca-
tion method for crossbonded cables are presented. A total of fifteen measuring sets were
recorded on the Anholt land cable part between either Joint 0 and 33, between Joint 0 and
27 or between Joint 27 and 33 (a measuring set is the recording of all core voltages and
currents as well as the sheath currents). Only single phase to sheath to ground faults are
emulated. The closure of the breaker’s poles occurs with a time delay determined by the
mechanical properties of the breaker. This time delay is many times larger compacted to the
time it take an arc to establish a connection between the faulted conductors. In the following
sections, four of the most interesting of these measuring sets are presented. The definition
of the case studies is shown in Table 10.7.
Case Measuring location 1 Measuring location 2 Fault location Fault resistance Fault angle
I Joint 0 Joint 33 Joint 27 0 Ω 279◦
II Joint 0 Joint 33 Joint 27 2.5 Ω 266◦
III Joint 0 Joint 27 Joint 27 0 Ω 107◦
IV Joint 27 Joint 33 Joint 27 0 Ω 268◦
Table 10.7: Case study definition. The fault angle is given relative to the voltage at the fault location.
Case Study I represents an insulation breakdown near negative peak voltage occurring at
Joint 27 with measuring locations at Joint 0 and 33 (38.3 km cable). This is a common case,
where the insulations break down under high stress. However, as discussed in Section 8.5,
an arc with a relative high arc voltage drop can be present in the cable at the fault location.
This effect is included in Case Study II by adding a resistive series fault impedance in the
fault loop at the fault location (Rf = 2.5Ω) and measuring at the same locations as for
Case Study I. Case Study III is a study of an ideal fault occurring at Joint 27 with the
signals measured at the same location and at Joint 0 (31.4 km cable). In this Case Study, the
fault location is at 0 % or 0 km. Case Study IV studies a fault at Joint 27 with the signals
measured at the same location and at Joint 33 (6.9 km cable). The two latter cases can help
confirm whether a constant coaxial modal velocity can be assumed for the entire cable.
The modal wave velocity is an input parameter for the two-terminal method. Impulse mea-
surements were carried out to determine the modal wave velocities and were presented in
Chapter 10.4. These measurements were described in Section 10.4, and a mean coaxal wave
group velocity of vCG,m = 1.7333 · 108 m/s was determined. Using both the calculated and
the measured coaxial velocities, the expected arrival instance of the fist wave from the fault
location at Joint 0 and 33 in case of a fault occurring at t = 0 at Joint 27 is calculated and
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the results are presented in Table 10.8.
τCG1,0 τCG1,33 ∆τ33−0
Theoretical 178.25 39.19 139.06
Measured 181.1 39.84 141.26
Table 10.8: Expected theoretical and measured arrival instance of first and second coaxial wave
from fault location.
Because the instance of fault is unknown when performing the measurements, only the time
differences between the arrival instances can be determined. For Case Study I and II, the
time difference ∆τ33−0 shown in Table 10.8 will give the correct fault location. Because
the measuring location is at Joint 27 for Case Study III and IV, the time difference ∆τ0−27
is equal to τCG1,0 and ∆τ33−27 is equal to τCG1,33.
Case Study I
Figure 10.17 shows the fault transient in phase A voltage at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study I.
The fault wave is first observed at Joint 33 whereafter it appears at joint 0.
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Figure 10.17: Simulated and measured phase A voltages at Joint 0 and 33 for Case study I.
Figure 10.17 (a) shows that the voltage at Joint 33 will drop towards zero due to the per-
manent short. The steady state voltage at Joint 0 will decrease due to the change in phase
impedance.
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Figure 10.17 (b) and (c) show that the exact arrival instances of the first coaxial wave group
at both joints can be identified within a few samples precision based on a simple visual in-
spection. As the coaxial velocity used in the simulation is faster than the measured velocity,
the simulated fault waves arrive first at Joint 33. Using the inputs found from the visual
inspection of the measured signals in Eq. 2.2, the fault location is determined as 31.385 km;
an error of -30 m.
Figure 10.17 (b) and (c) show that the measured voltage collapses slower than predicted by
the simulations both at Joint 0 and 33. An ideal breaker is used in the simulations where
the Siemens breaker and the wires used to connect it to the cable system will introduce a
small series inductance at the fault location. To examine the effect of the additional series
inductance in the measurements, the voltage of phase A (faulted phase) at the fault location
is shown in Figure 10.18 at the instance the breaker is closed. The red trace is explained
later.
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Figure 10.18: Core voltage at Joint 27 at the instance of fault.
The setup at the fault location is semantically shown in Figure 10.19 (a) and its electrical
equivalent circuit is presented in Figure 10.19 (b).
Cable 1 Cable 2
Zc Zc
L Zc  Zc
(a) (b)
L
Uf
+
-
Figure 10.19: Sketch of breaker at fault location including series inductance and (b) equivalent
electrical circuit.
The initial fault voltage wave imposed between core and sheath can be seen as a voltage step
applied over the coaxial surge impedances Zc for each cable. After the breaker is closed,
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the fault current builds up through the series inductance of the breaker and wires with a time
constant determined by the inductance and the surge impedance of the cable. The resulting
fault wave voltage imposed at the fault location therefore builds up with the same rate as the
current because Zc is real at high frequencies. The series inductance influences, thus, both
the voltage and current waves at the fault location which explains the behaviour at Joint 0
and 33.
A 8 µH inductor (8 m wire) and a 0.3 Ω resistor connected in series are used to model the
impedances of the breaker and connecting wires. The effect on the fault location voltages is
shown in Figure 10.18 using the red trace.
The additional inductance introduced by the breaker and the connecting wires is not present
in case of a real-life cable fault. Therefore, the elements are not included in the PSCAD/EMTDC
model. Especially, additional inductance in the fault loop at the fault location will make ex-
act arrival instance determination at the FLTs harder as fault waves in general contains lower
frequency components. Furthermore, the tendency for the fault wave to travel slower due
to the lower frequency content is higher. The obtainable accuracy in the measurements is
therefore lower than for an ideal voltage collapse cause by insulation breakdown. Because
the measured fault signals contain lower frequency components than what is expected in
real-life, fault location results using both simulated and measured signals are presented for
all case studies. The core current signals of phase A are seen at Joint 0 and 33 in Figure
10.20.
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Figure 10.20: Simulated and measured phase A core current at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study I.
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At Joint 33 (Figure 10.20 (c)), the simulated and measured core currents are quite different
even if the series RL-elements are included at the fault location (not shown). In Section
10.4, it has been shown that the core currents are well predicted by the PSCAD/EMTDC
model if termination resistors are connected at the cable ends. Because of this, it is indicated
that the cause of deviation lies in the modelling of the load resistor.
The load resistor connected at Joint 27 is modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC as a real resistor,
but in real life, it will have some inductive behaviour due to its coil-like construction. The
current cannot instantaneously build up through the windings, thus making the current sloop
less steep compared to simulations. Including a small series inductance in the simulations
prevents the current from rising fast, and the simulation and measured results become much
more comparable. As the load resistor is representing a reflection-less cable line, the exact
modelling of this component is not importance for these studies so no attempt is made to
obtain a better match between simulation and measurements.
The core and sheath currents at Joint 0 cannot be chosen as input for a fault locator system
due to the use of only a transformer at this location. Instead, a time reference for Joint 0 is
extracted from the core voltage signal. As all measurements are time synchronised, the use
of input signals of different types at each end is not a problem and is also possible when the
fault locator system has to be installed in a substation.
Due to the low-frequency content in the current fault waves at Joint 33 (Figure 10.20 (c)),
it is hard to select a unique arrival instance. Instead, a better solution is to select an interval
where it seems likely that the fault wave has arrived. Such an interval is defined based on
a visual inspection and marked in Figure 10.20 (c). Using the core voltage signal to define
the arrival instance at Joint 0, and a vector containing the instances defined in the interval
shown in Figure 10.20 (c), Eq. 2.2 will not provide a fault location, but an interval in which
it seems most likely that the fault is present. Equation 2.2 is re-written to take a constant
and a vector as input:
x =
l + vn · (τCG1,0 − τCG1,33)
2
(10.2)
where x is a vector containing the possible fault locations when the time instance τCG1,0
and vector τCG1,33 are given as input.
The interval defined in Figure 10.20 (c) is used in Eq. 10.2 and the resulting estimation
of the fault location is shown in Figure 10.21 (a). The estimated fault location is shown in
Figure 10.21 (a) and the resulting error shown in 10.21 (b).
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Figure 10.21: (a) Fault location estimated using intervals defined at Joint 0 and 33 and (b) the
resulting error.
The interval ranges from 31.388 km to 31.440 km and is thereby 52 m long. The error
compared to the real fault location is between -26 m and 26 m thereby placing the actual
fault location right in the middle of the interval.
In a real-life fault location situation, it would be beneficial to examine whether the interval
determined using vectors as input contains a joint. The possibility of a fault in a joint is
higher than the chance for an internal fault to occur in the cable. The sheath currets in phase
A at Joint 0 and 33 are presented in Figure 10.22.
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Figure 10.22: Simulated and measured phase A sheath current at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study I.
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As seen from Figure 10.22 (c), that an interval with advantage can be selected for the sheath
current as well. Using the intervals shown in Figure 10.22 (c), the fault location is estimated
to be between 31.409 km to 31.447 km and the interval is thereby 37 m long. The error
compared to the real fault location is between -5 m and 33.
The use of the sheath current gives a more accurate estimate of the fault location compared
to using the core currents. This is because a current probe of the type Tektronix TCP0030
is used where a Tektronix TCP0150 is used to measure the core current. The resolution of
the TCP0030 is more suited for the current which it measures and the transient is thus more
identifiable (see Table 10.1). The results for Case Study I using the two-terminal method
and different input signals are summarised in Table 10.9.
τ0−33 [µs] Fault location [km] Interval length [m] Error [m]
Simulated
Core voltage 139.01 31.145 - 30
Core current* 139.01 31.145 - 30
Sheath current* 139.01 31.145 - 30
Measured
Core voltage 141.06 31.385 - -30
Core current* [ 141.1;141.7] [31.388;31.440] 52 [-26;26]
Sheath current* [141.3;141.8] [31.409;31.447] 37 [-5;33]
Table 10.9: Fault location estimation for Case Study I using the measured and simulated core vol-
tage, core current and sheath current as input for the two-terminal fault location method. * the core
voltage signal is used to determine τ0.
Table 10.9 shows good results for all signals types when the simulated signals are used.
The measured signals have lower frequency components due to the inductive elements at
the fault location. Using the measured core voltage signals as input, the fault location is,
however, still predicted with the same accuracy as found in the simulations. Due to the
resolution of the current probes, the accuracy is better when the sheath current signals are
analysed. This shows that selecting a suitable range and if possible a data recording unit
with better vertical resolution is important.
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Case Study II
Figure 10.23 shows the phase A voltage at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study II where a 2.5 Ω
fault resistor is connected in the fault loop at Joint 27.
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Figure 10.23: Simulated and measured phase A voltages at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study II.
The reason for the slow collapsing voltages was found in the extra inductance introduced by
the fault resistance in the fault loop at the fault location. For Case Study II, the series resistor
is connected in the fault loop to represent an arc voltage drop. This resistor is constructed
using a coil-like winding method and is therefore an additional series inductance much
larger than the inductance introduced by the breaker and connecting wires. With the same
argumentation as made for Case Study I, this effect is not included in the simulations.
Using the measured core voltages, the fault location is estimated as 31.414 km; an error of
1 m. The almost nonexisting error is not an indication of a better fault location estimation.
With the used sampling frequency (31.25 MHz), the highest obtainable accuracy is 3 m. The
lengths of the cable sections are provided by cable manufactures and can vary a bit. The
results show, however that an arc resistance of a realistic value will not lower the accuracy
of the fault location if the voltage waves are used as input. The core currets in phase A at
Joint 0 and 33 are presented in Figure 10.24.
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Figure 10.24: Simulated and measured phase A core current at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study II.
As for Case Study I, an interval in which the fault wave has most likely arrived is defined for
the core current at Joint 33. The fault location is estimated between 31.379 km and 31.449
km. The error is between -34 m and 35 m which makes the interval length 69 m. The sheath
current in phase A at Joint 0 and 33 are shown in Figure 10.25.
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Simulated and measured sheath current at Joint 0 and 33 for case study II
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Figure 10.25: Simulated and measured phase A sheath current at Joint 0 and 33 for Case Study II.
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Using the sheath currents as input with the interval defied in Figure 10.25 (b) and (c), the
fault location is estimated between 31.380 km and 31.417 km. The error is between -34 m
and 3 m. The interval length is 37 m. All results for Case Study II are summarised in Table
10.10.
τ0−33 [µs] Fault location [km] Interval length [m] Error [m]
Simulated
Core voltage 139.00 31.442 - 27
Core current* 139.00 31.442 - 27
Sheath current* 139.00 31.442 - 27
Measured
Core voltage 141.39 31.414 - 1
Core current* [141.0;141.8] [31.379;31.449 ] 69 [-34;35]
Sheath current* [139.6;143.9] [31.380;31.417 ] 37 [-34;3]
Table 10.10: Fault location estimation for Case Study I error using the measured and simulated core
voltage, core current and sheath current as input for the two-terminal fault location method. For the
signals marked with ’*’, the core voltage at Joint 0 is used as the Joint 0 time reference.
A very accurate fault location can still be determined using the core voltage signals even
with a fault resistor (extra inductance) included in the fault loop. The use of the sheath
current gives again the best estimation of the fault location when using current signals as
the probe resolution is highest.
Case Study III and IV
The results of Case Study III and IV are presented together. For these two case studies only
the core voltage is analysed. The same PSCAD/EMTDC simulation model is used, but only
the sections from either Joint 0 to 27 or from 27 to 33 is included.
A fault is applied at Joint 27 and the transient response measured at the same location as
well as at Joint 0 is shown in Figure 10.26.
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Figure 10.26: Simulated and measured phase A voltages at Joint 27 and 0 for Case study III.
Figure 10.26 shows that the arrival instance can be determined exactly at both Joints. At
Joint 27, where the fault is applied, a voltage collapse with some jitter is seen. This is due
to a non-ideal closing of the breaker. However, the first wave is clearly identified. Using
the measured arrival instances at Joint 27 and 0, the fault location is determined as 44 m;
an error of 44 m as the fault location is directly at Joint 27. Using the simulated signals as
input gives a fault location of 42 m.
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In Case Study IV, the fault is applied at Joint 27 and the response measured at this location
and at Joint 33. The core voltages at these two locations are shown in Figure 10.27.
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Figure 10.27: Simulated and measured phase A voltages at Joint 27 and 33 for Case study IV.
Using the measured voltages, the fault location is estimated as 42 m seen relative to Joint 27
where the fault is applied. Using simulated voltages as input, the fault location is determined
with an error of 23 m. The results of both Case Study III and IV show that a constant coaxial
wave velocity determined on the full system can be used for any fault location on the same
system with little error.
10.5.1 Summary
Field measurements showing that it is possible to use a travelling wave-based fault location
method on the Anholt land cable have been carried out. Using the two-terminal method
with core voltages, core currents or sheath currents as input, accurate fault location is possi-
ble. The initial fault wave created during the field measurement does not resemble an ideal
voltage collapse well due to additional inductance at the fault location. However, it is still
possible to obtain high accuracy when estimating the fault location.
A method to deal with low fault wave frequency content was presented. The arrival instance
in the core and sheath current signals was described by a suitable interval instead of a single
unique value. The result is an interval in which the fault is localised. In case of using both
the core and sheath currents with the proposed method, the fault location is found within
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the intervals.
Two assumptions were made when the two-terminal method was proposed.
• A constant coaxial wave velocity can be used as input to the fault locator system.
• The attenuation of the coaxial waves will not compromise the ability to locate faults.
Both assumptions hold true in case of the field measurements conducted on the Anholt ca-
ble. As the behaviour of the coaxial waves predicted by PSCAD/EMTDC show the same
degree of damping as found in the field measurements, it also holds true, that the simula-
tions presented earlier in this thesis and the conclusions drawn from these can be trusted.
Therefore:
Fault location using a synchronised two-terminal method is applicable on crossbonded
cables with use of the coaxial wave velocity and fault signals analysed directly in the
time domain.
The conclusions made based on the Anholt measurements are also valid for fault location
where other single-core cables are used as the coaxial waves are only dependent on a few
materials found in all high voltage coaxial cables.
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Over the last years, the Wavelet transform (WLT) has gained a lot of attention for solving
fault location problems on transmission lines [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. A fault locator sy-
stem which do not require skilled personal to operate it is preferable as fault on transmission
lines are seldom and the skill set of the maintenance crew needs to be keep up to date. The
Wavelet Transform has the ability to determine the fault location automatic based on signals
recorded at the fault locator terminals and thereby eliminate the need for skilled personal.
The Wavelet transforms offers the ability for multiresolution analysis. The transform pro-
vides both high time and frequency resolution at the same time [134]. One of the major
shortcomings for use of older analysing techniques as for instance the short Fourier Trans-
form is that a window of constant size is used. This poses a problem for the analysis of
transient signals which can have wide frequency spectrums and are non-stationary in time.
According to the uncertainty principle, a higher time resolution will result in lower fre-
quency resolution and vice versa [140]. The wavelet transform overcomes this problem by
allowing variable window sizes so that long time intervals are used at low frequencies and
short time intervals are used at high frequencies. This is illustrated in Figure 11.1.
The WLT decomposes the time domain signal into so-called scales using dilated and con-
tracted versions of a ’mother wavelet’. The low scales contains the high frequencies and the
high scales contain the low frequencies.
Wavelets are functions which are oscillatory of nature, they must decay quickly to zero, and
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Figure 11.1: (a) Constant size windows and (b) variable size windows.
have an average value of zero. The wavelet coefficients (results from the transform) can be
seen as a measure of the similarity between the wavelet and the analysed signal. For an ideal
non-faulted voltage or current signal, the fundamental will be dominating and the scales that
contain the high frequency components will have small wavelet coefficients (WLC). When
the fault wave arrives at the fault location terminal, the WLCs at the same scales will in-
crease in value. For fault location purposes, the calculated WLCs at one or more pre-chosen
scales are compared to a threshold value. If the value of the WLCs exceeds this value, a fault
has occurred, and because the WLCs are localised in time, they can be used to calculate the
fault location.
The choice of the ’best suited’ mother wavelet is well discussed in literature [124, 141, 134].
Because the WLCs are a measurement of the best fit between the wavelet at a given scale and
the analysed fault signal, different faults on different systems will have different ’optimal’
mother wavelets. The choice of mother wavelet is, therefore, often based on an engineering
evaluation for the given system. Popular mother wavelets used for fault location purposes
are members of the Dubieties (Db) family, the Morlet, the Symlet and the Haar wavelet. Fur-
thermore, research has been published where unique wavelets are designed for the specific
purpose of fault location either off- or online [53, 142].
11.1 The Wavelet transform
The continuous wavelet transform as functions of scale and position (time) taken on the
signal s(t) is calculated as shown in Eq. 11.1.
C(a, b) =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(t)
1√
a
ψ∗
(
t− b
a
)
dt (11.1)
where ψ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the daughter wavelet which is a time shifted
and scaled version of the mother wavelet ψ(t), b is the time shifting factor and a is the scale
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factor which is inversely proportional to the frequency. The numerical implementation of
Eq. 11.1 looks as follows:
C(a, iTs) = Ts
1√
|a|
N−1∑
n=0
[
ψ∗
(
nTs − iTs
a
)
s(nTs)
]
(11.2)
where Ts is the sampling time, N is the total number of samples, i is an integer representing
the number of sampling times the daughter wavelet is shifted in time.
11.1.1 Scale and frequency
Scales are used to represent energy in the analysed signal at different ”frequency bands”. For
fault location problems, a scale (frequency band) needs to be selected in where the analysis
of the faulted transient signals are performed. Different fault signals will have different
frequency content and will therefore be found in different scales. The Wavelet Transform
can thus provide a measure of frequency content of faulted signals localised in time. The
concepts of center frequency and pseudo-frequencies are introduced in order to relate the
mother wavelet and the different scales to a certain frequency.
The frequency at which the modulus of the Fourier components of the mother wavelet is
maximised is defined as the center frequency. Therefore, the centre frequency captures the
dominant oscillation of the wavelet and can be used to define a frequent for any scale. In
Figure 11.2 it is seen how the center frequency is determined for four wavelets commonly
used for fault location purposes.
The Fourier transform identifies the frequency components of a periodic signal and maps
them in the frequency domain where, as mentioned, the Wavelet transform uses scales [143].
The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) can be interpreted as a frequency based filtering
of the signal by rewriting the CWT in Eq. 11.1 as an inverse Fourier Transform:
C(a, b) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
ŝ(ω)
√
a(ψ̂(aω))∗ejωbdω (11.3)
where ŝ(ω) and ψ̂(ω) are the Fourier transforms of the signal s(t) and the Wavelet ψ.
Eq. 11.3 shows that for increasing scale, the support in the frequency domain is reduced.
Furthermore, Eq. 11.3 shows that the so-called pseudo-frequency of ψ(aω) is equal to fC/a
where fC is the center frequency of the mother wavelet. Different scales will thus contain
different frequency bands of different bandwidth determined by the band-pass features of the
daughter wavelet used at the given scale. The pseudo-frequency for the scale a is calculated
based on the center frequency as shown in Eq. 11.4.
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Figure 11.2: Center frequency of the Daubechies 2 and 4, the Morlet and Haar wavelet
Fa =
fc
aTs
(11.4)
where Ts is the sampling period and fc is the center frequency.
The scale/frequency relationships of the Dubieties 2 (Db2) , Dubieties(Db4), Morlet and
Haar wavelet are seen in Figure 11.3.
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Figure 11.3: Scale vs pseudo-frequency calculated using the center frequency of the Db2, Db4,
Morlet and Haar mother wavelet at a sampling frequency of 10 MHz.
For instance, for determining the pseudo-frequency for the Haar wavelet at scale 4 with a
sampling frequency of 10 MHz, the center frequency of 0.99611 is divided by the scale
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number multiplied the sampling time:
Fa =
0.99611
4 · 1 · 10−7
= 2.4903 MHz (11.5)
11.1.2 The Wavelet Transform for detection of singularity
When a fault wave arrives at a substation’s terminals, a singularity in the signal is seen. The
CWT can detect both the presents of a singularity and when it occurs in time by identifying
frequency content of a different nature than under normal conditions. The low scales will
as mentioned contain the highest frequency components and the higher the scales, the lower
the frequency components. It is of interest to identify which frequencies are found in fault
signals on both short and long crossbonded cables and how these components are related to
the fault- and system parameters. Furthermore, the identification of the best suited mother
wavelet for the analysis is necessary.
Choice of scale
Several considerations must be made before choosing the most optimal scale for fault loca-
tion purposes. Figure 11.4 shows the normalised Haar WLCs calculated at scale 2, 16 and
32 for the Terminal A voltage on a 60 km crossbonded cable with the fault location 6 km
from Terminal A. The time domain signal is shifted so the fault wave arrives at the terminal
at t = 0.
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Figure 11.4: Haar Wavelet Coefficients calculated at scale (b) 2, (c) 8 and (d) 16 for the terminal A
voltage.
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By comparing Figure 11.4 (b), (c) and (d) it is seen that the finer scales enables the most
accurate determination of the arrival instance of the fault waves and therefore the most
accurate estimation of the fault location. The WLCs are, however, calculated based on
simulated data. Real-life signals do contain some high frequency (HF) noise and this will
affect the low scales the most. Figure 11.5 shows the WLCs of the same signal as presented
in Figure 11.4, but added 2 % white noise.
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Figure 11.5: Haar Wavelet Coefficients calculated at scale (b) 2, (c) 8 and (d) 16 for the terminal A
voltage added 2 % white noise.
Figure 11.5 shows why the high scales can be difficult to use for fault location. HF signal
noise is dominant at the finer scales that at the same time offers the best ability to determined
the arrival instance of the fault wave. The choice of scale becomes therefore a compromise
between accuracy and the ability to pick up the wave at all. This is an obvious problem
because as the scale number increases, the accuracy of the fault location decreases and as
the fault location is not known it can be difficult to predict the frequency content of the
arriving fault waves.
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11.2 Automatic fault location on crossbonded cables using The
Wavelet Transform
The ability to automatically determine the location of a fault without the need of trained
personnel is desirable. However, acting on faulted information caused by malfunction of
a fault locator system can be costly and time consuming. The Wavelet Transform’s ability
to determine the fault location automatically on a few selected cable systems is examined
in this section. First, however, a strategy for detecting the fault wave arrival instance is
discussed.
11.2.1 Automatic fault location strategy
A common way to determine if a fault wave has arrived using the WLT is to examine the
WLC at a given scale and compare them to a pre-determined threshold value. Which scale
is best suited will depend on the frequency content and the noise level in the analysed signal.
Using low scales, a high accuracy can be obtained where the higher scales determine the
arrival instance less precisely, but are more noise resilient. For a short cable system, high
frequency content is expected in the fault signals whereas on longer cables, the frequency
content will be lower. Furthermore, the different mother wavelets will have different abil-
ities to capture the incoming fault waves depending on the characteristics of the particular
wave. All this indicates that a unique best suited mother wavelet and scale can be found for
each system configuration, fault location and fault type. As the fault location and thereby
the fault signal frequency content is unknown in a real-life fault location situation where an
automatic system is desired, a ’one size fits all’ solution must, however, be chosen for every
system if no adaptive methods are utilised.
The threshold value can either be set in advance or calculated online. To reduce the influence
of the noise in the coefficients the squares of the wavelet coefficients can be calculated [144].
A way to calculated it online is to find a value for a given scale based on a certain number of
WLC calculated pre-fault. Commonly, the mean value of these WLC is multiplied a safety
margin value to make the triggering immune for noise [144].
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11.2.2 Case studies
In the following section, fault location using wavelets is examined. Four cases are chosen,
widely representing the cable lines installed in the future Danish grid. These are:
1. The measured Anholt data of Case Study I described in Section 10.5.
2. A 10 km crossbonded cable system with 2 major sections and one additional cable
connected at each the FLT.
3. A 20 km crossbonded cable system with 2 major sections and one additional cable
connected at each the FLT.
4. A 60 km crossbonded cable system with 10 majors and one additional cable connected
at each the FLT.
Case Study 1 is the Anholt field measurements presented in Section 10.5.
Case Study 2, that studies fault location on a 10 km cable system with one additional cable
connected at each substation is included as it represents half of the cables planned in the
future Danish transmission system (see Figure 8.1 (b)). In this case, a single phase A fault
is applied 3.33 km from Terminal A in the first crossbonding. Using the same substation
configuration as for Case Study 2 and increasing the length of the crossbonded cable to 20
km, Case Study 3 covers 77 % of all Danish lines. In this case, a single phase A fault is
applied 3.33 km from Terminal A as well.
Case Study 4, with a 60 km cable and one additional cable at each terminal will for a
fault close to Terminal A (6 km) represent a worst case scenario for all Danish cables. At
Terminal A, high frequency components are expected where at Terminal B, the frequency
content will be lower and the relative magnitude change in the voltage due to the fault wave
will be low as well.
The threshold values for all cases are calculated as the mean of the pre-fault 1000 wavelet
coefficients multiplied with a safety margin value of 4. All mother wavelets, available in
the MATLAB ’Wavelet toolbox’ are studied, but only a few of the most interesting are
presented here. The chosen mother wavelets are the Haar, Daubechies (Db2), Daubechies
(Db4), Morlet and Symlet4. The WLCs are calculated at scale 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128
with the sampling frequency in the simulation set to 10 MHz and the Anholt field data
is downsampled three times to make the results at the different scales comparable (10.42
MHz). All WLCs are calculated based on the voltage signals, but as one additional cable is
connected at each terminal, the core and sheath currents are equally advantageous to use.
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Signal pre-conditioning for optimal Wavelet performance
It was shown in Section 6.2.1, that a part of the fault wave on the faulted conductor is re-
flected onto the two healthy conductors as the fault wave propagates along the crossbonded
cable. A fault wave with smaller magnitude is harder to detect by the Wavelet Transform
and it is thereofre proposed in this thesis to pre-condition the signal before it is analysed
by the WLT simply by adding the three phase signals recorded at the FLT point by point.
This combines all the fault wave energy into one new signal and furthermore, the power fre-
quency signal is canceled. The method can be used for both the core voltages, core currents
and sheath currents as the fault wave is reflected positive onto the two additional conductors
in all cases (see Section 6.2.1)
In Figure 11.6, the square of the Haar wavelet coefficients at Scale 5 are presented for the
Anholt core voltage signals with and without the proposed pre-conditioning. The threshold
line (THL) value for each signal is calculated based on 1000 pre-fault WLCs.
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Figure 11.6: (a) Anholt Case Study I signals (b) the squares of the Haar WLC at scale 5 with the
threshold line (THL), (c) Anholt Case Study I conditioned signals (b) the squares of the Haar WLC
at scale 5 with the threshold line (THL) for the conditioned signal.
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By comparing Figure 11.6 (b) to Figure 11.6 (d), it can be seen that by pre-conditioning
the signal in the proposed way, the fault wave can be picked up at finer scales. In Figure
11.6 (b), which shows the WLCs calculated on the basis of a non-pre-conditioned signal,
the wave arrival instance at Joint 33 is detected, but the wave at Joint 0 is not. In Figure
11.6 (d), both the wave at Joint 0 and 33 are, however, detected. Using finer scales enables
a more precise estimate of the fault location as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Using the signal pre-conditioning method, the fault location estimation error at different
scales for selected mother wavelets are presented for the Anholt Case Study I and the 10 km
crossbonded cable in Figure 11.7 (a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 11.7: Estimated fault location error for the Haar, Db2, Db4, Morlet and Symlet 4 wavelet
at scale 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 for the Anholt measurements (a) Case Study I and (b) 10 km
crossbonded cable.
It is seen from Figure 11.7 (a), that the Haar wavelet performs well for the Anholt Case
Study I. At scale 5, which is the first scale to pick up the wave at Joint 0, the fault location
is estimated with an error of 22 m. The Haar wavelet pick up the wave at all other scales
included and determines the fault location with good results. The Db2 wavelet performs
well too and picks up the arrival instance at Scale 16, 32 and 64 with a maximum error of
34 m. At scale 128 the error is, however, 108 m.
Figure 11.7 (b) shows that most wavelets perform well at all scales. The Haar wavelet picks
up the fault waves at all scales with a maximum error of 8 m. As the 10 km system is rep-
resentative for most lines in the future Danish grid, automatic online fault location is in fact
possible on most lines using the proposed method with a clever choice of wavelet and scale.
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In Figure 11.8 (a) and (b), the fault location estimation errors on the 20 km and 60 km
crossbonded cables are shown respectively.
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Figure 11.8: Estimated fault location error for the Haar, Db2, Db4, Morlet and Symlet 4 wavelet at
scale 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 for the (a) 20 km and (b) 60 km crossbonded cables.
Figure 11.8 (a) shows high accuracy when using the Haar wavelet for automated fault loca-
tion on the 20 km crossbonded cable. An error between -14 m and -23 m is found using all
scales. The findings here indicate that automated faut location can be implemented on 77 %
of all Danish cable lines.
Figure 11.8 (b) shows that the determination of the fault location using an automated method
based on wavelets becomes much harder as the cable length increases. Again, the Haar
wavelet performs best with an error at the 5th, 8th and 16th scale of approximately 85 m. If
signal pre-conditioning of the signal is not carried out, the waves at both ends are picked up
first at the 8th scale with an error of 213 m. Using a visual inspection method the estimation
error is, however, reduced to 40 m. This indicated that a visual inspection of the fault signals
should always be carried out before any digging is started.
In all cases it is found that the Haar wavelet performs the best. This is most likely because
the initial fault wave created at the fault location appears as a square wave superimposed on
the power frequency signal and as the Haar Wavelet is a square wave as well (see Figure
11.2), high correlation is calculated by the Wavelet Transform.
11.2.3 Summary
Automatic fault location on crossbonded cables is possible on most cable systems installed
in the future Danish transmission system. As the cable length increases, the ability for
the WLT to accurately pick up the incoming fault waves decreases, thereby reducing the
accuracy of the fault location.
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The Haar wavelet performs best on all studied systems indicating that this particular wavelet
is a good choice for analysing voltage waves on cable system. As the performance of the
automatic fault locator is very system dependent, especially for longer cable lines, studies
for such cases seem preferable before a choice is made to install equipment for a given line.
For shorter lines, a ’one fits all’ solution is possible.
It was shown in Chapter 8 that a visual signal inspecting method will give good results in
most realistic cases. It is therefore recommended in this thesis to develop a fault location
system that combines the wavelet- and a visual based inspection method as a best overall
solution. A simple visual inspection by a trained person will reduce the chance of acting
on faulted automatic calculated fault location information and reduce the error in estimating
the fault location.
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for Crossbonded Cables
After a study of the different fault location techniques, it is clear that the online travelling
wave method is well suited for crossbonded cables. It was shown in Chapter 7 and 10 that
coaxial signals analysed in the time domain will provide a good input for the two-terminal
method. In Chapter 11, after a study of the possibility to implement an automatic wavelet
based fault locator system, it was recommended that the time domain signals must in all
cases be examined by a trained person to verify the calculations performed by the automatic
fault locator system.
As the data recorded at both cable ends is needed for fault location using any online method,
the task of the fault locator unit installed locally at the substation becomes quite simple:
’In the case of a fault, record the three input signals and send the data for central process-
ing’.
This task must be carried out online, and no fault transients can be missed. A sketch of the
necessary components if voltage signals are used as input for the fault location unit (FLU)
is presented in Figure 12.1 on the following page where a similar setup is used if core or
sheath currents are chosen where only the input signal is different.
The acquisition of data is the only task which has to be performed online. After the data is
gathered, it can be processed over the course of a few seconds to several minutes depending
on the method chosen. The signals gathered at each cable end need to have a common time
reference. Such a time reference can be obtained using a GPS-unit. With the GPS protocol,
an accuracy of 100 ns is achievable.
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Figure 12.1: Components included in the proposed fault locator system.
12.1 Selection of equipment
The data acquisition unit including GPS-time synchronisation can be realised using several
products already on the market. One of the biggest developers of such is National Instru-
ments (NI). The company is specialised in developing solutions for testing and data acqui-
sition using embedded systems, and their PXI-Express systems are widely used in industry
around the world [145]. For the development process, NI units are chosen.
The NI PXIe system consists of a controller and a number for arbitrarily chosen modules that
performers various tasks depending on what solution is necessary. For a fault locator unit
for crossbonded cables, the three functions mentioned are data acquisition, time synchroni-
sation and data communication. For development purposes, the following requirements are
set up.
Requirement Value
Sampling frequency ≥ 4 MHz
Time synchronisation error ≤ 100 ns
Communication delay ≤ 1 min
Vertical resolution of DAQ ≥ 10 bit (1024 points)
Buffer size ≥ 0.02 sec @ 4 MHz
Table 12.1: Requirements for a fault locator unit.
With the sampling frequency chosen, the theoretically worst case fault location error is 22 m.
For a later implementation, a 10 MHz data acquisition unit can be chosen (9 m theoretically
worst case error). All requirements can be met by using the units shown in Table 12.2.
In Figure 12.2, a single NI-unit with the GPS antenna is shown.
Using NI equipment, the controller can be based on a Windows platform or implemented
as a dedicated real time unit. The latter is most optimal for a final implementation, but
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Function Unit
Controller PXIe-8115 Core i5-2510E 2.5 GHz
Synchronisation NI PXI-6682H IRIG-B,IEEE 1588 Sync and Time Module
Data acquisition unit PXIe-6124, 16-bit, 4 MS/s Simultaneous Sampling Multifunction DAQ
Table 12.2: National instrument units used to realise a fault locator unit for crossbonded cables.
Figure 12.2: National Instrument equipment used to build fault locator unit.
for development purposes, the Windows based system is simpler to program and use. The
communication protocols existing in Windows can be used directly or a self-programmed
one can be implemented. The focus of this work is not to develop a secure communication
link between the local units and the central data processing location. Therefore, only the
development of software needed for the fault location part is described.
Two NI-units are obtained and a Labview program developed for both. Software, which
handles the post-fault data treatment is not developed as a part of this thesis as Energinet.dk
uses a dedicated system too where there is no access. In the coming section, the software
and the verification of the fault locator units is described.
12.2 Software development
As mentioned, the local unit installed at the substation has one main task - to acquire the
chosen signals and in the case of a fault, send the data for central data processing. A trigger
mechanism must therefore be developed along with the data acquisition routine itself. A
software implemented trigger is preferable as no additional hardware units beside the NI
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equipment are necessary. The software must, however, be developed so it ensures that no
data is delayed or missed. To ensure this, a producer/consumer program structure is selected.
The structure consists of two main loops running constant and independent of each other.
The producer loop’s only task is to sample the data contentiously whereafter it is sent to
and processed by the consumer loop. As no data is processed in the consumer loop and
the queue structural data handling method is selected, no data will be lost due to delays in
procession of the data. The only requirement is that on average, the consumer loop is faster
than the producer loop’s execution time. The program structure is shown in Figure 12.3.
Initialise
queue
Produce data Enqueue data
Handle data
Relase
queue
Figure 12.3: Producer/consumer program structure.
12.2.1 Producer loop
The main task of the producer loop is to acquire data from three input channels (three-
phases) and time stamp the data with a GPS-based high precision time stamp. For data
sampled at very high frequencies, NI recommends that a certain number of samples are
acquired per producer loop iteration. It is found that 10.000 samples per phase (3x10 kS)
per consumer loop iteration is a suitable number at a sampling frequency of 4 MHz. The
producer loop iteration time is as a result 2.5 ms.
The GPS-unit cannot generate time stamps with this rate wherefore all samples cannot get a
unique time stamp when they are sampled. The time based on the GPS-unit is, however, only
synchronised every second while in between, a high precision clock controls the generation
of time stamps. The GPS-unit is set to generate one time stamp per producer loop iteration
and the additional time stamps for the remaining samples can be extrapolated by adding one
sample period per sample. The data is saved in a cluster (NI terminology for a structure)
containing one time stamp and three vectors with the sampled data for all three channels.
The data is placed in the queue and sent to the consumer loop. The producer loop continues
this way infinitely. In Figure 12.4, the producer program structure is shown.
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Initialise GPS and DAQ
Start producer loop
Acquire 10.000 data samples 
from DAQ
Acquire 1 time stamp from 
GPS
Place data in cluster
Place cluster in consumer 
queue 
Cluster
Phase signals (3x10.000)
Time stamp
Figure 12.4: Producer loop program structure.
12.2.2 Consumer loop
The tasks of the consumer loop is to analyse the data acquired in the producer loop and based
on the data, determine if a fault has occurred. In the case of a fault, the sampled data needs
to be saved and sent for further data processing. Before the data is sent, communication with
the fault locator unit at the other cable end and the relay system ensures, however, that the
locally recorded transient signal does in fact contain a fault incident. All events are saved
locally on the hard drive for possible system optimisation.
Trigger system
One of the most important tasks of the fault locator unit is to trigger correctly. A trigger
must be generated from the FLU itself as the protection system is too slow,resulting in
vast data amounts for high frequency sampling. The Wavelet Transform’s ability to extract
frequency components different than the power frequency signal localised in time can be
used to develop a trigger mechanism for a fault locator trigger system. The task is not to
identify the exact arrival instance of the wave, but merely to detect its presence. The high
scales containing the low frequency component of the analysed signal seems preferable
for trigger development for longer cables as low frequency content is expected; for shorter
cables, the lower scales can be used with benefit. In order not to have software special
developed for each cable system, the combined use of different scales is, thus, a smart
solution as the same implementation can work for most cable types.
For a trigger system to work, the WLCs needs to be calculated online at selected scales
at a speed higher than one producer loop iteration. This sets a demand for the maximum
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iteration time for the consumer loop. Instead of using a signal sampled at high frequency and
a resulting high scale, a lower scale with lower sampling frequency will result in the same
pseudo-frequency and therefore the same frequency band for the two cases. This reduces
both the lengths of the analysed signal and the wavelet and thereby the computation effort
per iteration. However, information is lost when the signal is downsampled and the arrival
of a fault wave is in fact harder to identify. Figure 12.5 shows the Haar WLCs evaluated for
the Terminal B signal described in Section 12.2.2, at different scales with different sampling
frequencies. The scales and sampling frequencies are selected so all pseudo-frequencies
are equal (fs/a = 311 kHz where fs is the sampling frequency and a is the integer scale
number). The left column figures are based on clean simulation data where the right column
figures are calculated based on an input signal added random white noise with a magnitude
of 1.5% of the non-faulted signal’s peak value.
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Figure 12.5: CWCs evaluated at different scales with different sampling frequency keeping a con-
stant pseudo-frequency.
Figure 12.5 shows that as the sampling frequency lowers, the wavelet modulus maxima for
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the same signal and the same pseudo-frequency lowers as well. The task is, therefore, to
select a downsampling rate as low as possible, but still keep it as high so the consumer loop
can finish within the time of one producer loop iteration.
The main task of the trigger system is to identify if any type of fault has occurred. To develop
such a system, a worst crossbonded cable system on which a trigger must be generated is
used. Due to the low frequency content, the most difficult case to generate a trigger for,
is a long cable system with one additional cable connected to the same substation as the
monitored cable. The 60 km 165 kV cable system with one additional cable connected at
both FLT described in Chapter 11 is considered as a worst case system. At Terminal A,
the frequency content is high due to the location of the fault close to the terminal. The
pre-conditioning of the signal proposed in Chapter 11, is preferable for trigger generation
as well. The elimination of the power frequency signal gives lower threshold values and
thus better triggering conditions. Furthermore, the WLC needs only to be calculated on one
signal instead of three.
A mother wavelet, a downsampling rate and one or more scales must be chosen. All mother
wavelets mentioned in the previous section are examined.
From a detailed study, it is found that the Haar wavelet is performing the best for trigger
generation. A downsampling rate (n) equal 32 (fs/n=125.000 kHz) is found to work well.
Using scale 4, 16, 32 and 64 with pseudo-frequencies of 31.13 kHz, 7.78 kHz, 3.89 kHz, and
1.95 kHz respectively makes triggering on all examined signals possible. In Figure 12.6, the
trigger generation for the Terminal B voltage on the 60 km cable system described in this
section is seen as an example. The left column WLCs are calculated based on a voltage
signal added 2 % white noise per phase where 5% is added to the signal used for the right
column WLCs. A worst case of common mode noise is assumed (same noise signal added
all three phases).
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Figure 12.6: Trigger signal generation at scale 4, 16, 32 and 64 for the core voltage at Terminal B
on a 60 km cable with (a) 2% white noise added and (b) 5% white noise added.
Figure 12.6 shows that a trigger is generated at all scales for both noise levels. This shows
that even on long cables, the incoming fault wave will trigger the fault locator system.
As an additional example, the left collum in Figure 12.7 shows the trigger generation for a
10 km cable with 5 % noise and the Anholt Case Study I signal at Joint 0 with 2% additional
noise.
Figure 12.7 shows that triggers are generated at all scale for for both cases. The four cases
presented in this section show that triggering is possible on all realistic cables installed in
the future Danish transmission grid if the proposed method is used.
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Figure 12.7: Trigger signal generation at scale 4, 16, 32, and 64 for (a) the core voltage at Terminal
B on a 10 km cable signal sampled at 125 kHz and (b) Anholt core voltage at Joint 33 for Case Study
I sampled at 130.21 kHz.
End effects Because the CWT deals with finite-length signals (windowing of continuous
signals) errors and bias values often occur at the signal’s ends and the result is possibly a
faulted trigger. The end effect of an arbitrarily chosen signal without pre-conditioning is
seen in Figure 12.8.
Figure 12.8 shows that the threshold comparison will cause a faulted trigger at the signal
start and end. A solution to this problem is simply to remove a number of the WLCs so
that the end effect is not seen in the remaining. However, if the fault wave arrives at the
sample taken between two loops (removed part) an important part of the signal is missing.
To deal with this problem, the analysed signal is padded with a part of the signals recorded
at the last consumer loop iteration. The part added just needs just to be longer than the part
removed for the method to work.
The part of the WLCs affected by the end effect is scale dependent. The WLCs are calcu-
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Figure 12.8: End effect of the Wavelet Transform when taken on a windowed part of a continuous
signal.
lated as the convolution of a flipped-in-time wavelet with the signal. This is a common filter
operation and the resulting WLCs can be seen as the filter output. The number of elements
affected by the end effect at scale a can be shown using convolution theory to be a− 1. The
length of the filtered signal is S + a − 1 where S is the length of the signal. At scale 2,
the length of the wavelet is 2, at scale 4, it is 4 and so on. It is normal custom to reduce
the length of the filtered signal so it has the same length as the input signal S. This reduces
the length of the filtered signal at scale a by a total of a − 1 elements, but as the end effect
appears in a− 1 elements at each signal end, a total of 2a− 2 elements need to be removed.
The length of the resulting signal is thus S+ a− 1− 2(a− 1) = S− a+ 1 and a minimum
of a − 1 elements need to be padded. Due to the removal of WLCs, there is a chance that
the fault wave is first detected in the following loop iteration. Therefore, the three-phase
signals are always saved in a shift register before they are discarded from memory. In case
of a fault, the signal at the present and the last iteration are combined in one vector and sent
to the central data processing location.
The end effect occurs because the convolution of the wavelet to the analysed signal is carried
out at the signal’s ends using zero-padding. If the signal is pre-conditioned using the method
proposed in this thesis, the non-faulted analysed signal is zero assuming no noise and as a
result, the end effects do not occur. However, if noise is present in the signal, end effects of
smaller magnitude can occur. This increases the chance of creating wrong triggers and the
end points are removed as proposed above.
LabView Continuous Wavelet Transform Implementation The Continuous Wavelet
Transform is not available in the LabView standard signal processing toolbox and must
therefore be implement manually. The CWT can be implemented numerically as shown in
Eq. 11.2. Adding the handling of the end effect to the same routine, the CWT at scale 4 is
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an example implemented as shown in Figure 12.9
CWTmanImpPretty.vi
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Figure 12.9: Labview implementation of The Continuous Wavelet Transform and a method to han-
dle the end effect.
The input signal is read into the CWT-subroutine and convolved with a flipped-in-time Haar
wavelet created at scale a. The convolved output is divided by
√
a and a − 1 points are
removed at both signal ends. The signal is squared and the resulting signal is compared to a
threshold value point by point. If the square of the iit WLC is larger than the threshold value,
the Boolean variable ’Fault occurred’ is set high. The ’Fault occurred’ variable is ’ored’ with
outputs from the comparison of the CWTs evaluated at other scales to its threshold value.
Threshold value determination Two ways of determining the threshold values are imple-
mented. First, a simple method where the user sets the threshold for each scale is imple-
mented. For a 50 Hz non-faulted noiseless steady state signals, the output from the con-
volution is a sinusoidal wave and the square of this sine wave is a signal with the double
frequency. The WLCs will have their largest value at zero-crossing of the analysed signal.
By performing the convolution on a steady state sinusoidal signal, the expected magnitude
of the sinusoidal shaped WLCs will be found. After the steady state peak voltage output
from the instrument transformers is determined, the thresholds can be calculated and multi-
plied with a safety margin value to avoid faulted triggers due to noise.
The second method is an online adaptive method that finds the maximum WLC at a given
scale for the values calculated in the last consumer loop iteration multiplied by a safety
factor. A more advanced algorithm to determine the threshold online can be developed after
the first fault locator is installed and the noise at the location can be evaluated.
Trigger backup system In case the Wavelet Based trigger system fails, a backup trigger
system is needed. In case of a fault, the differential relay system trips the faulted cable line.
A digital signal indicates the occurrence of fault and this signal is monitored by the fault
locator by one of the DAQs 24 digital I/O lines. If the relay is tripped, but the Wavelet-based
trigger is not activated, the data sampled in the last 20 producer loop iterations (50 ms) is
send to central processing. Larger data packages are send, but the data is not lost.
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12.2.3 System verification
The fault locator is tested using a function-based test strategy. The functions of the unit is
divided into three main functions. These are:
1. Data acquisition
2. GPS time synchronisation
3. Wavelet Transform based trigger
4. Timing
Data acquisition is tested by sampling a variety of signals on all three input channels and
observing the signals represented in the producer loop. No problems are identified.
GPS-time synchronisation is tested by applying 50 Hz 10 V signals on all input channels of
both fault locator units. At an arbitrarily instance, a discontinuity is created and the instance
of occupance is timed by both fault locators. In all cases, the discontinuity is determined
within the GPS maximum time error (± 100 ns).
Wavelet Transform based trigger is tested by comparing the output of the self-created
CWT-subroutine using known input signals to the output from the MATLAB implemented
transform. The outputs are the same at all scales for all cases. As the trigger mechanism is
extensively tested using MATLAB and the outputs from the two implementations are equal,
the trigger mechanism is correctly verified.
Timing The mean value of the execution time of the consumer loop must be smaller than
the value for the producer loop. These times can be measured using the ’Performance and
Memory Profiling’ tool available in LabView. The producer loop time is 2.5 ms, wherefore
the requirement is that the consumer loop execution time is less. Using the profiling tool,
the mean value of the consumer loop is measured as 0.08 ms with a standard deviation of
0.02 ms.
12.2.4 Fault location on hybrid lines
The same basic principle for data acquisition as used on crossbonded cables must be used
to monitor hybrid lines. Therefore, the same equipment and method as developed in this
chapter can be used directly. However, as recommended in Section 9.1.1, both core voltage
and either core or sheath currents should be monitored. For this reason, six input channels
are needed and two DAQ-cards of the proposed type are required in each fault locator unit.
The is only an economical issues and has no effect no the functionality of the fault locator
system.
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12.2.5 Summary
In this chapter, a fault locator system based on travelling waves was designed for cross-
bonded cables. Two GPS-time synchronised fault locator units were developed based on
a National Instrument PXIe platform with Windows 7 as operating system. The fault lo-
cator unit sampled three signals from either voltage or currents transformers at a rate of 4
MS/sec. The signals are added point by point to enhance the fault waves and eliminate the
power frequency signal. A trigger mechanism was developed based on an online version
of the Continuous Wavelet transform. In the event of a fault, the data in the fault locator
unit’s buffer is saved and if the protection relay for the line monitored is tripped, the data
is sent for central processing where the fault location information is extracted. The units
are tested using a module-based testing approach and are ready for installation in a Danish
substation.
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Chapter13
Conclusion
The aim of this work was to develop a fault locator system capable of locating faults with
high accuracy on crossbonded cable systems and on hybrid lines. A two-terminal synchro-
nised travelling wave method has been proposed and verified using field measurements con-
ducted on the electrical connection to the offshore wind farm Anholt. The arrival instances
of the fault waves are identified based on a combined visual inspection- and Wavelet based
method. The proposed fault locator has been constructed based on the principles proposed
and will be installed in Danish substations in the future for monitoring of the coming cable-
based transmission grid. With the construction of the fault locator system, all problems
formulated in the problem formulation are answered fully.
13.1 Summary of the Thesis
Beside the preliminaries and this conclusion chapter, the thesis has been divided into two
main parts; one dealing with fault location using impedance-based methods and one dealing
with fault location using travelling wave methods. In each part, the problems identified in
the problem formulation are treated:
1. To study the steady state and transient behaviour of a crossbonded cable system under
fault conditions.
2. To analyse the correct modelling and simulation techniques of fault location studies
on crossbonded cable systems.
3. To identify and possibly improve the best suited fault location method for crossbonded
cables and hybrid lines.
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4. To study the necessary measuring equipment required for sufficient accurate fault
location in crossbonded cable networks and on hybrid lines.
5. To verify the proposed fault location method using field measurements conducted on
a real-life crossbonded cable.
6. To develop a prototype of the proposed fault locator unit.
13.1.1 Summary of the Impedance-based Fault Location Methods for Cross-
bonded Cables
Based on a literature study, it was found that very little research have been conducted on
fault location on crossbonded cables using impedance-based methods. The series impedance
matrix which together with other zero-sequence parameters of the system dominates the be-
haviour of the fault loop impedance was presented. It was found that an analytical expres-
sion for the exact fault loop impedance is very difficult to derive and several assumptions
has to be made. For fault location problems where the accuracy is a major concern, this is a
problem.
A highly detailed model of a two-major section crossbonded cable was implemented in
DIgSILENT Power Factory. It was found that the fault loop impedance is not linear depen-
dent on the fault location due to the transposing of the sheath at the crossbondings. This is
a unique problem for crossbonded cables and a major difficulty for impedance-based fault
location methods, as a linear- or a relationship governed by hyperbolic functions is expected
to relate the fault loop impedance to the fault location.
Because the return currents shares common paths back to the sources on crossbonded cables,
the fault loop impedance in case of bolted fault with double-sided infeed is affected when
measured from a single side. This is also a unique problem for crossbonded cables, and, it
is further problematic, if no compensation method is applied.
From a study on the influencing parameters, it was found that the field grounding resistances
at the ends of major sections and substation grounding resistances do not affect the fault loop
impedance significantly. This is because almost the entire fault current returns to the source
in the sheath system due to the high impedance path provided by the ground.
In case of a fault resistance different from zero between core and sheath, a strong effect
in both the real and imaginary parts of the fault loop impedance for double-sided infeed
is seen. As the fault loop impedance per unit length is small on cable systems, this is a
problem as only a small part of the measured impedance is directly related to the distance
to fault.
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13.1.2 Summary of Fault Location on Hybrid Lines Using Impedance-Based
Methods
Impedance-based fault location on hybrid lines is very difficult to implement for practical
cases. The fault loop impedance is almost four to five times as large on OHL systems
compared to cable systems in touching trefoil and flat formation. Small errors in the OHL’s
parameters will therefore give relatively large errors when calculating the fault location in
the cable section and the method therefore becomes applicable in theory only.
13.1.3 Summary on Fault Location Using Neural Networks
It was examined whether neural networks could be trained to perform fault location on
crossbonded cable systems using data from state-of-the-art simulation programs (DIgSI-
LENT in this case). A vast set of impedance-based field measurements were conducted
on the electrical connection to the offshore wind farm Anholt. All possible types of short
circuits were applied on several combinations of the system and it was concluded that the
simulation program predicts the behaviour of the crossbonded cable system well, but the
precision was low. Deviations up till 200 % on the real part and 61 % of the imaginary part
of the fault loop impedance were found. The training data for the neural network will there-
fore not be valid for real-life behaviour, wherefore the method is not practically applicable.
The main conclusion of part I is therefore:
An impedance-based method is not well suited for fault location on neither pure
crossbonded cables nor on hybrid lines.
13.1.4 Summary of the Travelling Wave-Based Fault Location Methods for
Crossbonded Cables
A literature study was carried out to examine the use of a travelling wave-based fault locator
for crossbonded cables. It was found that very little research had been carried out and
the few references found are only focused on very short cables. Furthermore, fault wave
propagation on crossbonded cables is not a field studied in depth. It was found that more
research was needed before any conclusions could be made.
Wave propagation on three-phase, single-core cable systems was examined first. The modal
domain was introduced and the modal decomposition of cable systems in touching trefoil
and flat formation were determined. It was found that coaxial waves are the fastest waves
existing on the system at any frequency of interest and that only coaxial waves are created
when an ideal fault is applied between core and sheath anywhere on the cable system.
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Wave propagation on a crossbonded cable was examined and it was found that intersheath
and ground mode waves are created at the crossbondings every time a coaxial wave arrives.
For fault location purposes, this means that the first intersheath mode wave to arrive at the
fault locator terminal has not travelled from the fault location, but was created at the cross-
bonding closest to the fault locator terminal.
From a study of fault wave propagation on longer crossbonded cable systems, it was found
that a part of the fault wave travelling between core and sheath on one cable is reflected onto
the two other cables due to the interconnection between the sheaths at the crossbondings.
After 4-5 major sections, fault waves of equal magnitude exist on the three cables. The
reduction in magnitude of the initial fault wave is a problem unique for crossbonded cables
and can make fault location more difficult in a noisy environment.
The Use of the Single- and Two-Terminal Fault Location Method on Crossbonded Cab-
les
Actual real-life fault location on a three major section crossbonded cable was examined. It
was found that the two-terminal method gives very accurate results when the coaxial modal
velocity is used to define the wave velocity and extracting the arrival instance of the fault
wave directly in the time domain. Core voltages, core current or sheath current signals can
all be used as input for the fault locator, whereas the choice of signal type is dependent on the
number of additional cables or OHLs connected at the substation where the monitored cable
is connected. As more lines are connected, the current signal becomes more advantageous
to use as input, whereas, if a single line/single transformer configuration is used, only core
voltage signals are applicable.
The single-terminal method is very problematic to use on crossbonded cables as all modal
wave types are created when a travelling wave meets a crossbonding point. The single-
terminal method relies on capturing the second wave from the fault location, but due to
the vast number of waves travelling in the system, the second wave from the fault location
becomes very hard to distinguish from the waves created at the crossbondings.
A sheath current signal method was examined, but it was concluded that this method is
not applicable in practice as the location of faults in the minor sections closest to the fault
locator terminal could not be determined using the method.
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Parameters Influencing a Two-Terminal Fault Location Method for Fault Location on
Crossbonded Cables
The influence of the most important parameters influencing the two-terminal method was
examined.
The wave velocity on a single-core cable system is frequency dependent. The highest fre-
quency components travel the fastest which makes the initial wave seem spread out and the
exact arrival instance becomes more difficult to determine exactly. However, the effect is
minor and no correction is necessary on cable systems less than 50 km (98.6 % of all Danish
lines).
The effect when the fault wave meets the busbars at different types of substations was
examined. It was found that for outdoor substations of a certain size, it becomes advan-
tageous to always use voltage waves as input for a fault locator because the incoming fault
wave is almost doubled when the waves meet the busbars. The time it takes the inter-station
waves to settle is larger than the sampling time used for travelling wave-based fault loca-
tion, and the inter-station waves are therefore picked up. At the cable termination at the
substation, core current and sheath current waves are reduced to approximately 15 % rel-
ative to the incoming fault wave due to a negative current reflection coefficient. For GIS
stations, where the busbars are short and the surge impedance is more comparable to the
surge impedance of the high voltage coaxial cable, the signal behaviour is determined by
the number of additional lines connected to the GIS.
Internal and joint faults on cables with extruded insulation will always occur near peak
voltage where the insulation is stressed the most. However, some deviation can be expected
and the wave flow in case of faults with fault inception angles of 25◦, 30◦ and 45◦ are
simulated, and the fault wave arrival instance at the fault locator terminals can be identified
with no loss in precision.
The sensitivity of the coaxial modal velocity on cables and cable system parameters was
examined. It was found that the velocity is dependent on both temperature and frequency,
but the effects are minor under normal operation conditions for the cable. The influence of
the semi-conducing layers was examined with special attention to their frequency depen-
dent permittivity and their effect on the coaxial attenuation. Based on existing literature, it
could be concluded that the effects are minor as well and no compensation is needed. Field
measurements were later carried out to confirm these claims.
The use of today’s instrument transforms for fault location purposes was examined. Ca-
pacitive voltage transformers with access to the neutral of the capacitive voltage divider and
Rogowski coils for measuring sheath currents can be used with high precision. Use of induc-
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tive voltage and current transformers is recommended by several authors, but the promised
bandwidth is lower for both transformer types compared to capacitive voltage transformers
and Rogowski coils. Until more experience is gathered, it is therefore recommended al-
ways to use a reference signal from a capacitive voltage transformer or a Rogowski coil if
inductive transformers are used.
Hybrid Lines
A method developed for fault location on hybrid DC-lines was re-designed for hybrid sys-
tems with crossbonded cables and OHLs. The method works for any combination of line
segments and was verified using simulations on a hybrid line consisting of a 3 km 1 major
section crossbonded cable and a 40 km OHL. Furthermore, the method was tested using a
model of the electrical connection to the Danish offshore wind farm Horns Reef 2. It was
found that due to damping primarily on the submarine cable section, it is beneficial to in-
stall an additional fault locator at the reactor station close to the start of the submarine cable.
This reduces the total length of the monitored line and increases the accuracy considerably.
Based on the findings in the first chapters, it was concluded that the two-terminal method
was useable if a constant coaxial wave velocity could be used as input for the fault locator
and if the degree of damming predicted by current simulation models was representative
for real-life coaxial damping. To verify these claims, field measurements on the electrical
connection to the Anholt cable were conducted.
Travelling Wave-based Field Measurements for Verification of Fault Location Methods
for Crossbonded Cables
Field measurements were conducted on parts of the electrical connection to the Anholt
offshore wind farm. Faults were applied on the 38 km system and the transient response was
measured at two terminals at the cable’s ends. The measurements were time-syncronised
and it was found that a very accurate estimation of the fault location could be obtained
using the proposed method. Methods for measuring the coaxial wave velocity were set up
and the coaxial wave velocity on the Anholt cable was determined using these methods. It
was verified that a constant coaxial wave velocity could be used and the coaxial attenuation
predicted by current cable models is in line with results obtained on the Anholt cable. Based
on the results of the field measurements, it was concluded that:
Fault location using a synchronised two-terminal method is applicable on crossbonded
cables with use of the coaxial wave velocity and fault signals analysed directly in the
time domain.
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The Wavelet Transform and Fault Location on Crossbonded Cable Systems
The use of the Wavelet Transform for fault location on crossbonded cables was examined.
It was found that the transform can determine the fault location on shorter cable systems
with high accuracy (approximately less than 20 km). For longer cables, it is proposed to
combine the use of the automatic wavelet transform with a visual inspection of the time
domain signals. In all cases, this increases the accuracy of the fault location estimation and
reduced the chance of acting on a faulted estimation by the Wavelet transform.
Development of a Fault Locator System for Crossbonded Cables
A fault locator system capable of locating faults on crossbonded cables was developed and
realised in practice.
Two fault locator units, which have to be installed at each terminal at each cable end, will
acquire input signals in case of a fault on the monitored line. The units are permanently
installed and constantly monitor the signals. They will trigger and save their inputs in case of
a fault. After the data is recorded locally, it is sent to central processing at a remote location
where the fault location can be estimated based on the combined use of the Wavelet-based
method and the visual inspection method developed.
Core voltage, core currents or sheath currents can freely be chosen as input to the fault
locator units. The inputs can be different at each cable end where the choice will depend
on the station and the number of additional lines connected to the station. The fault locator
units can be used to monitor both pure crossbonded cables and hybrid lines as it is only the
post-fault data treatment which is different for the two system configurations.
The fault locator unit is realised using National Instrument equipment. A 4 MS data acquisi-
tion card and a GPS-based time-synchronisation card are used. The necessary software was
developed in Labview on a Windows 7 platform. A Wavelet based trigger system capable of
triggering on all realistic fault signals was developed with the use of a signal pre-condition
technique developed especially for crossbonded cables.
The functionality of the units were verified using both simulated and field measurement data
and was found to operate as expected.
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13.2 Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis are:
• A detailed study on the fault loop impedance and the parameters influencing it on
crossbonded cables.
• A study on the use of impedance-based fault location method on hybrid lines.
• Field measurements showing the possible use of state-of-the-art simulation program
for providing training data for neural networks.
• A study on fault wave propagation on crossbonded cables.
• A study on the best suited travelling wave-based fault location method for cross-
bonded cables.
• A study on the parameters affecting the ability of the two-terminal method to locate
faults on crossbonded cables.
• Field measurements of fault transients on an installed crossbonded cable and the anal-
ysis of these for fault location purposes.
• The use of the Wavelet transform for fault location on crossbonded cables.
• The development of a fault locator system capable of locating faults on crossbonded
cables and on hybrid lines.
13.2.1 Publications
The scientific articles written in relation to the work presented in this monograph are listed
in Table 13.1.
”This present report combined with the above listed scientific papers has been submitted
for assessment in partial fulfilment of the PhD degree. The scientific papers are not
included in this version due to copyright issues. Detailed publication information is
provided above and the interested reader is referred to the original published papers. As
part of the assessment, co-author statements have been made available to the assessment
committee and are also available at the Faculty of Engineering and Science, Aalborg
University.
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Title Authors Outlet Status
State of the art Analysis of Online
Fault Location on AC Cables in Un-
derground Transmission Systems
C.F. Jensen C. L. Bak, U. S.
Gudmundsdottir
NORD-IS 2011 Published
Field Test and Theoretical Analy-
sis of Electromagnetic Pulse Pro-
pagation Velocity on Crossbonded
Cable Systems
C.F. Jensen, U.S. Gudmunds-
dottir, C.L. Bak, and A. Abur
IEEE transaction
on power deliv-
ery
Second revi-
sion submitted
Online High Frequency Fault Lo-
cation Techniques on Crossbonded
Cable System
C.F. Jensen, U.S. Gudmunds-
dottir, C.L. Bak, and F. Faria
da Silva
IEEE transaction
on power deliv-
ery
Submitted July
2013
Online Fault Location on Cross-
bonded Cables Using Sheath Cur-
rent Signals
C.F. Jensen, O.M.K.K.
Nanayakkara, A. D. Ra-
japakse, U.S. Gudmundsdottir,
and C.L. Bak
IPST 2013 Accepted
Online Fault Location on Cross-
bonded AC Cables in Underground
Transmission Systems
C.F. Jensen, U.S. Gudmunds-
dottir and C.L. Bak
Cigré 2014 Paris
session
Paper selected
to the among
the national al-
lotment.
Table 13.1: Publications related to the thesis.
13.3 Future work
Most of the future work is related to the practical issues of implementing the fault locator.
13.3.1 Signal conditioning
Depending on the output from the chosen transducer type, some signal conditioning can
be required. The DAQ takes a ±10 V signal as input wherefore some conversion can be
necessary. Signal conditioning block are produced by National Instruments and can be
easily mounted on the DAQ-unit.
13.3.2 Practical installation
The cable system on the secondary side of the transducer to the location of the fault locator
will influence the accuracy. Methods for determining the delay need to be developed and a
compensation routine implemented in the fault location.
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13.3.3 Instrument transformer
More studies are needed on the inductive instrument transformers before they can be used
without a reference signal from a capacitive voltage transformer or a Rogowski current coil.
A fault locator unit can be installed in a substation where switching operations are expected.
Such operations can result in high frequency components in the signals and these can then
be measured with several transducer types if these are installed at the same substation. A
comparison between the transducers ability to reflect the high frequency components in their
secondary circuit can then be made and recommendations can be put up.
13.3.4 Wavelet-based trigger mechanism
The method and settings for the trigger mechanism needs to be studied in more detail. The
noise level in substations can vary and the effect of the triggering system must be examined.
This can only be done after the fault locator unit is installed in a substation. Furthermore, a
strategy for preventing faulted triggers should be implemented. Integration with the existing
line protection system should be carried out.
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Appendices

AppendixA
Impedance-Based Fault Location
Measurement Results
A.1 Results
A.1.1 Case study 2
Fault type Impedance Measured [Ω] Calculated [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 1.57 6 77.58 0.34+j1.53 1.42 6 74.40 0.38+j1.37
Z1B [Ω] 1.30 6 84.09 0.13+j1.29 1.20 6 84.00 0.13+j1.19
Z1C [Ω] 1.54 6 91.20 -0.03+j1.54 1.37 6 93.60 -0.09+j1.37
Z1 [Ω] 1.47 6 84.29 0.15+j1.45 1.33 6 84.00 0.14+j1.31
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 1.11 6 76.05 0.27+j1.08 1.42 6 74.40 0.38+j1.37
Zf,B [Ω] 1.88 6 68.90 0.68+j1.75 1.20 6 84.10 0.12+j1.19
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 1.00 6 72.18 0.31+j0.95 1.20 6 84.00 0.13+j1.19
Zf,C [Ω] 2.25 6 75.64 0.56+j2.18 1.37 6 93.56 -0.09+j1.37
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 2.60 6 58.20 1.37+j2.21 1.42 6 74.40 0.38+j1.37
Zf,C [Ω] 1.13 6 76.23 0.27+j1.10 1.376 93.56 -0.09+j1.37
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 1.30 6 67.54 0.50+j1.20 1.16 6 74.90 0.30+j1.12
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 1.12 6 64.09 0.49+j1.01 1.01 6 71.60 0.32+j0.96
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 1.30 6 67.36 0.50+j1.20 1.15 6 72.40 0.35+j1.10
Zero-sequence
Z0A [Ω] 1.30 6 21.09 1.22+j0.47 0.92 6 56.20 0.51 0.76
Z0B [Ω] 1.30 6 21.57 1.21+j0.48 0.93 6 55.70 0.52 0.77
Z0C [Ω] 1.29 6 21.87 1.20+j0.48 0.91 6 55.82 0.51 0.75
Z0 [Ω] 1.30 6 21.51 1.21+j0.48 0.92 6 55.91 0.52 0.76
Table A.1: Measured and calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 33 to Joint
27 with the fault location at Joint 27 (Case Study 2)
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A.1.2 Case Study 3
Fault type Impedance Measured [Ω] Calculated [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 7.16 6 77.99 1.49+j7.01 6.49 6 76.38 1.53+j6.31
Z1B [Ω] 5.94 6 85.12 0.50+j5.91 5.35 6 82.70 0.68+j5.31
Z1C [Ω] 6.99 6 91.89 -0.23+j6.99 6.36 6 91.50 -0.17+j6.36
Z1 [Ω] 6.70 6 85.00 0.59+j6.64 6.07 6 83.53 0.68+j6.03
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 5.11 6 78.76 1.00+j5.01 4.74 6 74.68 1.25+j4.57
Zf,B [Ω] 8.17 6 69.02 2.92+j7.62 7.92 6 70.50 2.64+j7.47
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 4.59 6 74.22 1.50+j3.94 4.22 6 69.08 1.51+j3.94
Zf,C [Ω] 9.87 6 73.92 1.78+j9.43 9.46 6 70.64 3.13+j8.93
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 11.18 6 56.50 6.17+j9.32 11.26 6 60.90 5.51+j9.89
Zf,C [Ω] 5.11 6 78.93 0.98+j5.01 5.09 6 74.75 1.29+j4.72
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 6.00 6 70.37 2.01+j5.65 5.67 6 66.69 2.24+j5.21
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 5.15 6 66.36 2.07+j4.72 4.80 6 61.07 2.32+j4.20
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 5.88 6 69.70 2.04+j5.51 5.61 6 65.78 2.30+j5.12
Table A.2: Measured and calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 0 to Joint 33
with the fault location at Joint 27 (Case Study 3)
A.1.3 Case Study 4
Fault type Impedance Measured [Ω] Calculated [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 1.56 6 77.53 0.34+j1.52 1.42 6 74.70 0.37+j1.37
Z1B [Ω] 1.28 6 84.15 0.13+j1.28 1.20 6 84.00 0.13+j1.19
Z1C [Ω] 1.52 6 91.03 -0.03+j1.52 1.37 6 93.60 -0.09+j1.37
Z1 [Ω] 1.46 6 84.23 0.15+j1.44 1.33 6 84.10 0.14+j1.31
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 1.11 6 76.11 0.27+j1.07 1.12 6 81.90 0.16+j1.11
Zf,B [Ω] 1.86 6 68.96 0.67+j1.73 1.46 6 70.15 0.50+j1.37
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 0.99 6 72.30 0.30+j0.95 1.026 79.00 0.19+j1.00
Zf,C [Ω] 2.22 6 75.46 0.56+j2.15 1.726 78.80 0.33+j1.69
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 2.59 6 57.86 1.38+j2.20 2.21 6 56.97 51.20+j1.85
Zf,C [Ω] 1.13 6 76.23 0.27+j1.09 1.126 81.74 10.16+j1.11
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 1.30 6 67.67 0.50+j1.21 1.206 76.70 0.28+j1.17
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 1.12 6 64.15 0.49+j1.01 1.056 72.90 0.31+j1.00
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 1.30 6 67.36 0.50+j1.20 1.176 73.90 0.32+j1.12
Table A.3: Measured and calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 33 to Joint 0
with the fault location at Joint 27 (Case Study 4)
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A.1.4 Case Study 5
Fault type Impedance Measured [Ω] Calculated [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 8.75 6 77.64 1.87+j8.55 7.956 76.32 1.88+j7.721
Z1B [Ω] 7.27 6 84.78 0.66+j7.24 6.536 82.82 0.82+j6.481
Z1C [Ω] 8.56 6 91.66 -0.25+j8.56 7.80 6 91.72 -0.23+j7.8036
Z1 [Ω] 8.19 6 84.69 0.76+j8.11 7.436 83.62 0.82+j7.333
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 6.27 6 77.88 1.32+j6.13 5.78 6 74.70 1.53+j5.587
Zf,B [Ω] 10.12 6 75.40 2.55+j9.79 9.68 6 70.50 3.23+j9.127
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 5.66 6 73.56 1.60+j5.42 5.166 69.00 1.85+j4.8294
Zf,C [Ω] 12.13 6 74.87 3.16+j11.71 11.57 6 79.30 2.15+j11.3793
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 13.86 6 57.04 7.54+j11.63 13.92 6 60.23 56.91+j12.08
Zf,C [Ω] 6.30 6 78.17 1.29+j6.16 5.956 74.60 11.58+j5.74
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 7.39 6 69.70 2.56+j6.93 6.916 66.68 2.74+j6.351
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 6.38 6 65.67 2.63+j5.81 5.866 61.19 2.82+j5.130
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 7.25 6 69.08 2.59+j6.77 6.666 66.00 2.71+j6.082
Zero-sequence
Z0A [Ω] 6.96 6 25.84 6.26+j3.03 7.34 6 22.90 06.76+j2.86
Z0B [Ω] 7.00 6 24.63 6.37+j2.92 7.25 6 21.30 06.75+j2.63
Z0C [Ω] 6.78 6 26.10 6.09+j2.98 7.24 6 23.50 06.64+j2.89
Z0 [Ω] 6.91 6 25.53 6.24+j2.98 7.286 22.57 06.72+j2.79
Table A.4: Measured and calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 0 to Joint 33
with the fault location at Joint 33 (Case Study 5)
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A.1.5 Case Study 6
Fault type Impedance Measured [Ω] Calculated [Ω]
Phase ABC/S (positive-seq)
Z1A [Ω] 8.736 77.41 1.90+j8.52 7.88 6 75.50 1.97+j7.63
Z1B [Ω] 7.276 84.72 0.67+j7.23 6.63 6 82.80 0.83+j6.58
Z1C [Ω] 8.516 91.95 -0.29+j8.51 7.75 6 92.50 -0.34+j7.74
Z1 [Ω] 8.176 84.69 0.76+j8.09 7.42 6 83.60 0.82+j7.32
Phase AB/S
Zf,A [Ω] 6.246 77.88 1.31+j6.10 5.98 6 75.50 1.50+j5.79
Zf,B [Ω] 10.10 6 69.33 3.56+j9.45 9.39 6 71.80 2.93+j8.92
Phase BC/S
Zf,B [Ω] 5.646 73.56 1.60+j5.41 5.41 6 70.70 1.79+j5.11
Zf,C [Ω] 12.08 6 74.81 3.17+j11.66 11.04 6 80.90 1.75+j10.90
Phase CA/S
Zf,A [Ω] 13.80 6 57.32 7.45+j11.61 13.37 6 60.30 56.62+j11.61
Zf,C [Ω] 6.266 78.29 1.27+j6.13 6.07 6 76.40 11.43+j5.90
Phase A/S Zf,A [Ω] 7.36 6 69.63 3.96+j9.80 7.02 6 68.70 3.27+j9.47
Phase B/S Zf,B [Ω] 6.36 6 65.80 2.61+j5.80 5.98 6 63.50 2.67+j5.35
Phase C/S Zf,C [Ω] 7.24 6 69.08 2.58+j6.76 6.82 6 68.25 2.53+j6.33
Zero-sequence
Z0A [Ω] 6.91 6 25.58 6.23+j2.98 6.936 28.30 06.10+j3.29
Z0B [Ω] 6.95 6 24.49 6.33+j2.88 6.95 6 26.90 06.20+j3.14
Z0C [Ω] 6.76 6 25.84 6.09+j2.95 6.826 28.70 05.98+j3.28
Z0 [Ω] 6.88 6 25.30 6.22+j2.94 6.906 27.97 06.09+j3.23
Table A.5: Measured and calculated fault impedances for the cable sections from Joint 33 to Joint 0
with the fault location at Joint 0 (Case Study 6)
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AppendixB
Power System Components used in the
Thesis
B.1 PSCAD models
In this section the PSCAD/EMTDC implementation of models used in the thesis are de-
scribed.
B.1.1 Feeder system
A standard feeder system is used in this thesis. The system consists of a 400 MVA 410/167
kV auto transformer and a short circuit impedance. For high frequency studies, the grid
behind the transformer is of very little importance and a passive lumped represent of the
network is used. The system is shown in Figure B.1.
CB cableC11
C12
C13
C21
C22
C23
S1 S2
R=0 1.98 0.0748
13 [pF
]
4 [pF
]
4 [pF]
0.
1
R=01.980.0748
13
 [p
F
]
4 
[p
F
]
4 [pF]
0.1
Figure B.1: Modelling of standard feeder system in PSCAD/EMTDC.
The 50 Hz transformer model available in PSCAD/EMTDC is used with a Π of capacitors
used to represent the high frequency response of the transformer. This method is described
in [36] and the values are taken from [146].
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(a) (b)
Figure B.2
B.1.2 165 kV case study cable
The 165 kV case study ABB cable is modelled using the frequency dependent phase model
(Universial line model). The parameters are presented in the thesis in Table 4.2. The
PSCAD/EMTDC implementation of the model and the configuration of the cables is shown
in Figure B.3.
The fitting error of the characteristic admittance is 0.195 % and 11 poles are used. Four
group delays are defined for the propagation function. These have fitting errors of 0.06793
%, 0.09666 % 0.07645 % and 0.03230 %. The fitting error for the phase of the propagation
constant is 0.1659 %.
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Definition Canvas (CableA11)
Segment Name: CableA12
Steady State Frequency: 50.0 [Hz]
Length of Line: 1 [km]
Number of Conductors: 0
20Max. Order per Delay Grp. for Prop. Func.:
20Maximum Order of Fitting for Yc:
1.0E6Curve Fitting End Frequency:
Curve Fitting Starting Frequency: 0.5
Frequency Dependent (Phase) Model Options
Maximum Fitting Error for Yc: 0.2
0.2Maximum Fitting Error for Prop. Func.:
Travel Time Interpolation:
100Total Number of Frequency Increments:
On
DisabledDC Correction:
Passivity Checking: Disabled
100.0Resistivity:
Analytical Approximation (Deri-Semlyen)Aerial:
Underground:
Mutual:
Direct Numerical Integration
Analytical Approximation (LUCCA)
0.02075
Cable # 1
0.04111
0.042389
0.0475
1.3
0
Conductor
Insulator 1
Sheath
Insulator 2
0.02075
Cable # 2
0.04111
0.042389
0.0475
1.3
0.4
Conductor
Insulator 1
Sheath
Insulator 2
0.02075
Cable # 3
0.04111
0.042389
0.0475
1.3
0.8
Conductor
Insulator 1
Sheath
Insulator 2
Figure B.3
B.1.3 165 kV case study overhead line
A 165 kV overhead line is used in the study of fault location on hybrid lines in Section 4.4
and Section 9.1. Figure B.4, shows the configurations of OHL model.
Figure B.5 (a) and (b) shows the configuration of the line structure and the configurations
for the conductors.
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Definition Canvas (TLine)
Segment Name: TLine2
Steady State Frequency: 50.0 [Hz]
Length of Line: 5.0 [km]
Number of Conductors: 3
20Max. Order per Delay Grp. for Prop. Func.:
20Maximum Order of Fitting for Yc:
1.0E6Curve Fitting End Frequency:
Curve Fitting Starting Frequency: 0.5
Frequency Dependent (Phase) Model Options
Maximum Fitting Error for Yc: 0.2
0.2Maximum Fitting Error for Prop. Func.:
Travel Time Interpolation:
100Total Number of Frequency Increments:
On
DisabledDC Correction:
Passivity Checking: Disabled
100Resistivity:
Direct Numerical Integration
Analytical Approximation (Ametani)
Aerial:
Underground:
Mutual:
Direct Numerical Integration
Cond. #
Phasing # Phasing #
23.3 [m]
23.3 [m]3.3 [m]
-3.3 [m]Eliminated1
2
1
2
3
18 [m]
6.6 [m] 18 [m]
0 [m]
-6.6 [m] 18 [m]1
2
3
Connection X (from X (from
tower centre)
GW. # Connection
Tower: 3H5
Conductors: chukar Ground_Wires: 1/2_HighStrengthSteel
Tower Centre 0.0 [m]
Y
tower centre) (at tower)
Y
(at tower)
Eliminated
Circuit #
Figure B.4: Configurations of OHL model.
(a) (b)
Figure B.5: Configuration of the (a) line structure and (b) the configurations for the conductors.
Figure B.6, shows the configuration for the ground wires.
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Figure B.6: Configuration of ground wires.
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AppendixC
Seven-Step Impedance Measuring
Method
A seven step measuring procedure developed for determining the positive and zero sequence
impedance of OHLs and cables.
C.1 Positive sequence impedance
The positive sequence impedance is determined as a mean value of the loop impedance
between the three phases as shown in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: Measuring method for determining the positive sequence impedance of a cable system.
The impedance between phase A and B, between phase A and C and between phase B and
C are determined as shown in Figure C.1. The positive sequence impedance is calculated
based on these measurements as where the subscript M denoted a measured impedance and
C denotes a calculated impedance and terminal E represents all possible return paths back
to the source (sheath, substation grid etc.)
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Z1,C =
ZAB,M + ZAC,M + ZBC,M
3 · 2
[Ω] (C.1)
C.2 Zero sequence impedance
The zero sequence system is defined as shown in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: Definition of zero sequence impedance system.
The line impedances ZA,C , ZB,C and ZC,C are assumed equal and the impedance ZE,C
represents the return path for the current. In the case of a crossbonded cable system, this
is the return path provided by the combined sheath system and the ground. The grounding
resistances at the ends of major section and the grounding resistance at the substation(s) are
included in the impedance.
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Figure C.3: Measuring method for determining the zero sequence impedance of a cable system.
The power available will depend on the source. It is proposed to measured the zero sequence
impedance in one, a single cable is energised at the time and for method two (Figure C.3
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(d)), all three phases are energised at the same time. In the latter case, the zero sequence
impedance is calculated as:
Z0−ABC =
U0,M
I0,M
= 3Z0,M [Ω] (C.2)
If the source is not powerful enough to energised all three phases at once, the zero se-
quence impedance is measured as shown in Figure C.3 (a), (b) and (c). The zero-sequence
impedance determined using the set up shown in Figure C.3 (a) is calculated as:
Z0−A,C = ZA,C + 3ZE−A,C [Ω] (C.3)
whereZE−A,C is the return impedance when only phase A is energised. The return impedance
ZE−A,C is calculated as:
ZE−A,C = ZA−E,M − ZA,C [Ω] (C.4)
The line impedances ZA,C , ZB,C and ZC,C are calculated as:
ZA,C =
ZAB,M − ZAC,M + ZBC,M
2
[Ω] (C.5)
ZB,C =
ZAB,M + ZAC,M − ZBC,M
2
[Ω] (C.6)
ZC,C =
−ZAB,M + ZAC,M + ZBC,M
2
[Ω] (C.7)
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AppendixD
Single Line Diagram of GIS-station
Karstrup
D.1 Single line diagram of GIS-station Kastrup
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AppendixE
Safety instructions for field
measurements
E.1 Safety Instructions for Impedance-Based Field Measurements
1. Formål: At beskrive udførelsesmetode og sikkerhedsforanstaltninger for impedans
baserede, målinger på Anholt kablet fortaget i forbindelse med PhD-projektet ’Online
location of faults in AC undergrounded transmission cable systems’.
2. Anvendelsesområde: Proceduren anvendes af personale fra følgende virksomheder:
ENERGINET, som fører tilsyn og udfører målearbejdet. SYD ENERGI, som etablerer
og fjerner jordforbindelse for kabel systemet Institut for Energiteknik, Aalborg Uni-
versitet, der deltager i målearbejdet
3. Ansvar og myndighed: Energinet.dk er ansvarlig for vedligeholder denne procedure
og ansvaret for at alle deltager er korrekt informeret om deres opgave. SYD ENERGI
er ansvarlig for at jording af systemet er fortaget efter reglerne for arbejde på systemer
for parallelføring
4. Fremgangsmåde før målingerne fortages: Forud for målingerne er kabelenderne frilagte
åbnet således at der kan etableres forsvarlig jordforbindelse på kablerne (Syd Energi).
Forsynings kilden er placeret enten i Trige elle ved muffe 33. Inden Syd Energi starter
jordingsarbejdet, er der telefonisk kontakt til ansvarshavende i enten Trige eller ved
muffe 33 afhængig af fra hvilken ende kablet spændingssættes. Den ansvarshavende
vil afbryde spændingskilden både via betjeningen på selv kilden, men også ved at
afbryde tilgangen til kilden. Når der meddels at systemet er spændingsfrit vil Syd
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Energi etablere jordforbindelse på alle leder på det sted det ønskes at modificere sys-
temet. De ansvarshavende på de lokaliteter, hvor kabel systemet ikke modificeres har
til ansvar at sørge for at uisolerede ender ikke berøres.
5. Fremgangsmåde under målinger: Efter at Syd Energi har meldt at systemet forsvarlig
jorderet, etableres de ønske forbindelser af Energinet.dk og Aalborg Universitet. Efter
at systemet er modificeret vil Syd Energi fjerne de påsatte jordings anordninger og
en telefonisk besked gives til den ansvarshavende på forsyningens placering. Den
ansvarshavende på forsyningens placering tilslutter forsyningen og en ny måling kan
påbegyndes. Efter dette kan systemet frakobles igen og processen kan gentages for
næste ønskede måling
E.2 Safety Instructions for Fault Location on Crossbonded Cab-
les using Travelling Waves
1. Formål At beskrive udførelsesmetode og sikkerhedsforanstaltninger for målinger af
fejl frembragte transienter på Anholt kablet fortaget i forbindelse med PhD-projektet
’Online location of faults in AC undergrounded transmission cable systems’.
2. Anvendelsesområde Proceduren anvendes af personale fra følgende virksomheder:
ENERGINET, som fører tilsyn og udfører målearbejdet. SYD ENERGI, som etablerer
og fjerner jordforbindelse for kabel systemet Institut for Energiteknik, Aalborg Uni-
versitet, der deltager i målearbejdet
3. Ansvar og myndighed Energinet.dk er ansvarlig for vedligeholder denne procedure
og ansvaret for at alle deltager er korrekt informeret om deres opgave. SYD ENERGI
er ansvarlig for at jording af systemet er fortaget efter reglerne for arbejde på systemer
for parallelføring
4. Fremgangsmåde før målingerne fortages Forud for målingerne er kabelenderne frilagte
åbnet således at der kan etableres forsvarlig jordforbindelse på kablerne (Syd Energi).
Alle ledere ved Trige, muffe 27 og 33 jorders Vakuum afbryder monteres mellem
leder og skærm ved muffe 27 Måleudstyr forbindes af instrueret personale ved Trige,
muffe 27 og 33 Skilletransformeren monteres kabel lederne ved Trige - skilletraf-
foren tilsluttes 0.4 kV forsyningsnettet gennem en auto transformer. SYSTEMET
SPÆNDINGSSÆTTES IKKE! Belastningen tilsluttes kabel lederne ved muffe 33
5. Fremgangsmåde under målingerne Personalet ved Trige og muffe 33 informeres tele-
fonisk om at testen kan påbegynde Jordingsforbindelser fjernes af Syd Energi ved
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Trige muffe 27 og 33 Auto transformeren tilsluttes ved Trige og spændingen justeres
til 0.4 kV. Telefonisk kontakt mellem Trige, muffe 27 og 33 afgøre, hvornår testen
startes. Vakuumafbryderen kortslutter leder og skærm, målinger foretages og sys-
temet afbrydes af kortslutningsbeskyttelsen ved Trige. Processen gentages indtil alle
målinger er fortaget Belastningen kan til enhver tid afmonteres uden fysisk kontakt
til strømførende dele af systemet.
E.3 Safety Instructions for Coaxial wave velocity determination
1. Formål At beskrive udførelsesmetode og sikkerhedsforanstaltninger for impuls, målinger
på Anholt kablet fortaget i forbindelse med PhD-projektet ’Online location of faults
in AC undergrounded transmission cable systems’.
2. Anvendelsesområde Proceduren anvendes af personale fra følgende virksomheder:
ENERGINET, som fører tilsyn og udfører målearbejdet. SYD ENERGI, som etablerer
og fjerner jordforbindelse for kabel systemet Institut for Energiteknik, Aalborg Uni-
versitet, der deltager i målearbejdet
3. Ansvar og myndighed Energinet.dk er ansvarlig for vedligeholder denne procedure
og ansvaret for at alle deltager er korrekt informeret om deres opgave. SYD ENERGI
er ansvarlig for at jording af systemet er fortaget efter reglerne for arbejde på systemer
for parallelføring
4. Fremgangsmåde før målingerne fortages Forud for målingerne er kabelenderne frilagte
åbnet således at der kan etableres forsvarlig jordforbindelse på kablerne (Syd Energi).
Alle ledere ved Trige, muffe 27 og 33 jorders Impuls generatoren placeres ved muffe
27. Måleudstyr forbindes af instrueret personale ved Trige, muffe 27 og 33
5. Fremgangsmåde under målingerne Impuls generatoren forbindes til de ønskede ledere
Jordingsforbindelser fjernes af Syd Energi Inden pulsgeneratoren affyres vil det ved
telefonisk kontakt være sikret at alt personale ikke har kontakt med spændings førende
dele af kabelsystem Efter pulsen er affyret informeres personalet ved Trige og muffe
33. Syd Energi reetablerer jording ved muffe 27 og systemet modificeres (bemærk at
lederne ved Trige og muffe 33 ikke jorderes imens systemet modificeres ved muffe
27, da der ikke skal ændres på systemet på disse lokaliteter) Processen gentages indtil
alle målinger er fortaget
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